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ABSTRACT  
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_____________________________________________________________________  

Finland received many Syrian refugees over the past years. This reception was linked to              

consequences of the war and absence of prospects for a political solution in Syria. As a result,                 

Finland took a series of measures to promote the integration of new arrivals into Finnish society.                

Our thesis main topic is the integration of Syrian refugees into Finland. Thesis tried to answer the                 

following key research question (What kind of integration process do Syrian refugees have into              

Finnish society). We answered research question by looking at experiences of the integration             

process for twenty Syrian refugees in Finland. Moreover, believing that integration is a shared              

responsibility between refugee and host society. We aimed to concentrate on experiences of nine              

officials working on promoting integration of Syrian refugees. Then, we focused on identifying             

stages and services of the integration process. Furthermore, we tried to monitor the difficulties              

facing both Syrian refugees and the officials involved in the integration process. The goals are both                

to find possible solutions to these difficulties and to achieve more efficient and effective integration.               

For that end, qualitative interviews were done for collecting primary data and qualitative content              

analysis for analysing it. We found that process of integrating Syrian refugees goes through              

successive stages, beginning with providing necessary social services for refugee stability. Then,            

setting the integration plan, which is a right for every refugee. Learning Finnish and strengthening it                

by work trainings was the second stage. Trainings left positive impact on the speed of integration of                 

refugees. The third stage essence was directing the refugee towards a profession or university              

education to qualify him for access to labor market. In terms of services, the vast majority of                 

refugees received equal services compared to Finns, sometimes better. There was recognition by             

refugees of respecting their religious freedoms. Some Syrian refugees succeeded in integrating into             

Finnish society, despite the existence of great difficulties, most notably the isolation of Finns from               

the refugees and the role of the extremist media in increasing hate speech. This thesis focused on the                  

official framework of integration of Syrian refugees. Thesis now leaves opportunity open for             

exploring role of civil society organizations in promoting integration of Syrian refugees. 

 

Keywords: Integration, Syrian refugee, integration process, Finland, Finnish society, new culture,           

isolation, Social office, TE- Office, Finnish language, work training. 
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1   INTRODUCTION 
Arrival of Syrian refugees to Finland is considered a recent phenomenon that did not exceed               

maximum of seven or eight years. This entry was specifically linked to consequences of the               

continuous war and absence of prospects for a political solution in Syria. As a result, Finland                

welcomed and received many Syrian refugees over the past years. The vast majority of them came                

from Syria's neighboring countries like Jordan and Lebanon. Most of Syrian refugees who came to               

Finland were quota refugees with the help of United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. On               

the other hand, refugees integration into the new society is one of the most important issue related                 

directly to this arrival. Hence, Finland took a series of official measures to promote and facilitate the                 

integration of new arrivals into Finnish society. In turn, the Syrian refugees seek to integrate into the                 

new society, but they are facing a number of difficulties during their integration process into the                

new Finnish society. For Syrian refugees, the Finnish society represents a new society with different               

characteristics and culture, that may not always be compatible with their own society and culture. 

 

1.1   What ? 
Regard the research topic, this Master Thesis focuses on the integration of refugees into              

Finland. In particular, it is about Syrian refugees integration into Finland. I am primarily interested               

in getting to know some of the Syrians refugees experiences during their integration into the host                

Finnish society. The main objective of this research is to investigate and examine Syrian refugees'               

integration process into Finland. For that end, this research will be limited to a number of Syrians                 

into Finland, who have refugee status legally. In other words, to Syrians who have obtained Finnish                

residence under the Finnish asylum law. Therefore, Syrians asylum seekers are excluded from the              

study. Thesis tries to answer the following key research question ( What kind of integration process                

do Syrian refugees have into Finland ). 

 

1.2   Why ? 
I choose the integration of Syrian refugees into Finland as a Master thesis topic for many                

reasons. In the forefront of these reasons is the absence of specialized and scientific research on this                 

topic, whereas studies on migrants and refugees integration in general are several and varied.              

Absence is mainly due to the fact that arrival of Syrians as refugees to Finland is considered a new                   

phenomenon compared to other refugees nationalities. This arrival does not exceed more than seven              

or eight years since the beginning of Syrian crisis 2011 which is considered as a main reason for                  
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that phenomenon. Thus, this research is new in the integration theme and it would give deep                

analysis for the integration of Syrian refugees into Finland. In addition, the second reason behind               

choosing this research is the sense of responsibility and duty towards my homeland sons and               

daughters. I attempt to examine the difficulties and challenges that Syrian refugees are encountering              

during the integration process into Finland. The first aim is to help them in solving their problems                 

and overcoming difficulties and challenges they are facing by delivering them to the competent              

authorities of Finland on the one hand. The second objective is to facilitate their integration into the                 

Finnish society and to make this integration more efficiently and effectively on the other hand. 

 

1.3   How ?  

1.3.1   Research methods and theories 

At the beginning, it is important to distinguish between two types of methods used to serve                

this graduation project. The first method is the interview. Interview method is very important for the                

data gathering stage from the participant interviewees. During the data collecting phase, I will use               

different types of interviews such as face-to-face and skype ones etc. A set of interviews will be                 

done with some Syrian refugees, some municipal social offices officials, TE- Offices integration             

experts, and Finnish language teachers in several Finnish cities like Helsinki, Tampere, Turku,             

Kuopio, Espoo, Lappeenranta and Joensuu. The interviews will be conducted with different levels             

and age groups. The second significant method in this research is the content method. Content               

method is used mainly in the analyzing phase for the data obtained by the interviews. On the other                  

hand, the theoretical approaches used in this research are related to the integration theory. The social                

integration theory and its dimensions help us in understanding the integration process. it consider              

basic theory in the research. integration approaches vary in assessing the extent of responsibility in               

the integration, some of them put the greatest weight on the refugee itself while others puts it on the                   

host Society. My view of the integration theory stems from the fact that integration is an                

integrated/shared process in which all participat parties bear the responsibility together. These            

parties are essential components in achieving effective and successful integration. Refugees, the            

host society with its institutions, and the Finnish people are all essential elements in facilitating the                

integration process.  

 

1.3.2   Research data 
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The content of the interviews forms the most important part of this Master's thesis. It is                

considered paramount in this project, because it is the primary source of data. We have two basic                 

sources of data. The first source of data represent summary of the experience of the integration of                 

twenty Syrian refugees into Finnish society. The data contains various themes related to the              

integration topic. The data monitor for example their personal experiences, process and stages of              

their integration into the new host society in an integrated, sequential and detailed manner. On the                

other hand, we have 3 municipal social offices officials, 3 TE- Offices integration experts, and 3                

official Finnish language teachers too. The answers and responses that employees will provide are              

the second source of the data. This data is related to several themes, most notably the integration                 

services, the role of employees of some official institutions in the integration process, etc. 

 

1.4   Key concepts and definitions 
There are number of concepts central to this research that deserve explanation at the outset.               

The first concept that lies at the core of this thesis is the refugee. Refugee was defined explicitly in                   

the convention relating to the status of refugees. To be exact, article one mentioned that refugee is                 

the person who has obligated to escape from his/her country because of: 

fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a             
particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is               
unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country ;                  
or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual               
residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to                   
it (UN General Assembly 1951, 152). 

 
With regard to the definition of a refugee in Finnish law, the definition of refugee in the law                  

of aliens, adopted since 2004, came in line with the aforementioned international convention on              

refugees, the criteria adopted are largely shared. The main motivation is related primarily to a               

person being subjected to persecution in his country and his fear for the continuation of his right to                  

life due to his different political and religious opinions (UNHCR 2014, 2). This common view               

reflects Finland's commitment to international standards in its outlook for refugee definition. By             

referring to the same Act 2009, on the other hand, section 106 determined and clarified, in detail,                 

people who are eligible and have the right to refugee legal status in Finland. Furthermore, both                

quota refugees and people who get residence permit depending on family relations have also this               

status (ibid., 2). Thus, Syrian person who holds the legal status of a refugee in Finland must be met                   

the required conditions according to this act. 
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Another important concept in this research is the concept of integration. In Finland, the word               

(kotoutuminen) means 'to become as a part of the society'.It is used when talking about migrants'                

integration. The concept of integration is a largely controversial concept. This dialecticity is related              

to the development of the term and the multiplicity of ways of understanding as well. On the other                  

hand, the confusion between integration and other concepts such as assimilation, for example,             

makes it more complicated and vulnerable to criticism from the social researchers generally. This              

complexity is also associated with its use for purely political purposes and for the purpose of                

achieving political interests as well (Kärkkäinen 2017, 32). 

 

Furthermore, one of the best definitions that caught my attention to the concept of              

integration is the UNHCR definition. This definition is largely worthy mentioning, because it             

provides a holistic view of this concept. It is seen “as the end product of a dynamic and                  

multifaceted two-way process with three interrelated dimensions”(UNHCR Sep 2013, 14). It is a             

process that primarily calls for convergence, adaptation and mutual acceptance of both parties             

refugee and the new society as well. This definition preserves the respect for refugee's special               

cultural rights and urges him/her to respect values and culture of the new society too. On the other                  

hand, the legal dimension associated with this process includes the new refugee obtaining a series of                

civil, cultural, and social rights that do not differ from the basic rights of citizens. But, some                 

political rights may need to obtain the citizenship to practise. Moreover, the economic dimension              

focuses on two main points. At the beginning to make refugees able to manage his affairs                

independently. Then, to make them active and productive members in the new society. Furthermore,              

the third dimension is the socio-cultural dimension. Its essence is to enable refugees to live in the                 

receiving society and its people in peace, as a result of the mutual interaction (ibid., 14-15). 

 

Moreover, by looking at the Finnish law of December 2010 regarding strengthening the             

integration of immigrants. We note that Chapter 1, Section 3 defines the concept of integration as                

follows: 

1) integration means the interactive development of the immigrant and society, with the aim              
of providing the immigrant with the knowledge and skills needed in society and working life,               
while supporting his or her ability to maintain his or her own language and culture; 
2) integration means the multidisciplinary promotion and support of integration through           
measures and services of public authorities and other parties(Finlex 2010) . 1

1 There is no official translation, text is only in Finnish and Swedish. This content is translated from Finnish text: 
1)“ kotoutumisella maahanmuuttajan ja yhteiskunnan vuorovaikutteista kehitystä, jonka tavoitteena on antaa 
maahanmuuttajalle yhteiskunnassa ja työelämässä tarvittavia tietoja ja taitoja samalla kun tuetaan hänen 
mahdollisuuksiaan oman kielen ja kulttuurin ylläpitämiseen; 
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The definition of integration in Finnish law is consistent with the definition of the High               

Commissioner for Refugees, in particular, with one vision of shared responsibility in the integration              

process and the importance of preserving the immigrant culture in general. In addition, it focuses on                

the importance of integration services provided by the Finnish state to promote integration.  

 

Most importantly, the integration term in this research is basically seen and considered as              

interactive process among refugee, the new society with its various official institutions. In addition,              

Finns people are very important and fundamental factor in this process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) kotouttamisella kotoutumisen monialaista edistämistä ja tukemista viranomaisten ja muiden tahojen toimenpiteillä ja 
palveluilla”.(Husam Al Tawalbeh) 
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2   LITERATURE REVIEW  
The second chapter chapter is dedicated to the presentation of some previous studies and              

researches that have been done about the integration theme. In fact, there are a lot of reports and                  

researches that have been done on the integration of migrants and refugees together into Finland.               

But, it is noted that there is no specialized research examined integration of Syrian refugees into                

Finland. Despite the difference between immigration and asylum from the motive reasons for both,              

but asylum is a type of involuntary immigration associated primarily with war and other coercive               

reasons. Thus, I have tried to to focus on the freshest researches and reports that argued the                 

immigrants integration in general, since the majority of integration policies are same for immigrants              

and refugees too.  

 

2.1   OECD report 2018 
One of the most important reports that have dealt with integration of migrants topic into               

Finland is the report which has been conducted by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and               

Development (OECD) in 2018 under this following title (Working Together, Skills and Labour             

Market Integration of Immigrants and Their Children in Finland). The report initially mentioned the              

growth and emergence of the phenomenon of refugees and migrants integration as a policy for               

Finland and for many other host countries. The impetus for this growth was the result of the                 

massive influx of refugees in past years. It came also a result of the development of wars and                  

conflicts in many countries such as Iraq, Syria and Afghanistan. Finland realized the importance of               

developing and adopting a variety of new policies commensurate with the new emergency             

situations, especially in 2015. The goal behind this speed in taking the issue into consideration is to                 

find effective solutions to new challenges and reduce their harms, especially in a country did not                

have long experiences with such these new situations. In addition, to get benefit from new refugees                

and migrants by facilitating their integration into Finnish society (OECD 2018, 3). Thus, the old               

integration system was not efficient, because it was unable to fulfill the required purpose. It was                

made to meet a few refugees. There was an urgent need to reform, rehabilitate, and create a flexible                  

and responsive system for new changes on the Finnish scene (ibid.,13). The goal of this reform is                 

hoped that modularised training can promote and enhance efficiency and effectivity of integration             

training by providing more flexibility to fit trainings to migrants needs (ibid.,63). 
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Moreover, the old system suffered greatly from many problems, which negatively affected            

the integration of migrants. Among the most important of these problems was the inability to access                

employment services effectively. This result was directly related to the weak capacities that             

migrants obtained at the end of their language courses. This truth was accompanied with more               

isolation from the society. The report indicated that between 2015-2016, the majority of migrants              

were unable to enter vocational education due to weak language capabilities. It was also noted that                

some of them were unable to obtain a job opportunity. Whereas, those who got some jobs were                 

getting it in many service sectors that did not require high language skills such as the cleaning                 

sector  (ibid.,14).  

 

The second problem reported that giving the municipal social offices the task of integrating              

some refugees has had a negative impact on the results of their employment. The social offices took                 

over this responsibility, especially with regard to female migrant women raising their children at              

home. The ratio was very high among immigrant women compared to men, because the normal               

situation was to direct the integration of refugees to work offices and the suggestion was that labor                 

offices take over this responsibility as well to avoid this fundamental obstacle which face migrant               

women in particular. The report focused on child care support given to immigrant women who raise                

their children three years at home. Its negative role was seen that some women prefer to stay at                  

home than go to integration training or work as well. The report proposed a solution to this problem                  

by canceling child care support and finding alternative financial support for the child that is not                

related to attendance before school (ibid.,14-15). One of the main points was that the continued               

access of migrant women to child care support left directly a harmful impact on their integration as                 

well as their children (ibid.,169). 

 

The report emphasized also that although migrants were very active searchers for job             

opportunities, but only a few found work through public employment services provided by the              

labour market (ibid.,150). In addition, the report assured that employment percentage among            

migrants in Finland were the lowest one compared to other countries in OECD. Furthermore,              

OECD reported depending on statistics that: 

There are also a large degree of heterogeneity among different migrant populations. Thus,             

while among Finland’s Estonian population the employment population ratio, at 66%, is less             

than four percentage points below that of Finnish citizens, among the Russian, Iraqi, Somali              
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and Afghan population conversely, employment population ratios are substantially lower,          

standing at 37, 12, 11 and 15% respectively(ibid.,20).  

 

On the other hand, the report mentioned that the current policies for migrants concentrates              

on establishing of personal integration plans for those who get residence permit in Finland              

(ibid.,21). The report also affirmed that the new system for rearranging integration training comes              

mainly to contribute in increasing the effectiveness of language training and labor market training              

as well. It was a realization of integration into real life. This new system has positive effects in                  

accelerating the integration of migrants and refugees, because it plays a fundamental role in meeting               

the real needs of migrants and their aspirations. Therefore, it does not only prevent the isolation of                 

the migrant or refugee from the surrounding society, but rather strengthens his/her relationship with              

him (ibid.,15). Integration training contains a variety of useful activities to promote integration,             

such as work trails, work experiences and TE- Office own studies. Its flexibility also enables               

migrant student to learn language from far even from his/her home or work place (ibid., 21-22). 

 

In addition, the report has depicted and highlighted some of the difficulties facing migrant              

youth, particularly those who came to Finland in the age of youth. They faced the obstacles of the                  

Finnish language learning from one hand, obtaining degrees and vocational or university education             

that suits their aspirations, as well as their inability to obtain employment opportunities in many               

cases. (ibid.,173). This report also provided us with many integration policy recommendations. The             

most important one are the following (ibid., 41-43): 

●  developing coordination in integration efforts for the migrants between all parties. 

●  active connection with TE- Offices. 

● increasing interaction with Finns to improve language learning. 

● supporting women and children of both migrants and refugees 

●  ensuring that funding response to integration costs, monitoring and evaluation .  

 

The report did not explicitly mention the method or the used approach. However, by its               

reliance on the official statistics of many Finnish government institutions intensively, for example,             

public employment service offices and Statistics Finland, we can conclude that the research depends              

on the quantitative method analysis. 
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2.2   The Rehabilitation Foundation Study  

At the request of the Audit Committee of the Finnish Parliament, the Rehabilitation             

Institution conducted a study on the functionality of procedures intended to assist integration of              

immigrants (Eduskunnan tarkastusvaliokunnan julkaisu 2018,13). This study which was done in           

January 2018 is considered important report about the integration topic. It was under the Finnish               

title (Monimenetelmäinen Tutkimus Kotouttamistoimenpiteiden Toimivuudesta) which means in        

English, a multi-method approach of the functionality of integration measures. This study primarily             

tried to examine the effectiveness of migrant integration, specifically from the point of view of               

employing immigrant groups and individuals in Finland. This study presented the concept of             

integration in a comprehensive and interactive way at all levels. Thus, integration is not limited to                

learning the Finnish language and employment, but also it is participation in society and life in                

Finland in an integrated and comprehensive way (ibid.,15). The success of the integration process is               

related to many important factors such as education, profession, immigration age, language skills             

and cultural perceptions of the immigrant as well (ibid.,16). 

 

Research key question was centered around what kind of integration measures, especially            

those related to employment, are effective for different immigrant groups and individuals?            

Moreover, this study sought to find out the following main points : 

● What are worthwhile integration measures to implement, especially in terms of employment, both for              
the state and the municipalities? 

● What kind of development proposals can be presented to support the employment and training of               
various immigrant groups, which are adequate and worthy of implementation? 

● How do national governance and strategies related to integration be transmitted to the regional              
level and to the activities of municipal activities? Are these values in Finnish society transposed and                
how is the bi-direction of integration accomplished?(ibid., 19) .  2

 

Furthermore, It was explicitly referred to the methods in which data is collected. For that               

end, several interviews were conducted with official experts from Ministry of Employment and             

Economy, Ministry of Education and Culture, Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, the Finnish              

National Board of Education, and the Labor Market Organizations. Moreover, qualitative           

questionnaire (survey) was done too. On the other hand, the methods in which the data is analyzed                 

2 “ • Mitkä ovat kannattavia ja toteuttamisen arvoisia kotouttamistoimenpiteitä erityisesti työllistymisen kannalta sekä 
valtion että kuntien osalta? • Minkälaisia kehittämisehdotuksia voidaan esittää erilaisten maahanmuuttajaryhmien 
kouluttautumista ja työllistymistä tukevista kannattavista, riittävistä ja toteuttamisen arvoisista toimista? • Miten 
kotouttamiseen liittyvä valtakunnallinen ohjaus ja strategiat välittyvät alueelliselle tasolle ja kuntien toimintaan? 
Välittyykö näissä suomalaisen yhteiskunnan arvoja ja miten toteutuu kotouttamisen kaksisuuntaisuus?”.(Husam Al 
Tawalbeh) 
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also were indicated. There were multiple methods that help each other, foremost among them              

mapping literature, documentary analysis and quantitative economic analysis. Among the most           

important topics that were highlighted during the interviews were the functionality and effectivity             

of integration measures linked to employment. Moreover, some revolved around organizing,           

guiding and coordinating of the implementation of integration services. In addition, topics were             

sometimes related to Finnish society and its values. Finally, others were about the mechanism of               

cooperation between actors and stakeholders in the field of integration  (ibid., 19-23). 

 

This valuable study presented a lot of main conclusions, development proposals and            

recommendations in order to improve the effectiveness of integration related matters. The key             

conclusion of the study confirmed importance of continuous development of basic integration            

services, on the one hand, and the skills of employees working in the field of migrant integration.                 

Cooperation between institutions working in integration should be effective because achieving           

immigrants' success in integration is generally linked to getting the right guidance from these              

institutions together. The study reached also an important result that emphasizes the need for              

building and establishing flexible service packages for all stages of integration process, such as              

assisting immigrant for faster access to work and study. Above that, it was essential for the                

integration of immigrants in employment to improve an integrated set of individual good practices              

at all integration stages, that are portion of the same service package (ibid., 131). 

  

On the other hand, the study presented a large number of development proposals and              

recommendations, but we mention the most prominent ones. First, the necessity of developing a              

joint monitoring mechanism at the level of the Finnish state by finding an effective way to monitor                 

the success of the integration work. Second, Finnish state is an important actor and its role in                 

directing the work of integration should be sustained and more effective, because it support the               

effectiveness of integration measures. Third, supporting and financing third-party organizations that           

help migrants in promoting their integration, such as civil society organizations. Municipalities            

should provide direct support to them. Fourth, enhancing coordination of services at the local level               

because they have a significant positive impact on improving the quality of integration measures              

continuously. Fifth, importance of maintaining successful TE-Offices policies and services,          

especially those that have proven success in immigrant employment. Sixth, employment the            

successful immigrants as mentors for other immigrants will enhance their integration. It gives them              
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great hope and encouragement for success in future in Finland, because they see them as good                

models (ibid., 131-134). 

 

2.3   Katarzyna Kärkkäinen research 
Another important previous literature working on the integration topic is the research which             

has done by the researcher Katarzyna Kärkkäinen under the topic (Learning, Teaching and             

Integration of Adult Migrants in Finland) in November 2017 at university of Jyväskylä. In general,               

the researcher pointed at the beginning to the upward growth of migrants number in Finland. The                

direct reason for that is often due to many important factors, including the need for Finnish society                 

to workforce to compensate the shortages in many sectors, especially service one. It is also due to                 

the lack of births and the small presence of young people. Most importantly, arrival of large and                 

huge number of refugees of different nationalities to Finland in recent years. The main objective of                

all Finnish integration measures and services is to accelerate the entry of migrants into the labor                

market (Kärkkäinen 2017, 15). 

 

 Kärkkäinen study sought to provide us with a comprehensive and deep analysis of many              

aspects connected to learning and teaching during integration experiences of adult migrants into             

Finland. The key objective of this research was to analyze two main themes. The first theme of this                  

study tried to figure out the most prominent matters that both participant interviewees talk about               

during learning and teaching process. For that end, aspects like culture, surrounding society,             

cultural and personal differences and language were significant matters that were subjected to             

analysis and discover. Not only that, but also the interaction of those aspects together and their                

impact on the learning process. Moreover, The teaching and learning process was studied closely to               

try to determine its characteristics, successes and failures as well. Furthermore, second theme of              

study was centered on identifying the relationship and overlap existed between learning, teaching             

on the one hand and the integration process on the other hand. In this theme, she highlighted the                  

integration of some migrants into the vocational education in Finland (ibid., 17-18). 

  

 Regarding the research sample, the people targeted in this study were divided into two main               

categories, migrant students and trainers. The total number of participants interviewees was 30             

people. The largest part of them were women, but 9 were men The researcher took into account                 

diversity matter in her research. The migrants interviewees were from different countries, but the              

majority were at youth age. Moreover, the trainers were between the thirties and sixties of age. In                 
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addition. Kärkkäinen relied on two main types of methods. The first method was related to data                

collection phase. Several interviews were conducted by using two basic types, individual interviews             

or face-to-face interviews and focus group ones. On the other hand, The second method was related                

to the analysis stage. A qualitative content analysis method was used to examine and analyze data                

of interviews (ibid., 69-72). 

  

Kärkkäinen study provided us with several conclusions. She concluded that there is direct             

impact of personal differences, experiences and previous qualifications among migrants on the            

results of their learning. The study confirmed the existence of a negative pre-thinking about              

migrants in society and in the Finnish educational institutions in which migrants studied and linked               

the effect of this thing on the learning process (ibid., 206).In, addition, it indicated also to the                 

important role of educational institutions in transferring the culture of surrounding society to the              

migrant (ibid., 207). One of the most important findings of the study was that mastery of the Finnish                  

language is positively and largely reflected in the ease of integration of immigrants into Finnish               

society and therefore those with high skills are faster in integration (ibid., 209). Furthermore, the               

researcher confirmed the impact of using other languages on the process of learning the Finnish               

language as an obstacle to this learning (ibid., 211). Moreover, she reached that migrant              

participation in work life has a very positive impact on language learning, then on his integration                

into Finland eventually (ibid., 214). Learning is the foundation and the starting point for achieving               

successful integration of migrant (ibid., 217). Finally, the research emphasized the importance of             

joint work in the learning process to achieve effective integration on the one hand, and the necessity                 

for more openness of Finns society on migrants (ibid., 6). 
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3   SYRIA AND SYRIAN CONFLICT 

3.1   Preliminary information about Syria 
Geographically, the Syrian Arab Republic (Syria) is located in the southwestern part of the              

Asian continent. It is one of the Middle East countries. Syria is bordered to the east by Iraq,                  

Mediterranean Sea, Lebanon and (Israel) (Occupied Palestine in the Syrian viewpoint) to the west              

and to the southwest, the Kingdom of Jordan to the south and Turkey to the north. The total area of                    

Syria is estimated 185,180 square kilometers. This area also includes the Golan Heights that Israel               

occupied after its war with some Arab countries 1967 (United States Library of Congress Apr 2005,                

4-5). Syria has 14 provinces (muhafazat)  and Damascus is the capital of Syria (ibid., 17).  3

 

Syria is a country located in an important geopolitical location, it's in the Middle East and                

it's on the roads of Europe and Asia to the Arab world (Nema 2016, 2). Syria's location connects the                   

three continents of Asia, Europe and Africa, and is thus located at the intersection of trade and                 

exchange lines between these continents (26 ,2016 .(سعید Geopolitically, the geopolitical theories            

illustrate the importance of Syria's position. In Mackinder's theory (Heartland) , Syria is the middle               

of the bridge between the great heart of Central Asian continent, the eastern part of Europe, and the                  

small heart of Central Africa, which extends from Egypt to the Levant and the Caucasus. At the                 

same time in the center of the focal area (the inner crescent extending from the Baltic plains in the                   

northwest to Korea in the northeast of the political map), Syria is the world's central region in his                  

theory. In Spykman's theory (Rimland), Syria is the central region of the Rimland stretching from               

the Netherlands to Kamchatka Island, and who controls this region, dominates the world. This gives               

Syria great importance in the global geo-strategical dimension (31 ,2016 سعید). 

 

Demographically, as a result of war, there is absence of accurate statistics for the population               

of Syria. The World Factbook of CIA 2011 estimated Syria's population more than 22 and half                

million. In addition, Syria is seen as a country of multi-ethnic and multi-religious country. In terms                

of ethnicity, most of population are Arabs who are more than ninety percent of the total number.                 

Then, Kurds who are present especially in northern Syria, come in at a rate of eight percent.                 

Moreover, rest of the population includes Turkomans, Armenians and other nationalities. With            

regard to religion, most of the population of Syria are Muslim, with about 90 percent. The vast                 

majority of Muslim are Sunnis, about 75 percent . Then, Alawites come close to ten percent. The                 

3 Provinces are : Damascus, Aleppo, Daraa, Deir Ez- Zor, Hama, Homs, Rif Dimashq, Al-Hasakah, Latakia, Idlib,                 
Tartus, Quneitra, Ar-Raqqa, As-Suwayda. 
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rest percent of Muslim population are either Druzes, Ismailis and Shiites. Christians on the other               

hand are about 10 percent of population. Furthermore, there are more than four thousand Jews, but                

the part of them moved to Israel  (Islam & Karim 2016, BIISS Journal, 116-117). 

 

Historically, Syria has one of the world's longest recorded histories and was the centre of a                

mighty Arab empire, the Umayyad Caliphate (A.D. 661-750), in medieval times (Hinnebusch 2012,             

Orient Journal, 8). Syria had remained under the rule of Ottoman Empire for four centuries, exactly                

between 1516-1918s. Shortly before the end of World War I, delegates of some victorious countries               

in the war had arranged a series of secret negotiations to divide the Ottoman Empire's colonies and                 

possessions among themselves. The outcome of these secret negotiations had generated a number of              

agreements, including the famous Sykes-Picot agreement between the French and the British in             

1916. This agreement had stipulated and promised that Syria would be under French mandate.              

Indeed, Syria had fallen under the French mandate directly after the creation of the Mandate System                

1919. This system was created under pretext that the peoples of these mandated countries are unable                

to determine their fate yet. David Fromkin published 1989 a book under the title (A Peace to End                  

All Peace) mentioned that at that time the victorious European countries had worked to build               

political systems that serve their interests and do not meet the aspirations of their peoples for                

freedom and self-determination. In addition, political borders in the Middle East were drawn on a               

sectarian and religious basis. This matter had led to instability in this region (Khan, Hafeez Ullah &                 

Khan, Waseem 2017, 558-559). Thus, Syria remained under French rule till its independence on              

17th April, 1946, known as Evacuation Day. 

 

Politically, in the post- independence period, power was a source of temptation for many              

military personnel. As a result, the country witnessed a series of military coups that made it                

vulnerable to political instability, starting in 1949 and ending with the Baath coup in the beginning                

of March 1963. After several years, specifically in 1970, a commander of the Alawite minority,               

Hafez Al-Assad, gained power which was in the hands of the majority Sunnis (ibid., 560). Al-Assad                

pursued a purely realistic policy based on eliminating every person who poses a danger to him,                

especially the Islamists. His foreign policy reflected his realistic thought of achieving superiority             

that would ensure his survival in power (Hinnebusch 2012, Orient Journal, 10). eventually , he               

became president in 1971. Al-Assad sought to build an authoritarian political regime. The result              

came in his favor, and the Baath Socialist Party domained all parts of the state and public life. The                   

repressive president focused largely on two important institutions, namely the Ministry of Defense             
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and the Ministry of Internal Security. He appointed to sensitive positions only those close to him,                

the majority of whom were from the Alawite sect and some beneficiaries from other groups. He                

waged also a fierce war against the opposition and struck with an iron hand. So, he invaded the city                   

of Hama, the stronghold of the Muslim Brotherhood in 1982. This invasion killed nearly sixty               

thousand people (United States Library of Congress April 2005, 4). Hafez al-Assad died in              

mid-2000. After that, a rapid amendment of the constitution was made, which resulted arrival of his                

son Bashar (The Hope of Syrians) to power (Lesch & ebrary 2012, 2).The new president found                

himself surrounded by an elite of corrupt people on the one hand. His country also was                

economically weak due to international sanctions and corruption on the other hand (ibid., 5). Hence,               

He tried always to present himself as an open-minded reformer, but he failed to achieve the                

minimum. However, his rule was mainly characterized by his inability to bring democratic changes.              

He lived a luxury life that reflected his great corruption, and his policies were no better than his                  

father. On the contrary, he was weaker and a game in the hands of the surrounding elite (Khan,                  

Hafeez Ullah & Khan, Waseem 2017, 560-561).  

 

3.2   Syrian conflict background  

3.2.1   Roots, causes and results 

The Syrian regime has always linked Syria's stability to its existence and continued rule. In               

fact, it promoted the conspiracy theory targeting Syria leadership and people with the beginning of               

the advent of the Arab Spring and the launching of revolutions in many Arab countries such as                 

Libya, Tunisia and Egypt. Despite the tight security grip, anti-regime demonstrations took place in              

southern Syria, specifically in the city of Daraa in March 2011. People protesting peacefully              

demanded more freedom and real political and economic reforms. They hoped regime change and              

peaceful transfer of power in Syria. On the other hand, the demonstrations increased throughout the               

country for two main reasons. The first reason is the Syrian regime's violent response to suppress                

demonstrations. The regime left no means of oppression against the innocent civilians. The second              

reason is the regime's unwillingness to step down from power. In response, there were major               

transformations, including dissents in the army. The opposition formed the Free Syrian Army which              

its main goal to get rid of Al-Assad regime. Moreover, a dreadful war that left a huge number of                   

casualties and unprecedented refugee and internally displaced crises. Most of the Syrian refugees             

fled to neighboring countries and to many European countries. This came basically as a result of                

opening borders and facilitation of movement for refugees (Habets 2016, 78-79). 
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Syria's conflict is one of the most heated conflicts in the world, because of its threat to                 

human security in the first place. The UNHCR High Commissioner urged the need to provide               

support to the Syrians who are suffering from the scourges of war, given the crisis which is the                  

worst in the current time (UNHCR March 2016). As a result of this conflict, UNHCR updated                

statistics in Mar- Nov 2018 showed that more than thirteen million of Syrians are in desperate need                 

of humanitarian assistance, more than six and a half million are displaced inside Syria (UNHCR               

Mar- Nov 2018). The total registered Syrian refugees number is about 5,649,973 refugee. Turkey,              

Jordan and Lebanon, neighboring Syria, host the largest proportion of refugees. More accurately             

Turkey is hosting about 3,607,563, Lebanon about 951,629 and Jordan about 673,414 person             

(UNHCR Oct-Nov 2018). Victims of the Syrian conflict exceed hundreds of thousands of Syrians,              

most of them children and women. Given the implications of the war in Syria, it is hard to provide                   

with exact numbers of casualties. The Syrian Center for Research indicated that the number of               

victims reached nearly four hundred and seventy thousand Syrian as of February 2016 (HRW              

2017). Above that, the conflict resulted more than two hundred thousand child who did not have the                 

chance to study at school during the school year of 2016-2017 (HRW report 2018, 339). On the                 

other hand, the conflict destroyed the infrastructure, Syrian economy and led to severe poverty and               

psychological crises for Syrians. According to one of the World Bank reports, it appeared that the                

Syrian conflict between 2011-2016 led to losses “have been estimated at $226 billions, about four               

times the Syrian GDP in 2010” (The Word Bank 2018). Despite all these heavy losses, the conflict                 

in Syria continues to this moment due to the absence of a political solution and fueling the conflict                  

by competing powers and interests. The main reason of this continuation is the countries' pursuit of                

the purely realistic policy that forms the core of the current world international politics. 

  

The main roots of the Syrian conflict are primarily due to political oppression and the failure                

to respond to the rightful demands of the Syrian people for peaceful change. This conflict is viewed                 

with different perspectives according to the orientations of the participants parties in the conflict.              

Some see it as a revolution, others as civil war, proxy war, or terrorism (Turkmani & Haid 2016, 4).                   

The ruling Baath Party considered itself the leading party of the state and society. It did not respect                  

the principle of political pluralism. By contrast, it restricted the freedom of intellectuals and              

journalists, and encouraged corruption. It also eliminated his political opponents and put them in              

prisons. The absence of social justice led to a demand for regime change. The inequality of                

opportunities and discrimination are the most important aspects of this absence. The ruling regime              

monopolized the important functions and gave them to members of the Baath Party and              
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marginalized of experienced persons. Therefore, the Syrian rebels believed that the continuation of             

this regime is a big danger to the state, because of exercising sectarian policy against all components                 

of the Syrian people. 

 

Furthermore, the regime and its supporters consider that they have the right to crush the               

Islamic opposition, which seeks to change the nature of the secular system in Syria. This opposition,                

in their opinion, is the work of some foreign countries that confirm hostility to Syria and its political                  

leadership, represented by Al-Assad. Moreover, the regime played on the chord of minorities,             

constantly threatening them with an unknown fate if radical Islamists reach power. Thus, it              

presentes himself always as the guarantor of their survival on the one hand and the stability of the                  

interests of his bourgeois supporters on the other hand ( Duclos 2017, 11). It seems that the regime                  

strived to show Syrian rebels in general as terrorists, while the vast majority of them are people with                  

legitimate demands. They started with the desire for peaceful political change and a democratic              

system suits their dreams to have a decent free life based on the civil state rule. 

 

3.3   Parties involved in Syrian conflict 
Internationalization of the Syrian civil war made it more complicated. Those involved in the              

Syrian conflict can be divided into four parties. The main parties are the Syrian regime, the armed                 

opposition, or what is known as the Syrian revolutionaries, foreign powers represented by some              

countries and extremist organizations (Khan, Hafeez Ullah & Khan, Waseem 2017, 591-592). Every             

participating party has its goals, motives behind the conflict. Therefore, we will mention these              

parties separately. Let us start by the main party which is Syrian regime. 

 

3.3.1   Syrian regime 

The regime sought vigorously to retake the lands that lost during the war years and to extend                 

its influence over them again. Strength of the Syrian regime depends on two types of factors. The                 

internal factors represented by the security forces, the army and the intelligence on the one hand,                

and the party forces, that is, those affiliated with the Baath Party. External factors represented by                

support from various allied foreign powers like Russia, China and some regional countries like Iran               

(5 ص ,2017 سلمان & .(أحمد The regime tried to eliminate all armed opposition factions, especially the                 

Al-Fateh Army, which is the largest armed faction. It was also fighting against Kurds. The Syrian                

regime possesses about three hundred thousand regular soldiers and about two hundred thousand             

reservists. In addition, some foreign militias from Lebanon, Iraq, Iran and Afghan mercenaries came              
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to Syria to support the regime in its battles against the opposition groups (Khan, Hafeez Ullah &                 

Khan, Waseem 2017, 592). 

 

3.3.2   Syrian Opposition  

The Syrian opposition can be divided into political opposition and armed military            

opposition. The military opposition is the most prominent on the ground because it is the most                

effective. Both aim to topple and change the Syrian regime in the first place. The armed opposition                 

consists of many groups and factions fighting against the forces of the regime and its allies. The                 

most important of them is the Free Syrian Army. It includes (Jaysh Al-Islam) and Ahrar Al-sham                

and other small secondary parties. Its power was weakened and eroded by divisions, internal              

conflicts and conflicted ideologies. The Western Powers preferably to support only this moderate             

opposition in its struggle against the regime. Several countries support the opposition, most notably              

Turkey and Saudi Arabia. The Kurds are also a component of the opposition. The political wing of                 

the opposition includes many parties, most notably the Syrian National Council, the Muslim             

Brotherhood. Some Kurdish forces, too. (ibid., 593-594). The most important weakness of the             

opposition is the lack of a unified military and political leadership, as well as its subordination to                 

other countries such Turkey and Saudi Arabia due to their support (9-6 أحمد & سلمان 2017, ص). 

 

3.3.3   Foreign powers 

The intervention and conflicted interests of various international powers in the Syrian            

conflict are the main cause of chaos in Syria. Syria has become a proxy battlefield for these                 

international foreign powers. Every participating state or entity has own interests of this conflict.              

Russia's main objective is to keep Assad regime in power, because it has interests in access to warm                  

water, specifically through the only port of Tartous, located on the Mediterranean Sea. Turkey's              

goal in entering the conflict is to preserve its territorial integrity, especially after the growing               

strength of the neighboring Syrian Kurds. Their power gives more power to Kurdish separatists.              

Thus, Turkey fights against the Kurds in alliance with the Free Syrian Army. Iran supports Assad,                

because it is an essential ally to undermine Saudi influence and enhance its own influence in the                 

Arab region. Moreover, United States of America supports Syrian Democratic forces of Kurdish             

character. It armed and trained them to confront ISIS. Above that, Israel security is very important                

to USA. Israel also fears arrival effective weapons to Hezbollah from the Syrian regime, so the                

Israeli Air Force launched many times airstrikes against sites in Syria (2018 نیسان سي بي .(بي In                 

addition, Saudi Arabia provides support to opposition to curtail Iran's influence in the region,              
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because the survival of Iranian influence in Syria could create waves of instability that could spread                

to it (14 ص ,2017 سلمان & .(أحمد Qatar also supported the opposition politically and financially. As a                  

result, it seems that the interference of interests spoiled Syrians' desire to freedom and democratic               

regime building. 

  

3.3.4   Extremist organizations 

The extremist groups involved in the Syrian conflict can be classified into three main              

groups. The first group is the Islamic State, or what is called ISIS. The second is (Jabhat al-Nusra)                  

or what is known now as (Fatah al-Sham). The third group is the Lebanese Hezbollah militia. The                 

main goal of ISIS is to establish an Islamic regime in both Iraq and the Levant. And thus its aim                    

places it in a fundamental conflict with the opposition, the regime and the international coalition               

that seeks to eliminate it permanently. (Khan, Hafeez Ullah & Khan, Waseem 2017, 595). Most of                

Syrians consider it as terrorist organization, due to its actions which are contrary to the Islamic                

traditions, and its bad effect on the Syrian revolution and Syrian people ambitions. On the other                

hand, Hezbollah engaged early and directly in the Syrian war, in favor of the regime by sending its                  

fighters to Syria. Its main objective is to maintain the regime whose survival constitutes political               

and military support for Hezbollah's role in Lebanon and the region (11 ص ,2017 سلمان &                  .(أحمد

Above that, Fateh al-Sham has a common vision with other opposition forces like Free Syrian Army                

to topple Al-Assad regime, but their ambitions do not converge in the post-Assad era. The Free                

Syrian Army aims to build a civil regime while it aims to build its Islamic project in Syria.                  

Moreover, it is fighting the Syrian regime, Iran, Russia, the Syrian Democratic Forces and its allies.                

(Khan, Hafeez Ullah & Khan, Waseem 2017, 596). It is highly noted how number of participating                

parties in the Syrian conflict increases its complexity. 

 

3.4   Syrian peace process 
The continuous conflict was accompanied by several peace efforts and mediation attempts to             

bring peace to Syria. The initiatives and attempts were led by various international actors.  

  

3.4.1   Arab League effort 

The first initiative to bring peace to Syria came early in 2011 from the Arab world                

represented by the Arab League. The Arab League has taken several measures aimed at alleviating               

the escalation that has occurred as a result of the Syrian regime's use of violence to suppress                 
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peaceful protests. The most prominent measure was sending observers to supervise the ceasefire.             

This thing was not crushed only with the Syrian regime’s refusal to stop its repressive policy, but                 

also with its continuation at a stronger pace (Lundgren 2015, 4-5). 

 

3.4.2    UN peace efforts : Special Envoys attempts and Geneva process  

There were initiatives of mediation have started by the UN Special Envoys Kofi Annan and               

Lakhdar Brahimi. One of the most important things envoy presented was the creation of plan for                

peace in 2012. It revolved around a primary goal, which was to put an end to the violence, from all                    

parties to protect civilians. Annan was eager to find a speedy solution to the crisis, but he suffered                  

from difficulties that were the Syrian regime's rejection of his plan, continued opposition to its               

military actions, and the absence of international consensus on his plan. On the other hand, Brahimi                

came between 2012-2014, but he was no better luck than his predecessor . He tried to focus on the                   

major powers to put pressure on the two main parties of conflict, but the obstacle was that the                  

convergence of interests was not enough to bring a solution. His most prominent endeavor was the                

arrangement of the second Geneva Conference, which failed due to the absence of helpful              

international environment. Thus, they failed and resigned (Hinnebusch et al., 2016, 1.7-8). After             

that, both Staffan de Mistura 2014-2018 and Geir Otto Pedersen 2018- 2019 faced difficulties              

represented mainly by complexity of this conflict as a result international intervention. 

 

The grounds for Geneva peace talks were the 2012 Geneva declaration 1(Communique)            

“called for the establishment of a transitional governing body, review of the constitutional order,              

and free elections”(Idris, 2017,4). A series of consecutive Geneva conferences and talks took place,              

most notably Geneva IV 2017. There was discussion on four main topics. The most important of                

these were early elections and standing together in the face of terrorism. After many subsequent               

rounds. The eighth round of Geneva came in 2017. The opposition demand for the departure of the                 

head of the Syrian regime was a major reason for its failure (Talukdar & Anas 2018, 9-10). The last                   

attempt of Geneva process was in 2019 through Syrian Constitutional Committee, which worked to              

draft a new constitution (Bibbo , Al jazeera Oct 2019). But its contribution did not receive attention,                 

because issue is  a desire to end the rule of Assad not merely a constitution amendment. 

 

3.4.3    States efforts : Astana peace talks and Sochi meeting 

The Astana peace talks were led by three powers Russia, Turkey, and Iran in 2017. T Astana                 

aimed to bring five armed groups together in order to reach a military agreement. The parties to the                  
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Astana process were the Syrian regime and some opposition groups as well as the supervising               

countries mentioned above. Turkey refused the Kurds participation. The third round of Astana was              

important stage, because it contributed in the establishment of de-escalation areas in many parts of               

Syria. This procedure was in the interest of the Syrian regime, whose goal was to obtain a break to                   

regain its strength again. ( Idris, 2017,4-5). There are concerns about Astana process that it could be                 

a parallel initiative and undermine the latter (Geneva). The eighth stage of Astana process held at                

the end of 2017. The main issue that agreed upon was strengthening cooperation to confront the                

most prominent extremist organizations, such as the Islamic State and the Al-Nusra Front (Talukdar              

& Anas 2018, 2-3). 

 

On the other hand, Sochi meeting was held by Russia between two main parties, the regime                

and and some opposition powers at the beginning of 2018. Most of the western countries were not                 

present in this meeting such as USA and UK. Apparently, Russia tried to show this meeting as "a                  

new impetus to the Geneva process" (Cherkaoui 2018, 11). But by contrast, some experts in Syrian                

affairs like Aron Lund has another viewpoint. He thinks that the goal behind Sochi comes from                

realistic calculations through zero sum game perspective. Russia desires to get benefits that be is               

consistent with the positive results the regime has achieved in the past few years against f the                 

opposition. Thus, the goal is to crush the Geneva basis, which talks about a political transfer of                 

power and stipulates that Assad should leave the power eventually (ibid., 2018, 2.11-12). 
 

3.5   Peace obstacles and challenges 

During the Syrian peace process, there are a lot of obstacles and challenges for reaching               

political solution to the Syrian conflict. The difficulty to find an acceptable middle ground              

concerning Assad's future is important one. Some want Al-Assad to remain in power, while others               

insist that he must leave (Idris, 2017, 6). In addition, everyone wants a piece, because of conflicting                 

interests of interventive foreign powers. All of these powers behave according to realistic policy.              

All seek to save and protect its interests in Syria without any consideration to the Syrian worries                 

(Habets 2016, 81). Moreover, the existing distrust between both the regime and opposition is              

considered another big obstacle. Both sides are anticipate a whole victory. In fact, there is no belief                 

in a political solution. Both believe in military thought to resolve the conflict. This thinking is                

related to the idea of survival. Both consider that the other wants to eliminate it permanently, Thus,                 

this leads to the continuity of war, because both have allies  (Habets 2016,79). 
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Besides, the challenge is who can participate in political transition process. The opposition             

groups emphasize that Al-Assad and his aides quit power at the start of the transition process. The                 

regime sees the opposition as a terrorist party that should not bring to the table.Thus, There is                 

different views over who is the legitimate opposition ( Idris, 2017, 6). In turn, the opposition                

fragmentation is an important challenge to peace reaching. In spite of the several efforts to unify the                 

opposition. But, it was difficult always to make consensus on one matter politically and militarily               

(Lundgren 2015, 6). Finally , the opposition groups are also disunited, and represented by a number                

of different coalitions, e.g. the Riyadh-based High Negotiations Committee, the Moscow Group, the             

Cairo Group ( Idris, 2017, 6) It urgent need for military and financial support made it sometimes                 

subject to external foreign pressure. 

 

3.6   Reasons pushed Syrians to flow to Europe and Finland 
The Finnish state, like other European countries, attracted some Syrian refugees fleeing the             

scourges of war and destruction in their country. In fact, the UNHCR identified seven principal               

factors beyond this flow to European countries. First of all, the Syrians reached a high degree of                 

despair due to the conflict continuity. There are no possible solutions, whether in the near or far                 

term as well. Thus, a lot of refugees have no little hope of building a stable future in a devastated                    

country (UNHCR Sep 2015). The reason seems valuable one, because the Syrians have high              

ambitions, since huge number of Syrian refugees are youth who did not succeed to build their future                 

in a safe environment in their country and neighbouring countries too. Therefore, they see Europe               

and Finland for example, as safe place for achieving their dreams and having a new chance of life.                  

Second, high costs of living, especially in neighboring countries that host syrian refugees. For              

example, meeting the most basic needs is considered very difficult. In addition, arrival of large               

numbers of refugees created a problem in the ability to obtain housing on the one hand and created                  

also an inability to pay the high rent and related services like electricity bill. The dominant feature                 

of refugee life is characterized by the presence of poverty and the cruelty of life (ibid., 2015). 

 

Third, the limited job opportunities due to the large number of refugees arriving (ibid.,              

2015). This problem is considered one of the most important challenges facing the largest              

proportion of refugees in both Lebanon and Jorgen. Therefore, it has a negative impacts on their                

lives and their families and children too. Besides, some governments have issued laws preventing              

Syrians from working and made obstacles to reduce the work permit grant. This has made the                

Syrian refugees vulnerable to exploitation and not receiving adequate wages. In some cases, Syrian              
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refugees were forced to work illegally to meet the needs of their families, but this led to receiving of                   

refugees harsh penalties. In neighbouring countries, they were sometimes sent back to the camps or               

forced to pledge not to work again(ibid., 2015). Many large poor families did not receive adequate                

financial and food assistance due to lack of funding from donor countries. Other refugees did not                

gain any kind of aids. Therefore, many refugees have found themselves compelled to leave the poor                

neighboring countries and head to economically better ones (2015 الجزیرة نت أیلول ). 

 

The lack of aids and cuts often led to many negative consequences, including large number               

of debts that burdened refugees and increased their suffering more and more. In addition, some               

children tended to work at a very young age or to beg sometimes. Aids, despite its scarcity, has been                   

supporting many poor refugee families. Moreover, the most prominent of these negative results was              

loss of some refugees their most basic rights, especially access to free treatment and health care, as                 

happened in Jordan. (UNHCR Sep 2015). Fifth, limited education opportunities especially in Jordan             

and Lebanon (2015 أیلول نت الجزیرة ). The Syrian people are highly and well educated, due to the free                   

education in Syria. However, after the war, conditions changed, educational life was largely             

disrupted. Large percent lost the basic right to education. Regard to the neighboring countries, it               

was unable to accommodate the large number of Syrian children who were at school age. In                

Lebanon for example, UNHCR reported, that more than two hundred thousand Syrian children were              

not able to obtain an education opportunity for the 2015-2016 school year (UNHCR Sep 2015). 

  

Sixth, there are major challenges related to the renewal of residence permits. Renewing             

residence in Lebanon requires large sums of money. This matter made the Syrian refugee who               

cannot find livelihood for his day unable to pay such sums, and thus unable to renew his residence                  

permit. This is common especially among large refugee families. (ibid.) Actually, the residence             

renewal depends on the political situation of the refugees sometimes also. The seventh important              

factor is feeling unsafe in Syria and neighbouring countries especially in Lebanon(أیلول نت               الجزیرة

2015 ). Lebanese intelligence is accused as being a tool of Syrian regime, because Hezbollah is                

controlling the Lebanese State, and it contributed in returning some Syrians to their country and               

delivering them to Syrian regime. In addition, eighth reason is the fact that Syrians were not                

welcomed in the gulf countries that have preferred the financial aid as a tool of support more than                  

refugees hosting.  
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On the other hand, Finland has many attractive factors to be a desirable target for the                

refugees in general, including Syrians. The Finnish welfare system is considered one of the best               

welfare systems in the world. This system aims to provide Finns and all those living in Finland (                  

migrants or refugees) with the best services that enhance their well-being and their families too.               

This system does not distinguish between a Finnish and a foreigner, because everyone has the right                

to a decent life (Expat Finnish Project 2004-2020) . The resident in Finland has the right to be in                   

contact with all institutions that contribute to enhancing the welfare of individuals. In addition, the               

Finnish social security system is seen as one of the most powerful social systems, because it                

contains a holistic support system that includes a large variety of social assistance appropriate to the                

person's situation. Its services are concentrated on supporting vulnerable groups in Finnish society,             

such as patients, retired, unemployed and students as well (The Social Insurance Institution (Kela)              

January 2019). In Finland, there is a and advanced comprehensive health system too. This system               

focuses on taking care of family health periodically, especially children from birth. 

 

Furthermore, it is widely known that the Finnish education system is of high quality. Finland               

has achieved tremendous successes thanks to this system, so that Finland has become a model for                

the best primary education in the world. In fact, according to the World Bank Finland was declared                 

as " a miracle of education" ( Aedo, et al., World Bank Blogs June 2017). No doubt also that all                  

people seek for safety, social justice, freedom of expression, values of freedom and democracy that               

are existed in a country such as Finland, which had and still has attractive record, especially in                 

recent years in which a lot of international titles have been made about Finland's pride. It seems                 

clearly that the war and suffering conditions, both in Syria and its neighboring countries, on the one                 

hand, and the attractive factors available in Finland and Europe, on the other hand, have been major                 

causes of this influx. Most importantly also is the fact that the entire refugee phenomenon could                

have gone missing if the information had not been as slippery as it is today thanks to mobiles.                  

Today, the world's poor, in theory, may have all the necessary information at their hands.  
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4   FINLAND'S INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, 

INTEGRATION POLICY AND FINNISH SOCIETY  
The fourth chapter contains three main points related to Finland and Finnish society. First,              

we draw attention to Finland's international responsibility in the framework of international            

cooperation regarding the refugee issue, and its role in receiving many Syrian refugees. Then, we               

turn to mention the Finnish integration policies that came to meet the requirements of the new stage.                 

After that, we point to some values that exist in Finnish society and Finns enjoy. 

 

4.1   Finland and the international responsibility on refugees 
The international cooperation has always been a need and a necessity among all states.              

Emergent crises are difficult to anticipate and one country cannot face them alone and far from                

seeking help from other countries. International cooperation tries to find common ground to solve              

problems and get out of crises with minimal losses. It has emerged in many aspects, for example on                  

refugees issue (UNHCR June 2011, 1). International Convention on the Status of Refugees 1951              

reflects in its Preamble a great agreement on the importance and necessity of such cooperation and                

solidarity between all states (UN General Assembly July 1951, 8). The burden sharing principle              

(international cooperation) is found to face common risks and difficulties. It can be embodied in               

several images. It is often carried out in bilateral agreements or in collective multilateral              

agreements. The International Convention on the Status of Refugees 1951 is considered as a product               

of this cooperation. Cooperation may also include taking urgent measures in emergency situations             

such as the massive influx of refugees as a result of armed conflict (UNHCR June 2011, 3-4).                 

Therefore, making collective cooperation between all states was always very important to cope with              

the emergent global crises such as the Syrian one. 

 

Furthermore, some multilateral agreements include in their articles the right of person to             

seek asylum. For example, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Article 14) mentions             

explicitly that “Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from                

persecution” (UN General Assembly Dec 1948, 3). Some agreements give states themselves the             

right to assess the grounds for asylum granting. The first Article of the Declaration on Territorial                

Asylum mentions that “The right to seek and to enjoy asylum shall rest with the State granting                 

asylum to evaluate the grounds for the grant of asylum” (UN General Assembly Dec 1967) . Third                

Article of the same declaration basically establishes obligations on all states, because it  refers that: 
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No person referred to in article 1, paragraph 1, shall be subjected to measures such               
as rejection at the frontier or, if he has already entered the territory in which he                
seeks asylum, expulsion or compulsory return to any State where he may be             
subjected to persecution (ibid.). 
 

Therefore, the international conventions put several obligations on states. Undoubtedly,          

states should also facilitate integrating refugees into their societies and handle them in good way. 

 

With regard to Finland, the Finnish state signed the International Convention on Status of              

Refugees (1951) , on the one hand, and the International Protocol on Status of Refugees (1967), on                 

the other, in 1968. It also acceded early both the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) and                 

the Declaration on Territorial Asylum (1967) too. Finland left positive fingerprints during the             

international cooperation process on refugees. It was heavily involved in providing financial support             

to the UN Refugee Agency. Finland received asylum seekers who came tremendously in 2015              

(Wahlbeck 2018, 1-2). Moreover, Based on its signature of some common European agreements,             

Finland committed to protecting refugees and asylum seekers on its territory (Hameed Aug 2018) . It               

also beared burden during distribution of asylum seekers existed in Greece between the EU              

countries. Moreover, the international humanitarian policy of Finland pushed it to take part in              

granting some asylum seekers the asylum right. With regard to Syrian refugees, according to the               

Finnish Ministry of the Interior, the vast majority of Syrians who applied for asylum on the Finnish                 

territories were granted asylum (Ministry of the interior 2018, 85). The Syrian asylum seekers              

percentage was very little compared to asylum seekers of other nationalities, such as Iraqis and               

Afghans. The main reason behind these little numbers is the absence of a Syrian community in                

Finland (Wahlbeck 2018, 5). However, the Finnish government insisted on its commitments to both              

international and regional agreements on refugees despite the (True) Finn Party opposition to its              

cooperative policies (ibid., 6).  

 

Furthermore, Finland has a long experience of receiving quota refugees from many            

countries. This type of refugee is nominated by the UNHCR. This organization presents its              

candidates to many countries pending their response, and then their resettlement on their lands.              

Finland annually receives many of them voluntary. Refugees who are selected must meet the criteria               

required to obtain asylum. The determination of the required annual numbers is subject to the               

approval of the Finnish Parliament. The normal annual number is 750 refugee, but this number may                

increase depending on new circumstances and changes. Over the past years, Finland received many              
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Syrian refugees from several refugee hosting countries in cooperation with UNHCR. This response             

was to relieve pressure on some countries. The majority of Syrian refugees came from Turkey,               

Lebanon and Jordan. In 2017, Finland welcomed about 530 Syrian refugees from Turkey from its               

total annual quota. As a result of Turkey's repeated threats to open its borders to refugees wishing to                  

reach Europe. The two sides reached an agreement stipulating that European countries takes some              

Syrian refugees from Turkey. As a result, Finland received in 2018 about one thousand Syrian               

refugees as well (Ministry of the interior 2018, 25, 86-87). 

 

4.2   Finnish integration policy 
In recent years, the crises caused by the influx of migrants lead countries to search about the                 

best mechanisms and policies to integrate them into their national societies. Every country strives to               

build policies commensurate with its own interests and do not contradict with its international              

obligations in this regard. Finland is certainly no exception. This unexpected arrival call for more               

perseverance and direct orientation to develop effective and innovative new policies (OECD 2018,             

3). Therefore, refugees were mainly the targeted groups in the integration policy, since the majority               

of the newcomers to Finland were refugees. Kinds of bilateral and regional cooperation were born               

between Finland and some other Scandinavian and European countries. The aim was to exchange              

and share experiences, in order to develop the current integration policies and face the common               

challenges in a manner consistent with the common international agreements (Kurki 2018, 57). The              

Immigrant Integration Promotion Act 2001 indicates that the Ministry of Economic Affairs and             

Employment is the official body responsible for integration matters, in cooperation and partnerships             

with other important institutions, such as municipalities and labor offices. Assigning responsibility            

to this institution demonstrates the primary goal of integration policies, which is promoting the              

employment of immigrants. The most important consideration of this law is the importance of              

achieving equality between immigrants and the Finnish people. It shows the formal ways and              

measures to achieve integration as well. A series of measures include Finnish language learning,              

effectivity in the Finnish society and work are the best ways to achieve effective integration (The                

Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment, Feb 2019). 

 

The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment plays an important role in overseeing             

and monitoring the main guidelines of integration and its policies. Other official institutions, such as               

municipalities, ministries, are responsible for implementing the general lines related to refugee            

integration measures, services, and policies within a cooperative mechanism. Each side of this             
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mechanism has a specific function that complements and assists the other. The Municipalities, for              

example try to provide the refugee with all possible needs for stability such as housing. They seek to                  

ensure that refugees have access to services equally with the Finns. Municipalities also have an               

active role in the early stages, especially conducting a preliminary assessment of the integration plan               

for every refugee settle inside it (Koskela 2014, 8). Integration policy is based primarily on the                

integration plan for every migrant or refugee. It is the essence of this policy and the most important                  

cornerstone of it. It often ends if the migrant or refugee be able to obtain either a university or                   

vocational education or permanent work opportunity. The effectiveness of such plans lies in their              

comprehensive procedures, that go in a sequential manner subject to review from time to another               

(OECD 2018, 99) .  

 

The process of mapping the integration plan for a migrant or refugee is mainly due to local                 

TE- Offices (Employment and Economic Development offices). There is a common cooperation            

mechanism with some institutions such as the Social Insurance Institution. One aspect of this              

cooperation is the provision of a number of aids related to the progress of the integration plan,                 

according to data provided by the local TE- Offices. In addition, there is active participation of both                 

the Ministry of Education and Culture and the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs in this regard.                 

Each ministry operates within the scope of its work. For example, the Ministry of Education               

supervises several matters, the most important is the matter of Finnish language courses and              

everything related to education. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health also contributes through              

its various services in the field of health, social care and welfare (Koskela 2014, 8). The most                 

prominent services are financial aids that enables them to live in dignity. Moreover, ensuring that               

their children access to schools and drawing up treatment plans for sick people (Hameed Aug 2018).                

The condition of permanent residence in Finland is one of the most important conditions that make                

you eligible to be included by the Finnish social security system. For this reason, all migrants and                 

refugees, including Syrians, have the right to access the benefits and services of this system. The                

Finnish state guarantees equal access to these services and benefits. The objectives behind this              

matter are to enhance integration, raise its level of success, and enhance the participation and role of                 

migrants and refugees in Finnish society. Hence, these equal provided services are seen as one of                

the most effective mechanisms of integration (Wahlbeck 2018, 4). 

 

Finland is not in isolation from European integration policies. European integration policies            

have an impact on Finnish policy. The general European integration policy focuses on the              
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importance of a mutual interaction between refugees and the societies in which they are present               

(Kärkkäinen 2017, 29) . The Finnish state builds integration policies by taking into account the              

promotion of many important principles. In the first place, within its policies, it strives to respect                

the cultural particularities of immigrants and refugees and to view multiculturalism as a source of               

strength for Finnish society. It stresses the need for tolerance and diversity existence. Finland also               

encourages importance of strengthening good relations between immigrants, Finns and immigrants           

among themselves too. These principles are significant factor for ensuring peaceful coexistence and             

building society (Kurki 2018, 3). The Finnish integration policy is not intended in any way to make                 

migrants and refugees leave their own cultures. Therefore, it is seen as tolerant and receptive to                

others (Kärkkäinen 2017, 30). 

 

On the other hand, bringing refugees to the Finnish labor market is a top priority for all                 

Finnish integration policy measures and services as quickly as possible (Saukkonen 2016, 9) and to               

prevent their social exclusion. This policy aims to try to achieve effective and successful integration               

in all areas of life in Finnish society. The instructions of the official institutions responsible for the                 

integration process in Finland urge all employees to reject and combat both discrimination and              

racism, in all forms between all persons, regardless of their religious or ethnic backgrounds or               

opinions. Racism and discrimination prevents achieving the minimum goals of the Finnish            

integration policy. It has negative effects on the activity of the migrant and refugee in the society                 

community (The Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment, Feb 2019). Many targeted            

dialogues will be conducted to discuss the damages of racist thought on coexistence. In the same                

way, organizing official public periodic discussions for the problems of migrants in a constructive              

manner ensuring finding appropriate solutions. The aim of these official discussions and dialogues             

is to reach the migrant directly and listen to his point of view. (Ministry of the interior 2018, 30).  

 

The Finnish integration policy enables migrant and refugee to reliable access to information             

that helps and facilitates integration training. Moreover, assessments for improving the personal            

integration plan could be done for a refugee or migrant. (Hameed Aug 2018). A crucial step is                 

acknowledging that refugees are individuals with various skills, educational qualifications, and a            

benefit to the society. Initial integration training focuses on identification therefugee's skills and             

previous experiences. The goal is to create an appropriate path for its orientations and desires, as                

well as direct him/her to the requirements of society in all fields (Masoud June 2018). Within this                 

policy, the skills that immigrants and refugees originally possess and the skills acquired during their               
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studies in Finnish educational institutions are used to enhance their presence in the Finnish labor               

market at the end of integration training (Ministry of the interior 2018, 29).. 

 

Finland has become a unique example for some countries in the area of migration              

integration policy. This claim is supported by Finland's accession to one of the world's best               

positions. According to the 2015 Migrant Integration Policy Index, Finland ranked fourth            

(Saukkonen 2016, 16) . However, despite of the praise for the Finnish integration policy, it faces               

many criticisms. Saukkonen points out some of problems or shortcomings that this policy has. Here               

is the most important ones. First, participation of a large number of institutions, whether at the                

municipal level or at the level of the Finnish state. A lot of ministries, authorities governmental                

institutions contribute to the process of preparing, following-up, monitoring and modifying etc..            

Therefore, its hierarchical structure makes it very complex, because difficulty of achieving of quick              

cooperation. Second, there are diverse approaches within integration policy. The main reason back             

to the nature of Finnish decentralized system which gives municipalities broad powers in             

implementing the integration policy. This leads to the absence of a single mode or common               

mechanism for all migrants and refugees. Third, integration education pathways suffer from            

weakness and inefficiency as a result of the lack of success in directing migrants to the needs of the                   

Finnish labour market. Fourth, the lack of funding and resources to implement integration policy              

measures is an essential obstacle for achieving successful and effective integration (ibid., 16-17). 

  

4.3   Finnish society values 
Every society has set of values shared with other societies. In addition, it has also private                

ones distinguish it from these others societies. These values are the result of continuous interaction               

among members of the society. We all know that values of any society reflect the extent of its                  

culture, maturity and progress. Moreover, values are very significant, because they reflect the moral              

and intellectual construction of all members of society. They indicate to the society's culture, existed               

identity and share in remaining society stable and harmonious. The values we acquire guide us               

towards our desires, our attitudes, and contribute to the identification of our choices, behaviours and               

formation of our perception and vision of life in general. The existed values help also the                

newcomers, the refugees, to form a partial image of this host society. It is worthy mentioning the                 

Finnish values in this regard, because refugee's knowledge of the values, customs and traditions of               

the host society and his adaptation to them are among the most important measures of his                

integration into this new society. By taking into account existence diverse and distinct patterns of               
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values in Finnish society itself. I am interested here only in concentrating on the common societal                

values which existed in the Finnish society and  the Finnish people enjoy. 

 

Professor Helkama mentions that Finns have strong and stable idea that nature, diligence and              

equality are common values in the Finnish society. They also appear in the most traditionally read                

Finnish literature books from Runeberg to Aleksis Kivi and Väinö Linna. He agrees that these               

values define the Finnishness (Helkama 2015, 51). First, the Finns are known to be nature-close               

people, who enjoy nature and nature. The preservation of biodiversity and landscape values are              

among the most important things, because nature is part of Finns self-image (ibid., 114-115).              

Second, the equality is very important value in Finnish society. The Finnish constitution states              

frankly in Chapter 2 Section 6 that : 

No one shall, without an acceptable reason, be treated differently from other            
persons on the ground of sex, age, origin, language, religion, conviction, opinion, health,             
disability or other reason that concerns his or her person (The constitution of Finland 1999)              
.  4

 

The equality has a lot of aspects like the equality of rights and duties. Gender equality is one                  

of most prominent examples of equality existed in the country. Finland's focus on gender equality               

has made it globally a well-known country in this field. Equality exists in all areas and activities of                  

Finnish society (Chamberlain 2016,10). Moreover, the society has to make sure that everyone has              

basic security. Third, according to a study commissioned by the Finnish Work Federation, majority              

of Finns believe that Finnish workers are hard-working. According to the survey, about up to 80                

percent of Finnish people agree totally or agree somewhat with this claim ''Finnish is a hard                

working employee''. More than 85% of Finnish women consider that Finns are diligent, while              

among men this percent is about 75% (Suomalaisen Työn Liito 2016). 

 

On the other hand, honesty and punctuality, trust, individualism, own space and modesty are              

core common values in the Finnish society and between its individuals. Honesty is appreciated well               

in the Finnish society. Majority of Finns keep promises and used to tell the truth (Helsinki city,                 

Infofinland Mar 2018). The basic principle of honesty is whether a person works honestly even               

when the risk of being caught is negligible. The Valitut Palat- magazine conducted an honesty test                

year 2013. It left twelve wallets on the street in 16 cities around the world. The wallet had the some                    

information about the owner such as his name and cell phone number, a family photo of receipts,                 

4 Translation from Finnish (Ministry of Justice translation). Legally binding only in Finnish and Swedish. 
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business cards and a Fifty dollar cash sum. Wallets were left in different places like parks, shopping                 

malls, sidewalks, and it was considered how it works. The Finnish capital Helsinki ranked first in                

this test. 11 wallets out of 12, or 92 percent returned to the owner. "We are naturally honest people"                   

said the finders interviewed (Helkama 2015, 159-160). In addition, Finland ranked third in the least               

corrupt countries according to the 2018 Corruption Perceptions Index, published by Transparency            

International (Dailymail Jan 2019). It seems that honesty is highly existent in Finnish society.              

Another highly regarded value in Finland is punctuality. Respect for appointments and adherence to              

them are essential in the lives of Finns. There is a high trust in the Finnish authorities, because they                   

work effectively for their country and people as well. Furthermore, the availability of a democratic               

environment and its core values, such as freedom of expression, helped to enhance confidence and               

trust largely. Participation in the societal activities is not exclusive to anyone, because it is available                

to everyone (Helsinki city, InfoFinland Mar 2018). 

 

Besides, individualism is very apparent value in the Finnish society. Studies prove that In              

individual-centered countries, people-to-people ties are loose. Everyone is supposed to take care of             

himself and his own family. In contrast, in society-centered countries, individuals are strongly             

member of their families since birth (Helkama 2015, 67). Relationships are solid and individuals are               

more sociable. The value of individualism in Finnish culture is of great importance unlike societies               

from which refugees and immigrants come. Individualism is also accompanied with both privacy             

and own space. It is an impetus and a motivator towards more independence in Finnish society.                

Independence, in turn, leads to more self-reliance and responsibility at an early age. Moreover, the               

culture of dialogue and giving freedom to others to express their opinions are of particular interest                

to a large part of the Finnish people. Furthermore, modesty is highly appreciated in the society                

(Helsinki city, Infofinland Mar 2018). Education and work are highly regard in the Finnish society.               

Finns people are strongly educated and like to enjoy life as well. It is normal to find a lot of people                     

having many certificates at the same time. It is noted that Finns give time for lives, jobs and their                   

families too. 
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5   METHODOLOGY 
In  the Fifth chapter of  our thesis, I discuss the methodological considerations and ethical 

aspects. I mainly describe the detailed procedures of data collection and analysis methods. Initially, 

it is worth distinguish between two central types of methods used in this thesis. Qualitative 

interviewing is the first important method in this research. It is used for collecting the primary data 

and information from the participant interviewees. The process of  data transcription is viewed in 

detail also. The second method is content analysis. It is used to help us for data analysis process.  

 

5.1   Qualitative interviewing research  
It is recognized that the nature of the studied phenomena controls the selection of study               

method. In this study, we are dealing with various set of participants during the integration process.                

They are refugees in the first place. The others are workers in the municipal social offices, TE-                 

Offices integration experts and Finnish teachers. We try to make qualitative study, because making              

such study gives us the opportunity to see deeply and understand widely the whole integration               

process. Interviews are too much important in our Master thesis, because they enable us to get                

accurate data which is not possible to gain by other research methods. I would like to depend on the                   

qualitative interviewing in my thesis, more specifically on the qualitative semi structured            

interviewing for data collection process. There are many definitions related to the qualitative             

research by many researchers. One of the most important definitions that caught my attention is               

Shank definition. He consider it an organized and systematic process aimed at exploring and              

scrutinizing meaning. Hence, it is not a random process, but rather something that requires prior               

preparation, the development of rules and foundations for the researcher to achieve objective of the               

study. On the other hand, it is an attempt to look at the experiences of the persons or phenomena                   

under study to determine the context in which these people understand their own experiences,              

during their lives, about a specific topic or issue ( Adduow 2012, 27). 

 

The qualitative interviewing depend largely on the exchange of conversation and discussion             

on a topic or phenomenon. It includes two types of actors. The first type (interviewer/researcher)               

raises his inquiries and questions to the interviewee, and the second type begins his statement based                

on his own experience. It represents a process of joint interaction or action and response. Moreover,                

Qualitative interviewing does not belong to the positivist thinking in principle, because it does not               
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search for fixed facts, that do not change over the time, but most of its interest is directed to                   

obtaining own and direct interpretations from the interviewees regarding the events and matters             

facing them in their lives (Warren 2001, 83). On the other hand, Warren believes that the objective                 

of the qualitative interviewing is to ascertain qualities of interviewees' experiences and their social              

organization (ibid., 57). 

  

5.1.1   Semi-structured interviews 

The interview has emerged as a prominent tool of scientific research. Referring to the              

literatures of sociology in general and methodology in particular, we find that the interview took               

many meanings. Brinkman defines the interview as an interchange of private experiences between             

two or several people by offering opinions regarding an issue or phenomenon. Every interview has               

an objective. According to Brinkman, interview supposes that each person has his own experience,              

his world and his life, which leads to diverse and different experiences among people. Thus, the                

interview tries to enter this person’s own world and explore his experiences from his/her mouth in                

order to benefit from them in scientific research. The interview appears in several types in               

qualitative research, but according to Kärkkäinen, the semi-structured type is the most prominent             

and used in the qualitative studies (Kärkkäinen 2017, 71-72). In addition, Wilson clarifies how              

semi-structured interviews are flexible, because they are not governed by strict rules such as those               

existed in structured interviews. It is not as random as unstructured interviews. Rather, it is a middle                 

case between them. It takes into account the existence of some similar questions, but it gives the                 

researcher free to raise new questions when needed. Thus, it creates safe possibilities for getting               

answers on new topics, that suddenly appear during the interview (Wilson, 2013, 41). 

 

Hirsjärvi & Hurme mention that semi-structured questions give each interviewee the           

freedom to answer them in his/her own words (Helfer 2018, 6) and according to his/her experiences.                

Semi-structured interviews are not suitable for short or quick interviews, because short interviews             

do not give the researcher the opportunity to delve in depth into the topic, in order to achieve the                   

goals of the research. Thus it can be said that the interviewer must be informed of this matter before                   

the interview in order to prepare himself/herself for this interview. The duration of this type of                

interview cannot be limited to a informed specific time, because it has flexibility in time also.                

Semi-structured interviews has the ability to provide the researcher with both quantitative and             

qualitative information as well. They are effective tools to gain whether some experiences, opinions,              
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attitudes of interviewees and some objective scientific facts that interviewees aim to provide             

(Wilson, 2013, 24-25).  

 

Furthermore, the semi-structured interviews have several pros. They are able to reveal new             

research problems and issues. They are important tools to investigate any topic, however difficult. It               

enables the researcher to obtain somewhat complete and partial data on any subject. In addition, we                

mentioned previously that they enable to address new topics and questions that the interviewer              

deems appropriate to obtain additional information. Moreover, if the interviews are with many             

people, they give the researcher the ability to make comparisons between interviewees during the              

interviews (ibid., 26). On the other hand, semi-structured interviews have also many cons. Among              

its most prominent drawbacks is that cultural and age differences, for example, can affect the quality                

and quality of data obtained from interviewees (ibid., 26). In addition, conducting this type of               

interviews requires the availability of expertise for the researcher. These interviews need high skills,              

because the lack of experience may affect the accuracy of the obtained data (ibid., 28). The                

researcher may not contribute to the distortion and accuracy of the data. The data must be stated as                  

it is. Not only that, but interviewees must be urged to answer honestly, in order to avoid misleading                  

the real results of the research. The interviewer aims for neutrality and objectivity. His or her role is                  

to facilitate responses that the respondent is primed to give (Warren 2001, 57) . Mostly important,               

the final results of the research cannot be generalized to the whole category to which the                

interviewees belong. The results reflect only their experiences and opinions. Moreover, the            

flexibility during interviews might make comparisons somewhat difficult (Wilson 2013, 24. 28).            

Finally, the success of the interview depends largely on the willingness of the interviewee to               

cooperate and give reliable answers and accurate information. 

 

5.2   Interviewees samples  
As the integration process is an integrated process whose objectives are shared by a various               

combination of people and entities. The interviews are conducted with several groups, mainly             

Syrian refugees and official from Finnish institutions overseeing and participating in the integration             

process. The participant Syrian refugees are 20 people. I try to enrich my research with diversity.                

To achieve that end, We put some criteria for selection the participant interviewees. First, syrian               

refugees should be from different seven main cities in Finland. They ought to be from different age                 

levels including for example minors, adults and elderies. Some are people with special needs.              

Syrian refugees shall be from different gender including women and men too. On the other hand, it                 
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is known that Syria is a multi-religious and multi-ethnic country. For that end, we try to Find                 

participant refugees from various religions and multiple ethnics. Participant refugees should be            

from different cities of Syria and from various educational backgrounds. Furthermore, they ought to              

be from different marital statuses both married and singles people. We take in consideration the               

residence period criterion in Finland. Therefore, refugees have to be resident in Finland for one and                

a half year at least .  5

 

Given to the Finnish institutions staff, part of them are workers in the municipal social                

offices, TE- Office integration experts and the rest are teachers from Finnish official educational              

institutions. Official workers of municipal social office are 3 participants. They are from Helsinki,              

Turku and Tampere cities. Since I have a lot of Syrian refugee resident in Kuopio, I tried to get in                    

my research one social office worker from the city of Kuopio. But After getting contact with the                 

staff, they refused. One employee justified his refusal by mentioning that there were some problems               

with some Syrians. She said also that the researcher knows some Syrian refugees from the city of                 

Kuopio. Another worker mentioned that she do not have enough time for that interview, because               

she has a lot of work to do. TE- Office integration experts are 3 participants. They were from                  

several cities including Tampere, Turku and Kuopio. The participant Finnish teachers in this             

research are 3 too. They are from several cities including Tampere, Turku and Kuopio. All sets of                 

Finnish institutions participants are from 4 different cities in Finland. I put only one criterion for                

selecting the participant employees of some Finnish institutions. They have to be working with              

Syrian refugees and have experience for one and a half year at least. One and a half year period is                    

half the official  and normal duration of the integration plan for any refugee in Finland.  

 

5.3   Forms, places, times and durations of interviews  
In fact, online-based social media softwares have gone beyond their role of connecting             

friends and family members together. These new technologies have become to much valuable and              

important actors for development and facilitation of the scientific research, especially in qualitative             

research type. For example, Skype and other social media applications enabled scientific            

researchers to reach the respondents/interviewees anywhere and anytime in the world, by using             

voice and video calls, in order to make qualitative interviews. Therefore, they have succeeded in               

5See more detail in (Appendix 1): Classification of the participant Syrian refugees according to the required criteria. 
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breaking barriers of both time and space. Moreover, they have contributed in saving money and               

effort. (Lo Iacono et al., 2016, 1.5-6). 

 

The main form of interviews in this research is only individual ones. Some of the interviews                

are conducted face to face, but the majority are conducted by Skype. A special Skype account is                 

created for that end to facilitate the interviews conduct. Most of the participants are logged in Skype                 

account with different passwords. On the other hand, all interviews via social media are via voice                

calls. The primary goal was to make the participant very comfortable and get clear audio               

recordings. Recordings that may be somewhat difficult to obtain via video calls that require high               

quality internet. The social media softwares enable me saving time and money, because it was               

supposed to travel to several cities in Finland for conducting the interviews. Sometimes, I have to                

meet the participant desire. I have to make some interviews through other social media softwares               

like Facebook Messenger, because they are not able to log in Skype. In many cases, especially with                 

the official staff, they do not use the normal Skype software. They use Skype for Business Software                 

in their offices at work. They send me invitations via link to join the interviews with them. In                  

addition, only three interviews are carried out by telephonic calls.  

 

The interviews are conducted at many different sites. I have a lot of alternatives in this                

regard. I hold an interview with one Syrian refugee at my home. I conduct also one interview with                  

refugee at his home and another one with a Finnish teacher at school. The rest of interviews are                  

conducted as it was mentioned before by skype and other social media softwares from refugees'               

houses and officials' offices. I avoid doing several interviews for each participant, but on the               

contrary, everyone has only one interview. The primary goal is to facilitate this task for both the                 

researcher and the participant interviewee. After conducting the interviews, interviews with           

refugees last from one to two hours. But, only one interview exceeded two hours. While interviews                

with all official staff were less than an hour. The disparity of interviews durations is due to the                  

number of raised questions. The number of questions posed on refugees was more than raised on                

official staff of Finnish institutions. Another reason of this disparity is that some of the participant                

employees got the interview questions before the interview day. This was mainly reflected on the               

speed of the answers. Some employees' answers were more direct than the refugees who had not                

seen the questions before the interviews days. Moreover, the total interviews time of all Syrian               

refugees was 24 hours and a half. On the other hand, interviews with the social office workers                 
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lasted for one hour and twenty-three minutes. The total interviews time of TE- Office experts took                

one hour and fifty minutes, while interviews with teachers took one hour and twenty-one minutes. 

 

5.4   Transcription of data 
Every interview-based study should have reference to the process of data transcription. The             

transcription process is the process of converting or re-presenting spoken/verbal audio data obtained             

during interviews to written data (written transcripts) for analysis and understanding of their content              

at a later stage (Widodo 2014, 107). It aims to dismantle and eliminate the complexity of the                 

meanings that relate to the studied phenomena, whether they are experiences, feelings, attitudes, or              

private opinions. Widodo refers to the existence of key methodological issues that should be done in                

interviews data transcription. These issues represent a series of successive procedures including:            

listening to spoken data, shaping them, communicating spoken dat with the interpretative intent,             

reconstructing them, building data credibility. Therefore, transcription serves as a useful and            

important mean for representing the spoken data (ibid., 101-102). 

 

My transcription of the obtained data took a long time. The reason is that the data collection                 

process was done by using two languages, Arabic and Finnish. Then, data was translated into               

English. I had to listen many times to the interviewees audio recordings and slow down them,                

especially when they were talking fast. Sometimes, I was obligated to ask help from native Finns to                 

listen to audio excerpts, that were somewhat unclear to me. The basic objective is to get the full and                   

right meaning of some words and expressions. I really faced this matter when some interviewees               

were using slang language. Furthermore, Kärkkäinen pointed out the importance of the body             

language in this stag ( Kärkkäinen 2017, 74). So, I recognised the body language partially, since a                 

lot of them were unseen. During the process of transcription, I put signs of thinking that were                 

represented by dots. Two dots are sign of short pause, but three points are sign of long pause.                  

Kärkkäinen mentioned the difficulty of mentioning and writing the noddings such as (aha- yes yes)               

or (yes, I understood) in the transcripts. She justified making these omissions in order to make the                 

transcripts easy to read (ibid., 74). 

 

5.5   Research ethical and official considerations  
The ethical considerations should be taken into account in all parts of the scientific research.               

The researcher should respect the study sample opinions and desires regardless of his/her agreement              
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or disagreement with them. Researchers such as Plummer highlighted many important ethical            

considerations that should be met in the qualitative studies, in particular qualitative interviewers.             

First, the researcher should inform the interviewers about the research topic. Second, the need for               

the voluntary consent of the interviewees for their participation. Third, interviewees must be             

guaranteed the right to withdraw from the interview at any time they want. Fourth, the element of                 

confidentiality is important requirement that the researcher must adhere to. (Lo Iacono et al., 2016,               

14). The participat volunteers/interviewees, in this thesis, were informed about the importance of             

this topic and the rationale behind the study.  

 

ِAll obtained data and transcripts were stored on my own computer and on DVD also as a                 

backup. Both were protected by a changed password from time to time (ibid., 14). In addition, the                 

names of the participants were not appeared in the research and were replaced by numbers and                

words. Moreover, they were also informed about the estimated time for interviews and the              

possibility of publishing this research. For that end, I prepared a letter of consent . I was careful to                  6

explain the context of the letter in detail, especially that all interviews are recorded for the                

transcription process. In addition, their right to withdraw at anytime they want. Another important              

thing I got into consideration in this research was getting the parents consent for the 2 refugees                 

minors participation . On the other hand, making interviews with the official staff members required               

getting approval from the official offices. In fact, there was not difficulty in getting permission for                

making the interviews with the municipal social offices officials. But I had to fill some official                

forms and applications and provide them with some requirements like the supervisor's statement             

and the Master thesis plan. I had to be patient also and wait a lot of time, because of the complex                     

bureaucratic procedures I faced sometimes. The approvals took about more than one month. The              

matter was easier with the refugees, TE- Offices experts and Finnish teachers as well. There was no                 

need to fill applications and forms at all. Numerous electronic mails were conducted to obtain               

research participants. 

 

5.6   Content analysis method 
The method of content analysis is the second main and important method used in this               

research. It will be used in the process of obtained data analyzation. This type of methods is very                  

common in all social sciences. Graneheim et al. talks about the roots and gradual evolution of the                 

content analysis process. This method was born in the arms of the positive quantitative model in                

6 See (appendix 2) : Letter of consent. 
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which both mathematics and statistics constitute important foundations. But remarkably, it evolved            

and underwent through drastic changes and major modifications that eventually led it to arms of the                

qualitative interpretative approach ( Graneheim et al., 2017, 29). Consequently, its use for the             

purposes of qualitative researches have become much more than quantitative studies and researches.  

 

Moreover, Wilson shows us that the content analysis method is used to conduct an analysis               

of any type of content, whether visual, verbal or written. One of the most important features of the                  

content is its diversity. The content can be texts, transcripts, historical documents, audio recordings,              

books, articles or letters. This method aims to break up the data and convert it from whole to part                   

format for easy understanding. This partial data is classified by naming and coding it into topics,                

categories and concepts. The goal is to obtain results that show the actual and accurate essence of                 

the content subject to disassociation and categorization process. On the other hand , according to               

Wilson, there are two main types of content analysis. The first is called conceptual content analysis                

and the second is relational content analysis. The key difference between the two types lies in the                 

fact that the first type is limited to coding the content into concepts and topics. While the second is                   

concerned with finding the relationships between these classified topics and the concepts (Wilson             

2011, 177-178). So it seems that the second type is deeper and more efficient, because it gives us                  

the ability to reach more precise results. Most importantly, Elo et al. mention that the credibility of                 

results in this type of analysis is related to two factors. First factor is the quality and richness of                   

obtained data. Second factore is researcher's presentation of the mechanism he follows to choose the               

study sample in detailed way (Elo et al., 2014, 8). 

 

5.6.1   Qualitative content analysis  

In this thesis, we rely on the qualitative content analysis method as a main tool for analysis.                 

My justification for choosing this method is that most of the obtained data is primarily qualitative.                

In addition, we deal rarely with some quantitative data. Due to the little of this type, I intentionally                  

made a simple indication of how to treat it directly during the analysing process in the eight                 

chapter. Thus, choosing a qualitative analysis method as a key tool serves this purpose of this                

research and helps me greatly in answering the main research question. 

 

Considering that the method of qualitative content analysis is of positivist origin. This led to               

a clear division over its ontological and epistemological roots alike.This difference can be divided              

into two main viewpoints. First ontologically, for positivists researchers, the results or facts that we               
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reach by using qualitative content analysis should be objective and not be influenced by the               

researcher's own directions and interpretations.. On the other hand, interpretative (hermeneuticist)           

researchers do not believe that there is an objective truth in the analysis. Thus they call for                 

subjectivity. Epistemologically, interpretative researchers believe that interpretation require a         

special kind of co-creation of the interviewer and the data. The researcher cannot be neutral,               

because neutrality is harmful and does not lead to reading what is found between the lines. The                 

positivist on contrary see that reaching the facts can be only achieved through the researcher               

maintaining a complete neutrality during data analysis. This type of analysis focuses on the topic,               

context, similarities and differences between parts of the data. Moreover, qualitative analysis of the              

content can be applied regardless of the type of knowledge, whether socially constructed or              

otherwise (Graneheim et al., 2017, 29). 

 

The most prominent feature of a successful qualitative content analysis is that the researcher              

be able to do a reduction of data obtained by him to an integrated series of concepts, topics and                   

categories that cover the studied phenomenon logically and adequately (Elo et al., 2014, 1).              

Qualitative content analysis is not limited to a specific type of recorded communications. Rather,              

the form of the data it handles is varied. It includes, for example, all official speeches, interviews,                 

official documents, international agreements or books. More importantly, qualitative content          

analysis does not deal with text material as a rigid thing. In addition to analysing the primary                 

content, it attempts to scrutinize data, in order to reach the latent content inside ( Mayring 2000,                

FQS) . The latent content represents the red thread existed between lines of the material text. It                

contains explanations no less important than those, we get from the primary content ( Graneheim et               

al., 2017, 32).  

 

On the other hand, there is no analysis method without drawbacks. Studies that use              

qualitative content analysis often come under criticism and doubt their reliability and credibility.             

The reason for this is that the latent content can be distorted easily, by making the data content                  

exceed its true meaning and outside the intended meaning in the text. Consequently, it leaves room                

for the researcher to influence the research findings and final conclusions due to the existence of                

several interpretations of the text. These interpretations are easy to manipulate, to the extent that               

they cannot achieve the objectivity required by scientific research. In other words, the researcher's              

ability to transfer the true image of the data to the readers. The researcher can convince readers of                  

the existence of credibility by presenting the process of analysis accurately during the research              
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( Graneheim et al., 2017, 33). The lack of expertise and sufficient knowledge in the researcher who                

uses the method of qualitative content analysis is another prominent negative point. Because there is               

a direct relationship between experience and knowledge on the one hand, and the possibility of               

success in making an accurate analysis on the other hand. The more experience and knowledge, the                

more likely to succeed in making effective analysis. For this reason, the amount of experience               

ultimately is also reflected in the research results. Experience provides an essential component for              

achieving important and rich results. The researcher who does not have enough experience will be               

exposed to reaching simple results or conclusions (Elo et al., 2014, 8). 

 

The complexity and ambiguity in presenting the concepts, categories and themes for            

analysis make it more difficult to conduct qualitative content analysis. Therefore, simplicity and             

clarity are one of the most important requirements for this type of analysis (ibid., 6). Concerning                

findings and conclusions, they are often presented as topics (themes), concepts or categories . It can                

include either personal perceptions or opinions, life experiences or attitudes ( Graneheim et al.,             

2017, 33). Furthermore, the researcher who relies on this type of analysis should possess the skill of                 

self-criticism in order to be able to perform a convincing analysis. His analysis should be justified                

and evidence-based  (Elo et al., 2014, 8). 
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6   THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
The sixth chapter of our thesis presents mainly the theoretical approaches. These main             

approaches are generally related to the integration theory. Our theoretical approach is built on the               

acknowledgement that the integration responsibility of Syrian refugees rests on many actors: Syrian             

refugees themselves, some Finnish institutions and also citizens in the host Finnish society.             

Furthermore, we focus on the social integration theory. It is used as a theoretical guideline when                

looking at the integration of some Syrian refugees into the Finnish society. Before going into a                

detailed discussion about the integration theory approaches and social integration theory, we            

introduce first the definition of theory and its importance in scientific research.  

 

6.1   Definition and importance of theory 
Theories are fundamental to science and they are rooted in ideas. In general, Waltz considers               

that theories represent a set of conclusions and statements that may be right or wrong. They often                 

try to help us to explain the laws associated with a particular phenomenon. According to Waltz,                

theory is used as an explanation of the phenomena or relationships described by laws. Theories also,                

contain theoretical notions that may be a concept or an assumption, etc. Waltz addresses the issue of                 

the difference between theory and law. The most prominent of these differences is that the theory is                 

not fixed and always subject to refutation. In other words, they are not like laws that were                 

discovered by facts and confirmed observations. Thus, permanence is not available in theory. It is               

possible that it comes today and goes in the future, after refuting by the evidence (Waltz 1979, 3-6).                  

Furthermore, Mindst (2007) defines the theory as “a set of propositions and concepts that seeks to                

explain phenomena by specifying the relationships among the concepts; theory's ultimate purpose is             

to predict phenomena” (Mingst 2007, 56-57). Therefore, his perception lead to the result that              

importance of theory is derived from its ability to explain the studied phenomenon logically. It               

comes also from its ability to anticipate for future as well. No doubt that the main objective of the                   

theory is to understand, interpret and analyze the phenomena that occur in our world, in order to                 

find appropriate solutions for them. 

 

6.2   The growth debate on integration  

Historically in Europe, the emergence of integration was linked to the political scene in               

Eastern European countries in the early nineties of the twentieth century. The reason for this               
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remarkable appearance was talk of how to foster the integration of ethnic and national minorities.               

The issue of loyalty in the era of nationalities is an important issue. Sometimes these minorities                

were marginalized and subjected to injustice. There was a need for agreements and actual              

mechanisms to ensure the promotion of their integration in a manner that preserves some of their                

private and cultural rights (Beresnevièiûtë 2003, 96). The recent wave of migration and asylum to               

western European countries was a key reason behind the high debate on integration and its               

re-emergence on the political scene more than before. ( Schneider & Maurice 2010, 1143) ,             

especially from countries of the Middle East. The main cause of these waves was the ongoing armed                 

conflicts and tensions. Moreover, migration and asylum have led also to more scientific focus and               

debate on on integration matters in the international forums. 

 

6.2.1   Critical review on the integration concept 

Looking at integration as a theoretical concept, it has always been contested among social              

researchers and within academia. The essence of this conflict revolved around the role of new host                

societies of both refugee and migrant in achieving their integration. Within the integration theory              

itself, scholars such as Penninx and Garcés Mascareñas explicitly stress the importance of the larger               

role of the host society in facilitating effective integration, while Zapata-Barrero criticizes this             

narrow viewpoint and considers that integration is not seen with the advantage of preference when               

talking about roles. Rather, it must be a two-way process in which, each party must contribute                

equally to its success. In addition, it should include mutual respect for different identities and the                

promotion of mutual solidarity ( Hellgren 2016, 144) . Besides, Esser he believes that the             

effectiveness of integration is highlighted by the association of individuals (parts) with the system              

(whole) and its parts as well. The amount of cohesion expresses the amount of success of the                 

integration. This shows that Esser strives to achieve a complete assimilation of the individual into               

the system. Although he is considered the interdependence as a basis of integration. but, the               

individual's influence on the system is very difficult or almost impossible. While the effect of the                

system is inevitable and certain. Furthermore, Heckmann It focuses on the impact of the              

disappearance of differences, in all forms, between members of the new society and newcomers              

over time and gradually, so that they become new citizens like the native ones at the end of the                   

integration process. Achieving this process requires an effort to actively participate in society in all               

aspects of life and to obtain adequate support and equal rights by the new host society (Pogačar                 

2018, 16-17). 
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Therefore, within the integration researches, the researchers who see integration as a            

two-sided/two-way process justify their claims by showing the integration as a mutual process,             

linked to the amount of cooperation that exists between society and migrants and refugees. On the                

other hand, they criticize vehemently all viewpoints, discussions, policies and speeches calling for             

integration to be seen as a one-side/one-way process. They mention that this vision is limited and                

narrow, because it makes most of the responsibility on the migrant or refugee. In addition, the host                 

society and its members are excused from assuming many of their important responsibilities.             

(Klarenbeek 2019, 1). Moreover, this narrow vision is also problematic, infeasible and undesirable             

at the same time for many reasons. The first reason is that it obligate migrants to be the only party                    

that must ensure that the integration process works. Second, this vision conflicts with the idea of                

diversity and pluralism in modern societies. It leads to the marginalization of migrants, because it               

leads to the domination of one type or norm of social life. Third, It leads to the promotion of a                    

distinction and a permanent division between two basic categories in the society natives and              

migrants. Thus, regardless of the degree of integration of migrant into society, he/she remains              

strange, including those who are integrated strongly and effectively. Fourth, It is possible for this               

view to push the migrant or refugee during the integration process to an external change, for                

example in the name or appearance, but the internal and real change does not actually happen. This                 

change and transformation remains superficial. The person, in terms of his outward appearance is              

compatible with the new society, but from the inside, he is not closely related to his values.                 

Furthermore, Klarenbeek (2019) who supports the two-way process of integration, asserts that only             

natives contribute to limiting the narrow perspective of integration. Thus, they are an effective              

component in achieving integration goals (ibid., 6-7).  

 

Most importantly, integration concept in this research is considered as an interactive process             

between the Syrian refugee and Finnish society both its institutions and its people too. This               

perspective puts the responsibility on these parties together. 

 

6.3   The integration approaches 

6.3.1   Integration, assimilation and assimilationist approach 

Kalonaityte mentions that there is little room to distinguish between the two terms             

(assimilation and integration) in people's daily life. Often, they are seen to have the same common                

meaning (Kärkkäinen 2017, 32). The lack of a state of accurate knowledge regarding (integration /               

assimilation) studies was due to two reasons. The first related to the large number of studies dealing                 
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with practical details that highlight specific problems or groups. The second reason was the lack of                

consensus on theoretical concepts and foundations, as a result of different perspectives related to              

this type of studies. For example, in the transatlantic perspective, the concept of assimilation was               

used in America. In contrast, integration was used more as a concept in Europe. The essence of the                  

difference lied in the following. According to the European perspective, integration implies the             

importance of achieving the minimum level of cultural homogeneity only. While American            

assimilation included the possibility of preserving private culture. It did not exclude also the              

importance of diversity ( Schneider & Maurice 2010, 1143-1144) . Now, We can say that this              

perspective differs from what it was previously as a result of the European policies to modernize                

integration, concept and policy, after the events of the influx of refugees in the past few years. 

 

Assimilation is understood as a gradual and successive change from wider and diverse             

behaviour to narrow and less diverse one (Adduow 2012, 17). The perspective of assimilationist              

approach was prevalent much of the sociological scholars during the twentieth century (Zhou 1997,              

976). The most famous scholars of the classical assimilationist approach in the 1920s are both Park                

and Burgess. Park is considered as one of the best founding fathers of the assimilationist theory                

(Penninx 2006, 134). The classical perspective considers the distinctive traits of migrants such as              

their native language, cultural ways as negative matters that affect the assimilation. But, they              

reduced during the in each next generation (Zhou 1997, 977). In their analysis, they mainly               

concentrate on the relationship between migrants and people of the host societies as well. They also                

proceed from the social environment as an essential unit of analysis (Penninx 2006, 134). 

 

One of the important foundations of assimilation approach is that newcomers come to share              

a new common culture, so that they can get opportunities in the new society to become new citizens.                  

In addition, it must be inevitable gradual transformation of the old behavioral and cultural pattern of                

an migrant or refugee in favor of the dominant new pattern, existed in society in which he/she lives.                  

Thus, assimilation of migrants groups into the host societies, in all its aspects, depends essentially               

on setting aside their original culture and peculiarities and adopting the new culture (Verdier, et al.,                

2012, 4). On the other hand, Miera criticizes assimilation because it is a one-sided process that                

deprives migrants generally of their most basic rights, cultural or religious. It is also represents a                

process of forcing them to adapt to the de facto situation. Moreover, according to Alenius, it was                 

scientifically approved that, although migrants lives have often been associated with being in             

several societies, but they have succeeded in integrating into host societies despite maintaining             
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some of their values (Kärkkäinen 2017, 33). Another critics of assimilation approach such as              

Lacroix assures that assimilation strikes across the wall all democratic principles, foremost of which              

is freedom of choice and diversity, because it is based on the exclusionary principle of               

non-recognition of other different cultures (Rogova 2014, 16). 

 

6.3.2   Integration, multiculturalism and multiculturalist approach  

The term multiculturalism is a contemporary and modern term compared to assimilation and             

integration. It is understood in different contexts, because it carries many different and important              

meanings. It is seen as a modern practical policy in integration discussions rather than a theoretical                

concept. It also indicates the importance of recognizing cultural differences and the need to respect               

this difference. In addition,it sees the cultural diversity as a positive phenomenon in contemporary              

societies. Therefore, migrant groups, linguistically, ethnically religiously, and traditionally, are not           

obligated in any way to abandon their special cultural particularities in favor of the cultural               

particularities of the new host society. There is no room for one dominant pattern. Thus, the                

possibility of coexistence is possible. Acknowledging diversity and different identities is very            

important pillar of multiculturalism. The main goal is to eliminate marginalization policies targeting             

migrant groups and their children. This is could be done by strengthening institutions that adopt this                

type of perception and support democratic principles (Colombo 2015, 801). 

 

On the other hand, the multiculturalist approach is contrast to the vast majority of              

assumptions and simple integration process that assimilationist approach adopt or support. Scholars            

such as Glazer, Moynihan and Handlin are from the most important theorists about this approach.               

They have common vision on many points. Their basic view is that a multicultural society is of a                  

heterogeneous mixture of many ethnic and cultural groups that represent small minorities compared             

to the majority group present in the same society. These minorities can express themselves and their                

identities comfortably and effectively. That means that they are not in a position of weakness or                

disrespect. They are free to exercise their cultural rights and can preserve and teach them to their                 

children without harassments. They believe that diversity is a source of power for societies. The               

scholars see migrant minorities as actors who contribute to the building and development of the               

societies in which they are. Thus, they are seen as a major components of the host societies                 

(Verdier, et al., 2012, 5). 
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Multiculturalism as a policy considers, both mutual tolerance and equal opportunities           

between all components of the host societies, significant necessities for promoting the coexistence.             

Multiculturalism comes to be as a feature of current global societies ( Colombo 2015, 807) . But,               

others like Spencer believes that it has negative effect, because it leads to the emergence of                

sub-societies that may promote separate identities. This could nurture internal conflict within the             

societies if opportunities are not equal for all components (Rogova 2014, 16-17). 

 

6.4   Social integration theory 

A very large group of scholars specializing in integration see it as a social issue rather than                  

a matter of both legal dimensions, whether it arranges rights, duties or administrative dimensions              

subject to formal mechanisms of work (Beresnevièiûtë 2003, 98). Theoretically, Beresnevièiûtë           

(2003) agrees with opinions that criticize the weak theoretical construction of social integration and              

some other empirical matters, but he confirms that it is still valuable and effective in analyzing and                 

understanding the processes of integration of all ethnic minorities, including migrant or refugees             

groups as well. Social integration is primarily concerned with the principles governing the             

relationship of individuals (agents) in any social system and space. In other words, how agents               

interact or adopt all kinds of social rules that govern them within the system. The social system                 

include everyone (all actors) existed inside it (ibid., 97). The common vision of both Stamm and                

Geust on the social integration and its definition links stability and the quality of social ties. Hence,                 

one of the requirements for stability is the existence of good and solid social ties. These                

relationships (ties) are classified into two types. The first type is the formal relationships based on                

participation in associations and interaction with formal institutions. The second type is informal             

relationships, which include relationships with friends in the social environment (Adduow 2012,            

15). Moreover, Dijkstra et al. (2001) proceed from their definition of social integration from the               

criterion of effectiveness of social relationships and ties between all components of any social              

system. Hence, the existence of these links is not sufficient, but the effectiveness must be available                

as a apparent feature (Dijkstra et al., 2001, 56) 

 

Furthermore, the difference between scholars is not limited to the definition of social             

integration, but it includes also their vision of its dimensions or levels. For Heckmann, he               

distinguishes between four key dimensions. First, the structural dimension: it is embodied in many              

matters, including obtaining basic rights, interaction with official institutions, and the possibility of             

access to employment. Second, the cultural dimension includes changes in the original behavioral             
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and cultural patterns. Third, the social dimension: the development of informal social relationships             

as friends. Fourth, the identification dimension: it includes a feeling of belonging to the new society                

(Adduow 2012, 13). On the other hand, Esser points out the analytical dimensions of the social                

integration. He mentions also four dimensions: acculturation (or cultural integration), positioning,           

interaction and identification. We take Esser as a departure point, because he provide us with wider                

vision on these levels and dimensions. For Esser, the social environment is the most important unit                

of analysis. It is valuable to mention these dimensions in more detail (Penninx 2006, 139). The first                 

dimension is acculturation, which focuses on the importance of knowledge, the need to acquire, and               

to continuously improve cognitive capabilities and competences (ibid., 139). Skills acquisition is the             

most important requirement for this dimension. Thus, learning the language of the host society              

makes the refugee or migrant able to enter the community from its widest gates. It enables him/her                 

to interact successfully and affects the success in the other dimensions.In addition, this dimension              

includes behavioral and cultural characteristics of each migrant on the one hand and sometimes the               

possibility of making some adaptations from the host society (Pogačar 2018, 17-18). The structure              

of society can determine the magnitude of the mutual influence. 

 

The second significant and the most important dimension is the positioning. This dimension             

primarily includes two aspects. The first aspect includes the possibility for migrants and refugees              

groups to occupy various positions in the new society. The second aspect is obtaining the privileges                

and benefits related to these positions. One of the most important areas that migrants and refugees                

can occupy is the field of public health care, social security insurance, education at all levels,                

appropriate housing and job opportunities etc.. (Penninx 2006, 140). Moreover, the equal access to              

these key services and benefits enhances highly the issue of social integration. For Esser, It is very                 

important for migrant and refugees groups to gain social positions (Pogačar 2018, 18). There is a                

very close relationship between the position of the migrant or refugee and the capabilities he/she               

has. The higher these capabilities and competencies, the more prominent he/she is in the new               

society. These capabilities include for example the education level (Beresnevièiûtë 2003, 99).            

Furthermore, the degree of tolerance and acceptance present in the new society affect greatly this               

important dimension, because it contributes to facilitating positioning. Conversely, discriminatory          

treatment, the use of violence, racism, unequal treatment are major obstacles for positioning             

(Pogačar 2018, 18). 
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The third dimension and level of social integration is called the interaction.This dimension             

indicates the importance of mutual interaction between the new society and migrant and refugee              

groups. Establishing relationships and friendships with the surrounding environment is very           

important and necessary (ibid., 18). The success of achieving this dimension is linked to mutual               

openness, because it is linked to the other parties and their willingness to develop such               

relationships. This dimension includes all kinds of relationships and social connections and            

communications, both formal and informal (Penninx 2006, 140). It could be interacting with formal              

institutions, looking for friends or getting married to members of the host society. In his turn, Esser                 

stresses that the early pursuit of interaction and formation of a network of active relationships are                

basic foundations for successful integration (Pogačar 2018, 18). 

 

Identification represents the fourth dimension or level of the social integration. It is an              

emotional feeling built between the migrants or refugees group on the one hand, and the new society                 

(the social system) on the other hand. In other words, we can say that you feel that you are part or                     

member of the host society and belong to it. Such a feeling is built over time. Furthermore, there are                   

many important matters related to the social integration process and its dimensions. Esser asserts              

that the more the cultural difference between the new host society and refugee or migrant, in all its                  

manifestations, the achievement of social integration becomes much more difficult. Also, the age             

category affects greatly the success of the social integration process (Pogačar 2018, 18-19). It              

seems that all the key dimensions are of great importance to social integration. None of the                

dimensions alone can provide us with a complete picture of the social integration process. It is                

notable that its dimensions overlap and work together. Thus, the social integration theory can be               

considered as main theory and guideline, in order to examine the integration of some Syrian               

refugees into the Finnish host society. It is hoped to provide us with a clear and comprehensive                 

picture. 
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7  THE RESEARCH DATA  
In fact, I want to devote the entire chapter seven for describing and presenting data of                

interviews that were conducted for objectives of our thesis. The main reason for my desire is to                 

contribute as much as possible to the presentation of important data of the 29 interviews conducted                

with the participant interviewees. Taking into account the large amount of obtained data, we focus               

on presenting the most useful, comprehensive and meaningful one. We reached and got such data by                

comparing data of interviewees during breaking the interviews. First, we describe data generally             

through dividing them into main shared themes. Then, we move to present our data in detail. 

 

7.1   Data general description  
In this chapter, we reduce the data to themes and concepts that can describe the research                

phenomenon by creating many main categories. These categories are determined according to the             

topics of the questions posed to the research samples. There were two main sets of questions in the                  

interviews. There were largely a similar set of questions raised on the participant Syrian refugees,               

social official staff, TE- Office experts and Finnish language teachers. On the other hand, there were                

a different set of questions subjected to differences of age, gender, marital status, physiological              

situation, and suit the roles, positions and functions of the interviewees. Besides, Sub-questions,             

additional or helpful ones were raised when it was necessary during interviews. These sub-questions              

were related to the main ones. I often paraphrased and asked interviewees if I understood their                

thoughts and opinions correctly, and if they had an example or experience could be given. The                

main purpose of that was to get deeper answers and further explanations. 

 

There were seven main themes of questions. Sometimes, I brought several topics together             

because of their closeness and common goal. The aim is to avoid the branching of topics and a                  

desire to achieve a mechanism of sequential understanding for the reader. The main themes of               

interviews questions focused on various issues related to the early months in Finland, integration              

experiences, integration process and its stages. In addition, some concentrated on the integration             

services, financial benefits Syrian refugees received, in order to facilitate their integration into             

Finnish society, and the role of staff working in the official Finnish institutions aimed to achieve the                 

integration objectives and purposes. Others focused also on the difficulties encountered during the             

integration process and the refugees cultural effects on the integration process. Moreover, many             

questions highlighted the Finnish culture, values and Syrian refugees social relationships with            
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Finns people. Furthermore, a lot of questions concentrated on education, Finnish language learning             

and work training. A few questions focused on access to work, assessment of refugees integration               

outcomes and results. Finally, some questions inquired about the personal attitudes of some Finnish              

official staff working with Syrian refugees according to their experiences. 

 

7.2  Data detailed description and presentation 

7.2.1 The early months in Finland, integration experiences, integration process          

and its stages 

The First group of questions were multiple. It was important to know the first general               

impression of some Syrian refugees during the first months of their stay in Finland. In addition, it is                  

worthy th discover their understanding of the concept of integration and to illustrate the general               

framework of the stages of the integration process as a general entry point for our questions. Taking                 

into account that the integration process is an integrated process involving other diverse parties, it               

was significant to look at the initial experiences of some Finnish official staff working with Syrian                

refugees as well. I have followed a certain system in raising the questions. This mechanism started                

respectively with Syrian refugees first, followed by social officials. Then TE- Office experts and              

finally Finnish teachers . 7

7.2.1.1   Syrian Refugees 
HA: a) How you describe your personal experience of living in Finland during the first months/year of stay?  

Excerpt 1: R2: Frankly, I describe my personal experience as an enjoyable, wonderful, surprising and amazing                

experience (Refugee 2 2019, man). 

Excerpt 1: HA: What do you mean by surprising and amazing experience? 
Excerpt 1: R2: I was not expected to see this kind of morality, good treatment, respect and appreciation. In                   

Lebanon, I did not get a quarter of the treatment I received in Finland. I was impressed by the good relations of my                       
Finnish neighbors, the teachers at the school and the staff of the social office etc. they were very helpful ... In fact, I                       
never saw such treatment in the past. It was surprising, because I felt that my voice and my opinion heard. I felt that                       
there are people who take my opinion and words into account, respect and discuss them, unlike what situation was in                    
my country or in Lebanon. For example, when you express your opinion in the social office or at school about                    
something, I noticed that they care about my opinion.. they do not assume that you are a refugee, your opinion is                     
unimportant and do not know anything. On the contrary, they care about your opinion in order to improve their                   
performance. In Kuopio, the educational institutions I study in, are highly cooperative. when you ask a staff member or                   
a teacher, they immediately answer you. For example, I asked the teacher for more support in writing or in the language                     
grammars. I saw that my request was met the next day (Refugee 2 2019, man). 
 Excerpt 2: R13: It was a strange experience mixed with feelings of joy and happiness.. At the same time mixed                    
with fear of the unknown .. the new society and new culture .. you do not know what is waiting for you and the extent of                          
acceptance of this new society .. In general I had a good impression, activity and enthusiasm for the new experience and                     
new life in Finland (Refugee 13 2019, man). 
 
HA: b) What the concept of integration into a new society means from your point of view ? 

7See (Appendix 3): Interviews main themes and related questions. 
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Excerpt 3: R1: For me, integration is the language, because language is the key to know the surrounding                  
society... it is attempt to integrate beliefs with one another in a way that makes you accept other people. Finns have a                      
special society and characteristics different from the Europeans. They are isolated and non-social. Integration into               
Finland is difficult.. it requires language and knowledge of the laws of the country in addition to the understanding of                    
Finnish society. it is very difficult to understand the nature of society in the first period.. the integration of the person                     
does not mean abandon his faith and culture, but sometimes the person should mix and create a coexistence between the                    
two cultures.. I think that many people understand integration in the wrong way, that is to become a Finnish in terms of                      
culture and tradition.. I think that this is difficult.. For example you are from a particular country or culture, you can not                      
in a year or two or three year to become a fully Finnish person or your culture turn into Finnish culture.. I will be                        
integrated in a limited way, to the extent that preserves my culture as well (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

Excerpt 4 : R18: The integration has a key and its key is the language that helps to understand the culture of                       
the country.. it is an intellectual and social consensus with the new society.. integration does not mean that you should                    
melt in the new society.. I am totally against this idea. I am not proud of everything in my culture, but I am proud of the                          
wonderful things in.. In Finnish society, there are a lot of good things.. for me integration is to take the positive things                      
existed in the Finnish society, stick and keep the positive sides of your own culture. Besides, you leave the negative                    
things, that is to bring two cultures together and coexist peacefully (Refugee 18 2019, woman) .  8

 
HA: c) What are the stages of integration process in which you pass after obtaining Finnish residence? 
 

Excerpt 8: R3: Our integration began by forming friendships with the Finns. The social office helped me to get                   
a family friend that helped us in our life, meeting our needs and Finnish language learning. There was also a volunteer                     
teacher who coordinated a meetings of some refugee women in a restaurant and taught Finnish for two hours a week in                     
the first month of our stay.. I got a course for mothers with children who did not have an official course from TE-                       
Office, so that they would not stay home without integration.. I met TE- Office employee who put a personal integration                    
plan for me. Then, I get Finnish language courses. courses were continuous for a year and a half .. Every three months, I                       
moved to a higher level starting from S1, S2, S3 to S4 .. During the courses, I got several work trainings. Some of them                        
were in summer vacation so as not to forget the language ..Then, I entered the vocational preparation stage for ten                    
months, which included visits to vocational schools in addition to Finnish language learning.. The main objective was to                  
facilitate the selection of the profession suitable for the person.. During the vocational preparation phase, I successfully                 
passed the language exam qualifying for Finnish citizenship, and got the B level. In the next stage, I was accepted for                     
teacher assistant profession at the vocational school .. At that time, I was pregnant and could not attend school.                   
Currently I raise my child at home and after the end of the maternity period, I would like to study the profession I liked                        
(Refugee 3 2019, woman).  

Excerpt 9: R14: ًWhen I came to Finland as a quota refugee, I met the TE- Office worker. The main purpose of                      
the interview was to see the previous personal experiences and educational background and to put integration plan for                  
me. A year after my arrival in Finland, I got a Finnish language course late, because of the intensity of the number of                       
applicants and the lack of schools. After completing the language course for one year, I was accepted to study in the                     
building sector after one month. I got the basic certificate of the profession (perustutkinto) within seven months                 
although it was for two years .. But, I remained in the vocational school to obtain a stronger and better certificate which                      
is vocational one (ammattitutkinto).. Currently I am studying to get the vocational certificate and I work also, because                  
through working,  I can collect points required to obtain the vocational certificate (Refugee 14 2019, man) . 9

 

7.2.1.2   Social office employees 
HA: a) How you describe your personal experience with Syrian refugees? 

Excerpt 11: SO1: I would say that the Syrians as a group are very different.. a little it depends on from where                      
he/she has came from Syria and what is maybe his/her ethnic background. whether he/she is a Syrian Kurdish or what                    
city he/she has come from or what kind of education he/she has got.. his/her identity and history. Thus, we can't say so                      
clearly that Syrians are the same style as perhaps another group (Social Official 1 2019). 

Excerpt 11: HA: In general, do you have any negative or positive experiences with Syrian refugees? 
Excerpt 11: SO1: I have worked for five years here. I have had Syrian people from the beginning and really                    

like what I said that with very different backgrounds .. In general, they may always be committed to working well, that                     
is, if they want to reach psychology.. they have a reason for it at home. so they like to come to meetings .. sometimes, I                         
give them sometimes tasks, they usually do them. just like that as always, they are committed to getting help if they                     
need it..I felt that they were so positive . easy to approach/come near as a customer group (Social Official 1 2019). 
 

8 For further refugees' opinions on the concept of integration into a new society, see (Appendix 4). 
9 For further answers of refugees about the stages of integration process, see (Appendix 5). 
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7.2.1.3   TE- Office experts 
HA: a) How would you describe your own personal experience with Syrian refugees ? 

Excerpt 12: E1: hmm… Quota refugees come as customers here at the TE- Office in Kuopio. I usually meet                   

together with social workers. the beginning of the customer relationship is quite for close cooperation with social                 

workers and of course also with the teachers.. the beginning of the relationship may be quite easy for all of us, because                      

everyone is doing his own part.. The customers will hopefully have a bit of a clearer picture of what each official is                      

doing, because there are a lot of responsible persons in this position (TE -Office Expert 1 2019).  

Excerpt 12: HA: Is your experience with the Syrian customers positive or negative one ? 
Excerpt 12: E1: I wouldn't say much different from other country quota refugees, but teachers have told me                  

that Syrians learn faster than many other refugees' groups.. of course it's positive to know that people who work are able                     
to get through Finnish quickly and move forward in life (TE -Office Expert 1 2019). 

 
7.2.1.4   Finnish teachers 
HA: a) What kind of experiences do you have teaching Syrian refugees students, how does it feel to deal/teach them ?  

Excerpt 13: T2: In my opinion, there is no difference in the way students are from Syria or Iraq or Iran in the                       
classroom. they are students as others too.. On the other hand, I think it's nice to teach Syrians.. I have a positive attitude                       
towards students or those who came from Syria.. To teach, In my mind is interesting to get to know them. At the same                       
time to get to know the culture and customs.. I had 3 years experience with Syrian refugees.. Therefore, there are good                     
experiences with the Syrian students (Teacher 2 2019). 

Excerpt 14: T3: Well... All in all are quite positive experiences. of course, all the students are individuals..but                  
the overall impression is such a positive experience has been yes (Teacher 3 2019). 

Excerpt 14: HA: Why it is positive? 
Excerpt 14: T3: First of all, what comes to mind is that Syrian students have been motivated and active and                    

willing to the language learning (Teacher 3 2019) . 10

 
 

7.2.2 Integration services, financial benefits and the role of staff working in the             

official Finnish institutions 

Themes of the second group of questions varied, the main objective of them was to obtain                

accurate and comprehensive data. Some of these questions focused on integration services to Syrian              

refugees. The integration services provided by the Finnish state institutions are several, so it was               

necessary to get to know them closely, in order to obtain a sufficient image. On the other hand,                  

Syrian refugees in Finland receive financial benefits and aids. These aids facilitate their integration              

into the surrounding host society. furthermore, Finnish state is a state of well-established institutions              

operating according to a cooperative system among them. Therefore, some questions tried to             

address some of the official employees in these institutions, in order to know their roles to achieve                 

the objectives of the integration process. 

7.2.2.1   Syrian refugees 
HA: a) What kind of services and assistance do you get from the social office staff and TE- Office experts? 

Excerpt 16: R12: When I arrived Finland as a quota refugee, the staff of the social office took us into our own                      
house. It was suitable and equipped with some basic things such as beds, a carpet and a refrigerator full of food.. they                      
helped us a lot and they were helpful. they took us to see where to buy and advised us to visit the cheaper shops. when I                          

10 For further viewpoints of  teachers on their experiences with Syrian refugees, see (Appendix 6). 
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was pregnant, they said to me I should go to maternity clinic.. I visited for many times during the pregnancy time and                      
after getting birth too. When my baby was born, they gave me a bed for the baby and a stroller too.. when baby was                        
born, he was in a serious situation. They took care of us very much in the hospital and sent us to Helsinki for treatment.                        
TE- Office role was setting the educational plan for integration.. it sent to me some courses to learn finnish language.                    
but, now there is no contact, because I am in the maternity period at home (Refugee 12 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 17: R17: The social office employee helped us to fill out the basic applications for support such as                   
housing support. My 16 year old daughter has renal insufficiency and involuntary urination.. I am currently taking care                  
of her at home. They assisted us applying for the purpose of getting proper medicines and logistics… For my daughter,                    
which is the most important thing for me, my daughter was doing kidney dialysis three times a week. she needs many                     
medical equipments such as a permanent catheters. The social office has a great guiding role for providing this                  
equipments.. In addition, the social office provided with a taxi for when she visit the doctor and the hospital to do                     
kidney dialysis.. She was unable to walk long distances. In case of emergency, they assigned me a phone number to call                     
.. Arab speaking person answer me, because I did not speak Finnish since I take care of my daughter... My daughter got                      
a whole new kidney transplant after one-year dialysis and four month wait. That backed to the cooperation of social                   
office staff and her urgent need to the new kidney.. the kidney transplant was the beginning of a new life for my                      
daughter.. I felt that she entered paradise .. she got rid of the pain.. she was born again.. we are so happy, because she                        
currently does her daily activities normally and goes to school.. Furthermore, every week, I also take all my post letters                    
to the social office to understand its content... The social office also held Finnish cultural seminars on the Finns life,                    
Finnish food and law. One seminar was about figuring out Tampere, specifically the main service centers such as the                   
main library and the hospital... The employee also helped to apply for a personal identity, travel document and open a                    
special bank account.. I did not get services from TE-Office staff, because my integration plan does not start yet                   
(Refugee 17 2019, woman) . 11

 

HA: b) In terms of access to services, have you received social services such as that obtained by the Finnish citizen in                      

an equal manner? 

Excerpt 19: R10: No.. definitely not.. In fact, I feel a great injustice, because the person with special needs                   
from Finns gets easily the decision of the car support.. I mean to equip the car with suitable equipment for me.. The                      
Finnish person has a very well equipped house also.. comfortable and wide.when I asked for an appointment with the                   
social worker to discuss the matter and why she did not give me this service .. she did not give an appointment and                       
chance for me. Finnish person applies for this service and gets it easily without waiting.. On the other hand, I got                     
appointments to visit the doctor and the chances of treatment for me and my family like the rest of the Finns (Refugee                      
10 2019, man). 

Excerpt 20: R19: Honestly, I see that we get more services than the Finnish person, especially in the first three                    
years of my stay in Finland. For example, I was studying at the high vocational school in English language last year.                     
Finnish student was getting 250 euros as a support per month... In addition, he was paying his house rent from the 250                      
euro and was staying the rest of the month without money.. He had to work in cleaning, get a student loan and return to                        
the Finnish state later.. I was a classmate in class.. I was getting unemployed support, specifically the minimum living                   
allowance without the 9 euros of study support. The Social Insurance Institution (Kela) was paying the full house rent                   
fees also (Refugee 19 2019, man) . 12

 
HA: c) Did you get proper guidance and interaction with the social office employees and TE-Office experts ? From 

scale 1-10 points, how much do you give them ? 

Excerpt 23: R7: I got only 5% help. I do not give them both more than two points.. maybe they were better                      
with other people, but personally they did not help me with anything important. When I asked for an appointment, they                    
give, sit and discuss me, but I do not benefit from the appointments.. I gave them only two points for their response to                       
the meetings arrangement and just to improve their image.. During the period in which I came to Finland, there were                    
some problems with some Syrians.. But, this reflected negatively on us in a way treated by the staff of the social office..                      
some of the social office workers visited the refugee houses periodically to inspect their things and meet their needs..                   
employee responsible for me never visited me till I went to the social office complaining about the absence of those                    
who direct me and provide support to me truly, especially in the educational field related to my future.. During their                    
holding the cultural seminars, I did not understand them such as a seminar about living income application, because of                   
their difficulties, being as a new person in Finland and it is possible due to errors of translators during seminars .. I                      
relied on myself very much.. I was going to the source of information, the specialized institution to understand the                   
content of papers.. sit a lot to understand it. I started by using English and Finnish later.. I started to understand the                      
system in this country on this basis ..The only thing I have mastered in Finland in three years is Finnish language only                      

11 For further answers on the services and assistance refugees get from some official institutions, see (Appendix 7). 
12 For further viewpoints of Syrian refugees about access to services, see (Appendix 8). 
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and this is only a simple achievement .. but, I could not complete my medical studies… In addition,when I went to TE-                      
Office to consult about university matters .. The employee gave me some links and e-mails to figure out and be in touch,                      
but explicitly I did not take advantage of anything .. In my case the staff was not competent in the appropriate guidance,                      
but it is possible that other people also benefited (Refugee 7 2019, man).  

Excerpt 24: R15: With regard to the social office.. In the first year, the guidance was excellent and gradually                   
began to decrease in the second year and beyond.. TE- Office put a plan for educational integration and explained it to                     
me only. In other things, there was a lack of communication.. there was no coordination and discussion with me about                    
what course is suitable for me.courses were compulsory.. It was also very difficult to take an appointment with TE-                   
Office staff. especially when I have an contingent problem that needs to be solved within a specific time.. The                   
appointment is often not proportional to the problem to be resolved  (Refugee 15 2019, man). 13

 
HA: d) What are the financial aids do you get during your integration process? 

Excerpt 27: R2: I received the income support and the unemployment one from (Kela). As a single person, I                   
took 37 euros per day.. If I attended Finnish language courses, I get 9 euros a day in compensation for a bus ticket and a                         
meal. the total amount of support is approximately 650 to 670 euros. Kela compensates me for bills paid for treatment,                    
medicine purchasing and water and electricity invoices. I get also housing support about 420 euros. my apartment rent                  
is 450 euros. I pay the remaining part 30 euros, because of my high income as a result of the courses. Thus, incomes and                        
expenditures are balanced after my paying some bills also (Refugee 2 2019, man). 

Excerpt 28: R12: I took the income support and housing one.. At the fifth month of pregnancy, I obtained                   
baby packaging which contained clothes and a lot of things for the baby.. After giving birth, I received the maternity                    
allowance. then, I and my husband got the parenthood allowance.. Now, I am taking child care support.. All of aids are                     
from the Social Insurance Institution (Kela) (Refugee 12 2019, woman) . 14

 
HA: e) Is there a difference in support for Syrian refugees from one city to another? what is the difference? 

Excerpt 30: R15: I was previously in the city of Joensuu and moved with my family to Tampere recently.. there                    
is a difference in the quality of services. In the city of Joensuu, meeting the social office staff was somewhat difficult                     
and required a long wait, because there is no translator constantly.. the translator was not constantly available. In                  
Tampere, the translation service is available daily for two hours in the social office from 10-12. this thing is very good,                     
because you can go there in any day you want.. Furthermore, there is unofficial offices or civil society associations..                   
They can help you in any matter.. For example, there is Mainio association which helps the refugees a lot (Refugee 15                     
2019, man) . 15

 
7.2.2.2   Social office employees 
HA: a) What are the services  you provide to Syrian Refugee? 

Excerpt 32: SO2: Well.. we have a Foreigners Office in Turku where every family has a social worker and a                    
director/supervisor, that is, supervisor helps in the practical matters.. the most are banking, housing related matters,                
home insurance matters and such these practical matters. and then ,the social worker obviously has the social work of                   
adults and families with children .. Integration is an important part of the office as well as our job.. The social service                      
main issues include early close/intensive meetings with the customers, that is, we guide and advise on matters like the                   
TE- Office ones and those related to social security benefits, and then at first, we meet at least once a month and more                       
alternately if necessary with the social worker and director.. and then when the family opinion itself that there is no need                     
for intensive meetings, then we can reduce them.. Of course, we also have these families child protection issues .. if we                     
receive a child protection notification, then I will be their responsible employee (Social Official 2 2019).  

Excerpt 32: HA: Are these all services? 
Excerpt 32: SO2: We also have this kind of integration unit at the Turku Foreigners Office, that is, we can then                     

guide the integrative Finnish language groups such as housewives, mothers who are at home with children, or the                  
elderies who are not covered by labor control services scope (Social Official 2 2019).  

Excerpt 32: HA: Do you have a service for interpreting and filling in official papers? 
Excerpt 32: SO2:Well. of course. we always have an interpreter in customer meetings because we try to make                  

sure that both sides understand everything well.. we certainly do not extend the time to help actually in filling out the                     
official papers and forms, because we strive for the customers to learn how to fill out the required forms themselves..                    
then we have a benefit handler here in Turku who can help with the benefits .. there is also an info tori service with                        
different language supervisors.. we try to guide customers with filling out paper and forms (Social Official 2 2019). 

13 For further answers of refugees access to guidance and interaction from some official institutions , see (Appendix 9). 
14 For further answers of refugees about the financial aids they get , see (Appendix 10). 
15 For further differences of support for Syrian refugees from one city to another , see (Appendix 11). 
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HA: b) How you share in facilitating the integration of Syrian refugee into Finnish society? 

Excerpt 33: SO3: I personally see our role when we get a customer in the very early stages of getting his first                      
residence permit.. we always have an important role to play, because we can be the first person may he knows here in                      
the new city.. when a quota refugee who come directly from the camp to Finland, then the social director or employee is                      
the first person he or she will meet .. it is important in the early stages of integration that he has access to the services of                          
integration and education. children to schools and daycares.. our job is to make sure that everyone can find a place to                     
get into society..  I feel that we have a big role to play in the early stages of integration (Social Official 3 2019). 

 
HA: c) Is there a difference of support for Syrian refugees from one city to another ? what the difference could be? 

Excerpt 34: SO3: There are certainly differences.. I think that in small cities, if there are few immigrants, then                   
social workers have more time to meet the customers very often, or very closely.. But, here in big cities like Tampere,                     
we have so many customers per employee.. so, we can't meet them every week like they can in some small cities or                      
villages. Some customers who have moved to Tampere from a smaller place, they consider it as a bad matter that he/she                     
is not be able to meet/see social worker as usual.. I think there are pros and cons.. and then, in small cities, a lot of                         
matters are done on behalf of customers that they don't even learn how to do issues themselves.. or a social worker fills                      
out applications and does all the things on his behalf like paying bills and all ..therefor, the customers who come from a                      
smaller city here, they can't handle their own affairs.. they didn't learn how to do, because the social worker do them.. It                      
is a wrong side may be in small cities.. But on the other hand, the customer there gets more support and can be in touch                         
with employees more (Social Official 3 2019). 

 
HA: d) What is the integration plan ? and what aspects does it contain? what its goals ? 

Excerpt 35: SO2: The Integration Plan is a plan established by the Integration Act to which every refugee                  
background customer has as right at the working age. that is, TE- Office administration set them, but our office is doing                     
for these housewives and the elderlies who are not covered by labor force management services.. and then at the                   
individual level everyone has own social worker.. In the integration plan, we map a little person's language skills ie                   
what level of finnish language he/she speaks and whether he/she speaks and whether he / she is illiterate in finnish and                     
mother tongue. and then the situation of the family.. how can he participate in these integration groups we can offer                    
them .. The goals of the integration plan are to learn Finnish.. studying is the main goal that a person is able to integrate                        
better into society when he/she receives Finnish language education and to learns.. On the other hand, mothers of small                   
children who are not yet in the service area of the TE- Office, we trying to offer them Finnish language teaching                     
because it is important for the parents of families with children to know Finnish.. The next goal is probably education or                     
at least getting a degree equivalent in Finland then employment in the future (Social Official 2 2019). 

 
HA: e) What kind of responsibilities does Syrian refugee have during the integration plan? 

Excerpt 36: SO3: aaa .. if he/she is able to work and at the working age, ie 17-64 years old.. then he/she has to                        
be enrolled in TE- Office to become a job seeker and do integration plan and then take part in the education agreed upon                       
in that plan.. then it is the responsibility to take care of their own money, for example to pay their rent and bills on time..                         
then it is the responsibility of the children to make sure that the children go to the maternity clinic and school if they                       
have children of school age.. they have the same obligations as any other native Finns.. really the same responsibilities                   
as Finns.. always differing from Finnish just is to make an integration plan.. if you are an adult and can attend                     
education.. there are no diseases and then the integration plan (Social Official 3 2019). 

 
7.2.2.3   Te- Office experts 

HA: a) What services do TE- Office staff  provide to Syrian refugees during the integration plan? 

Excerpt 37: E1: We guide the customer to integration training or reading and writing skills training .. after that,                   
often it will be a job experiment if he/she wants to become familiar with a profession he/she does not already know,                     
that is how it works in Finland. but then quite many customers move directly from integration training to vocational                   
training or to preparatory vocational education and in the integration plan we may agree that these trainings will be                   
supported by unemployment benefits, even though there are no free-of-charge training provided by the TE- Office..                
these are the initial common services.. In addition, in principle, all TE- Office services are available to Syrian refugees                   
including career guidance, salaried work, customer’s health status clarifications, educational training, job training,             
different job search groups, career training, or then workforce education, that is, education acquired by the TE- Office                  
for customers in which the customer receives unemployment benefit (TE -Office Expert 1 2019). 

 
HA: b) How you share in facilitating the integration of Syrian refugee into Finnish society? 
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Excerpt 38: E2: When we get a new customer.. all start with finding out the customer's background like what is                    
his education and work experience. the other thing to keep it from the background would be the best service for this                     
person.. so, of course, I think they help the best of the integration, that is, they are able to forecast the person's own                       
knowledge of what he or she is capable of.. then it is the last thing to go forward and provide services (TE -Office                       
Expert 2 2019). 

 
HA: c) What is the integration plan ? and what aspects does it contain? what are its goals ? 

Excerpt 39: E3: Well ... integration plan is such a plan that describes the services and measures that promote                   
the immigrant's language learning and provide them with the knowledge and skills needed in society and working life..                  
It includes all such work-related and education-related targets of what would promote the customer in TE-Office..                
Employment is primary goal of TE-office..that is,  to promote access to working life (TE -Office Expert 3 2019). 
 
HA: d) Are personal and educational differences taken into account when dealing with Syrian refugees? Is the duration                  

of the integration plan the same for all refugees? 

Excerpt 40: E2: Yes.. the customer process always starts from the customer's own situation.. we map by                 
interviewing the customer. what he has done before.. then we have a language proficiency test for all new customers.. in                    
that test, we see if there are illiterate persons. this kind can be revealed.. After that, these customers are guided to the                      
training based on what the background is.. TE- Office organized the training.. in Turku, for example, we have a slow                    
group, a basic one and a fast group.. the duration of the training varies based on that. and then the person who is slow ..                         
he requires longer education. and then, of course, if there is an literate person who didn't read and write, then TE- Office                      
does not organize this kind of training, but the person gets basic adult education to which we guide those applicants.. we                     
have a cooperation with the teachers and we can direct them directly.. Also, there are some people who can read and                     
write.. but if someone has not been studied at all in his home country, he/she may need, especially if he/she is very                      
young, not only reading and writing skills, but also other subjects such as mathematics and all the basic subjects.. Then,                    
on the other hand.. when there are very highly educated people have come from Syria, of course, we take into account                     
that they get a similar education of their backgrounds .. and then, if there is very specific knowledge, we try to utilize.. if                       
he/she has good IT skills, we straighten out the potential to employ if the job does not need good finnish language ..                      
such jobs are rare if Finnish language is not needed at all ... On the other hand, the integration plan is discretionary.. the                       
normal duration is 3 years. but it is discretionary, if the applicant knows Finnish and does not need integration services                    
and it can be shorter also.. for special reasons, three years can be extended.. special reasons are illiterate persons or if                     
there are illnesses and if he/she has been on sick leave during his/her integration or if she has been on maternity leave.                      
the extension by law is up to five years in maximum (TE -Office Expert 2 2019). 

 
HA: e) What kind of responsibilities does Syrian refugee have during the integration plan? 

Excerpt 41: E3: Well, here it is necessary to distinguish precisely what integration is from the TE office's                  
perspective and what it is again from a broader perspective, that is, during the integration Syrian refugees here at the                    
TE- Office have the same obligations as any native Finn or any other refugee or immigrant.. So the responsibilities are                    
that here you have to do business every time you ask for and be ready to accept a job, the education has to be accepted                         
also if it is offered.. these are the most important matters.. TE- Office also monitors the progress of studies, that is you                      
must be present at school and progress in your studies (TE -Office Expert 3 2019). 
 

HA: f) Were integration plans capable of achieving their goals? Was there flexibility to change and develop? 

Excerpt 42: E1: Yes, I would say that the measures agreed in the integration plans are usually implemented                  
because they are done in partnership with the customers. so in that sense their goals are realized.. On the other hand,                     
integration plans should, in principle, be updated at least every three months for an unemployed customer.. they can also                   
be upgraded for most, that is, if the client's plans change then the integration plans can also be changed (TE -Office                     
Expert 1 2019). 

Excerpt 42: HA: Could you give an example? 
Excerpt 42: E1: Well.. we may have an agreement in the customer's integration plan that he applies for                  

building sector and notifies the TE- Office, but the applicant could not access there.. then we may make for him a new                      
integration plan, whereby he agrees that even if he goes to a building work trial to improve his sector Finnish language                     
and gain work experience and this will make it easier to get into the same education later (TE -Office Expert 1 2019). 
 
HA:d) Were the Syrian refugees committed to fulfilling the duties/responsibilities required by TE- Office during the                

integration process? 
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Excerpt 43: E2: Yeah .. yes yes .. In my opinion, most of the customers are very committed and mainly want to                      
get quickly Finnish language course.. of course, it can be if he/she has healthy challenges or if there are some challenges                     
in the family like the harsh circumstances.. then, there may be difficulties with the course attendance.. The general                  
attitude is that they want to learn and move on (TE -Office Expert 2 2019). 
 

7.2.2.4   Finnish teachers 
HA: a) What is your role in integration of Syrian refugees students? how do you contribute? 

Excerpt 44: T2: I am their first or at least second Finnish language teacher.. Before they are in my course, they                     
were studying at a reception center or at irregular school.. But I am perhaps the first teacher who has to come to/ to be                        
with every day...Teacher who guides them in learning more broadly, designs a study path and be contacted by other                   
authorities who are in the student life.. At the moment, here in Turku where I'm working by myself.. I'm the only                     
Finnish language teacher (Teacher 2 2019). 

Excerpt 45: T3: I have worked as a teacher of Finnish language, social substances/subjects teacher and directed                 
by myself them to the work training places.. I have been involved in this positions (Teacher 3 2019). 

 
HA: b) Is there a mechanism of cooperation between the teachers and TE- Office to achieve the goals of integration?                    

How is this done?  

Excerpt 46:T1: Yeah.. there was a situation in Tredu that last year there was an experiment where every                  
immigrant student had own trainer who was in the city service.. it was a project that ended by the end of 2018.. and                       
these own trainers did the work guidance and career planning. but now in 2019, labour market office office officials do                    
these tasks same as what was before the project. when it was a project. they were here. they had rooms here in Tredu ..                        
at that time, it was easy to cooperate when they were here in the building.. I was able to go to say that I have this student                           
matter directly and to consider whether it is better now student to go here or there.. But now in 2019, the project is over                        
and all the unemployed people in Tampere are labour market office customers as well as immigrants... In addition, we                   
have such an official system.. when the course is coming to an end, at a certain time before the end of the course, we                        
have a home discussion, because there is a home team in the labour market office. We are having home discussions                    
about the level, what it assesses, where the student is going to and what next education would be appropriate for him/her                     
..On the other hand, when there are a lot of absences.. we report them to the labour market office to take procedures                      
against the student who is not committed to requirements (Teacher 1 2019). 

 
 

7.2.3 The difficulties encountered during the integration process and the          

refugees cultural effects 

Themes of the third group of questions were focused mainly on the difficulties encountered              

during the integration process and the refugees cultural effects on the integration process. The              

process of integrating refugees into a new society is not easy. Often there are some challenges and                 

difficulties they face during the integration process. Therefore, it has to be highlighted in an attempt                

to find some available solutions later. In addition, we shed the light on adaptation of refugees to                 

these challenges and difficulties too. Not only that, but there was also a desire to reach employees in                  

some of the Finnish institutions that contributed to facilitating their integration into the surrounding              

society, in order to identify some of the difficulties that the refugees transferred to them from one                 

side, and that they have faced during their dealing with Syrian refugees within the integration               

process. On the other hand, the cultural factors of Syrian refugees, whether positive or negative,               

have an impact on their integration process, so it was necessary to identify the cultural influences as                 
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well. The main purpose is to know these cultural effects from the refugees themselves and some                

officials working in the official Finnish institutions too. 

7.2.3.1   Syrian refugees 
HA: a) What are the difficulties and challenges facing you and affect your integration into the Finnish  society? 

Excerpt 47: R6: First, I have injuries as a result of the war in Syria. A missile fell on our house and led to                        
cutting my left hand and a corneal wound to my eyes and then impacted largely on my sight.. The main problem facing                      
me is the slow pace of treatment and lack of attention to my suffering. I can not do the things that require two hands..                        
my constant thinking about my disability is creating a persistent tension and fatigue to myself.. I see with my injured                    
eye only 20 percent. this makes my second eye stressful, especially when I focus on the study and therefore my head                     
hurts also. In addition, my injury makes me unable to make Finnish friends. Some do not walk with me because I have                      
only one hand.. they talk about my injury and look at me strangely, whether they are foreigners or Finns, because my                     
injury is visible for all... I like to be a normal person like the rest of the children.. play and walk with them.. my injury                         
affected my learning Finnish, I do not speak to anyone because of disability .. I hope to have a smart hand that can help                        
me in my life and speed up the treatment of my eye (Refugee 6 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 48: R7: I studied for three years in the Faculty of Medicine in Syria and left the university for war                     
conditions.. I worked in the field hospitals in Syria for two years and I have very good experience. In Lebanon 2014 -                      
2016, I worked in a mobile clinic to serve the wounded coming from Syria due to lack of labor despite I was not a                        
graduate.. I worked as a mobile clinic manager and spent four years in Lebanon in vain to complete my studies. I came                      
to Finland, I was optimistic and developed a plan to learn Finnish quickly in a year to enter the university and complete                      
my ambitions. I learned Finnish language. I passed Finnish language exam which is the first prerequisite for obtaining                  
citizenship.. I started to prepare for the entrance exam for the College of Medicine in August 2017.. I began to study the                      
important subjects from the High School.. This was for 8 months which were the hardest in my life.. I pressed myself,                     
because I had 18 books. I was studying 12 hours a day, because medicine for me is a basic dream and goal. I did the                         
exam in the May 2018. I did not succeed in the exam, but I got a degree very close to the required one.. The exam was                          
very difficult for the Finnish student. passing was a miracle for the foreigner.. I was shocked because I had to wait a full                       
year to take the exam again.. I am currently working in another field that is not suitable for me.. The basic idea is that I                         
studied for three years in medicine in Syria. I brought with me a transcript of the subjects I studied. The main obstacle is                       
why Finland did not recognize them...You know that studying medicine in Syria is not easy and requires a near perfect                    
degree. When I compare situation with Syrian colleagues in Germany.. I mean, size of facilities provided there.. I am                   
shocked by the difficulties in Finland.. Germany is a developed country and competitive to Finland.. People similar to                  
my situation in Germany are able to study immediately after the achievement of the level C1 in german Language. Why                    
it is not possible in Finland .. Germany realized how to invest immigrants.. Finland did not invest immigrants.. I am                    
now 30 years old, lost my youth period of my life, the most important period, period of productivity and still suffer.. For                      
me, Finland is the land of destruction of dreams compared to Germany.. I hope to write that in your thesis.. I tried to                       
bring my suffering to the decision-makers in Finland by personal suggestion.. The suggestion is that in Syria there was                   
something called seats for foreigners. A seat or two seats for foreigners come to study in Syria from a variety of                     
countries. This is not only in Syria but in many countries.. There is another suggestion called a university admission                   
differentiation for foreigners to make them compete for special seats to make them able to take a chance also.. It is                     
unfair to treat me and the son of the country who study in his native language equally.. Equality is unfair in this regard                       
(Refugee 7 2019, man). 

Excerpt 49: R13: The first thing is language. second is the difficulty of finding a job in Finland. third the                    
closure of Finnish society in general and they recognize this thing. Finnish society is not open because it has no                    
knowledge of immigrants yet.. Fifty years ago, I mean, we heard that if Finnish person saw someone whose black hair,                    
he was surprised, they do not know the other cultures.. Finnish society is a closed society, not like other European                    
societies such as the Swedish and German societies that dealt with immigrants from 200 to 300 years ago.. But the true                     
point is that Finnish society is closed in nature but not bad.. For example, your neighbor may not want to salute you, not                       
because he is racist, but because he does not want to open up to you and establish mutual relations.. Fourthly, part of the                       
society is racist and this is found in their official statistics. The closure of society is a general and absolute thing, but                      
racism is relative. About 20 percent of Finns are racist. But racism in Finland is silent. In Germany, France and Italy,                     
the percentage of racism is less than ten percent, but if a racist sees a woman wears a hijab or a foreigner, he may go                         
and slap face.. In Finland, the percentage of racism may be 20% and it is big. The racist person may look at you angrily,                        
refuse to deal with you or vote for a party against the emigrants, but the Finn does not attack you physically or hurt you                        
(Refugee 13 2019, man).  

Excerpt 50: R19: The biggest obstacle to integration into the Finnish society for me and for others is the                   
Finnish person himself.. he does not accept me, even though making an effort to integrate.. integration does not require                   
the initiative of one person only. It requires the response of the others too. I am an atheist and very flexible man who                       
eats pork, goes to bars.. In spite of that, there is absence of a positive reaction from the Finn.. Therefore, isolation of the                       
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Finns is negative factor hinders my integration...the second obstacle is the failure of the Finnish state to fulfill its duties.                    
Finnish state does not provide effective services to promote effective integration. Finnish state should implement               
programs targeting all segments of the Finnish people through the media in order to encourage immigrants acceptance                 
and openness to immigrants in Finnish society.. Because immigrants become part of the Finnish society and their                 
number are increasing constantly.. programs should also target educational institutions, especially schools.. In addition,              
the media that feeds hate speech and incites against immigrants and refugees should be controlled.. If the state does not                    
take serious steps to encourage coexistence and openness to the other politics, the future will create a larger gap                   
between the immigrants and Finns... modern countries speak about multicultural societies. Germany and Canada              
declared themselves multicultural  states. What is about Finland! (Refugee 19 2019, man) . 16

 
HA: b) How Syrian refugee adapts to the difficulties, challenges and obstacles he faces during the integration process in                   

order to achieve a more effective and efficient integration? 

Excerpt 54: R13: I have always tried to learn Finnish language better and look for jobs permanently. Although                  
I worked in several places for a short whiles. I tried to overcome the difficulty by recognizing the requirements of                    
Finnish society. I saw that job opportunity requires study in a vocational school.. I am currently studying in a vocational                    
school in order to get a job in the future.. I changed my direction after I was a lawyer in Syria and practiced the                        
profession for several years. but they did not recognize my scientific qualifications.. In terms of community closure, this                  
is something I can not change (Refugee 13 2019, man). 

Excerpt 55: R17: I devoted an hour of my daily time to teaching my children their culture, their religion and                    
their Arabic language, both for my young children and for adults. For clothes, I had to buy from outside the country and                      
bring them by DHL expensively (Refugee 17 2019, woman) .  17

 
HA:c) Has your original cultural background influenced your integration into Finnish society? How? 

Excerpt 58: R13: My culture was a hindrance to my integration and not a helping factor, because I am from a                     
different culture and far from the new culture.. The first factor in culture is language. My Arabic language is far from                     
Finnish language.. there is nothing common between them.. If I assume that I speak Hungarian or Estonian, I would                   
have learned Finnish language easily ... so the effect was rather negative.. Second, customs and traditions, I am from a                    
different society in its traditions completely.. our society is governed by customs and traditions very much, but in                  
Finland society is governed by the law more.. Third, the religious factor, we are Middle Eastern people and care more                    
about religion. Finns do not care about religion. my original culture was a difficult factor and an unhelpful factor in                    
integration.. Therefore, we have made many concessions to engage in the new society so that we can live with it. If we                      
do not, we will feel like living on an isolated island or suffering from autism.. We have had to accept many things in                       
order to live with society. The effect was negative, not because my culture is negative. In my culture, there are a lot of                       
positive things (Refugee 13 2019, man). 

Excerpt 59: R14: We came from an important culture that positively influenced my integration into the society,                 
because we have the same values existed in Finnish society as honesty and mastery of work.. In Syria, it is possible that                      
10 percent of the people are not honest and are not committed to their appointments, but they do not represent the whole                      
society. In Finland there is the same class that I talked about. There are bad people like those who find themselves                     
drunk on the streets, do not care about their lives and also make mistakes against themselves.. my culture influenced                   
my integration positively, because I dealt with the Finns honestly.. For example when I entered the field of work.. I was                     
working with professionalism and honesty even if not my boss exists and watches me at work.. whether boss was                   
existing or not, I remained at the same pace of production. there is no doubt that this thing had a positive impact and                       
made the Finn trust me in short time (Refugee 14 2019, man) 

Excerpt 60: R18: As for our culture, it was a positive factor. As Christians, our integration into European                  
society remains easier than other religions.. when the social office said to me that you can live alone because you are                     
about 19 years old. amount of freedom in our family culture is more than that of other Christian families and other                     
religions too. maybe the Syrian Christian himself can not accept his daughter to live alone and independently of the                   
family except in the case of marriage.. But our family relation is built on trust and freedom.. the private family culture                     
itself enabled us (me and my sister) to live together independently.. One of the most important values of Finnish society                    
is independence and the promotion of self-reliance and this is present from raising up their children in the early stages..                    
I and my sister lived in an independent house. we have a sense of responsibility and the ability to make independent                     
decisions.. Compared with Syrian society.. maybe if we were in there, we would not feel the same responsibility as we                    
felt in Finland. furthermore, we can eat pork and drink alcohol and get married to Finns men, because we have the same                      
religion (Refugee 18 2019, woman) . 18

 

16 For further difficulties and obstacles facing the refugees and affect their integration, see (Appendix 12). 
17 For further answers of  Syrian refugees adaptation to the difficulties and obstacles, see note (Appendix 13). 
18 For further refugees' opinions on original cultural background influence, see (Appendix 14). 
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7.2.3.2   Social office employees 
HA: a) Do Syrian refugees talk about what are difficult for them in Finland ? What the most prominent difficulties from                     

your point of view? 

Excerpt 65: SO2: well, probably what was brought up is that getting in touch with Finns is difficult, for                   
example young people and young adults talked about this a lot . then again, the older they may be, they will adjust to                       
being in the circle of their own family and community if contact with Finns does not occur.. but young adults clearly                     
need more contact with Finns (Social Official 2 2019). 

Excerpt 65: HA: Did you delegate these difficulties to the authorities to find solutions? 
Excerpt 65: SO2: Well.. of course, it was discussed at the meetings.. we try to think of ways to do.. we try to                       

guide/direct them to make couples of shared hobbies and to this kind of leisure activities where it is possible to find                     
Finn friend or get contact with Finns. and then just those friend activities and the ones they are directed to.. but what                      
some of us said previously was that the meetings between the social worker and the customer often goes to some                    
practical matters and it's so awkward to go out, to take the customer and find some contacts and except by directing                     
them to such free-time activities (Social Official 2 2019). 

 
HA: b) Do Syrian refugees' cultural backgrounds influence their integration into the Finnish society? How? 

Excerpt 66: SO3: Perhaps, the biggest difference between Finnish and Syrian culture is the communality /sense                
of the community . In Finland we are very individual .. the individual is responsible for himself and his own affairs, but                      
Syrians and others like in Middle Eastern cultures, the community is really important.. so you ask for the opinion of the                     
community.. and just as community opinion really influences one's own choices.. sometimes there can be contradictions                
between the opinions of Finnish community and his/her own community (Social Official 3 2019).  

Excerpt 66: HA: Do you have an example? 
Excerpt 66 SO3: Well, for example, the community may influence even if their families live in their home                  

country. the family could influence where the education he/she goes or when he/she sends money to the family and then                    
runs out of money.. After that, he/she is obligated to take quick loans.. then it would lead to financial problems .. or also                       
women's status is sometimes that women don't have their own bank account..the man does all the money matters and                   
then the woman does not necessarily know any of these matters to do.. especially, when we assume that all the adults                     
themselves are aware of all their own matters like money issues (Social Official 3 2019). 
 
 
7.2.3.3   Te- Office experts 
HA: a) Do Syrian refugees talk about what is difficult for them? What  are the most prominent difficulties ? 

Excerpt 67: E3: In varying degrees, they are talking about that. I've heard from Syrian refugees many times                  
that Finnish language is a difficult one.. the progress in learning is challenging .. it seems difficult .. and then a lot of                       
them talk about how different things are in Finland.. the structure of Finnish society is different.. for example, it is                    
difficult for them to wait for official matters for a very long time, according to their experience.. bureaucracy is difficult                    
in Finland and probably a challenge for refugees from other countries in general (TE -Office Expert 3 2019).  

Excerpt 67: HA: Many refugees told me that contact, interaction and guidance from TE- Office came rarely,                 
what do you think about that? 

Excerpt 67: E3: The biggest problem probably is that there are relatively few employees in integration services                 
.. here, in the TE- Office of Pirkanmaan, we have a so many customers.. At the individual level, it is challenging that is,                       
there is really no time for the staff to meet the customers (TE -Office Expert 3 2019). 
 
HA: b) What are the main difficulties that face you when you deal with Syrian refugees? 

Excerpt 68: E2: I think the biggest problems are the health reasons and then if there is a traumatic background                    
.. when life situation is difficult and there are health and mental problems due to the background. this kind causes it and                      
then of course, it is difficult to go to school when feeling unwell all the time.. not all of them have these problems but,                        
some have.. we have to discuss whether he should be a job seeker or not (TE -Office Expert 2 2019) . 19

 
7.2.3.4   Finnish teachers 
HA: a) What are the difficulties that Syrian refugees face and hinder their integration into Finnish society from your                   

point of view? 

19 For further answers of TE- Office experts about the most prominent difficulties facing refugees, see (Appendix 15). 
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Excerpt 70: T1: Difficulties begin in the everyday life that it is difficult to get contact with the Finns and                    
Finnish neighbors.. It comes out very well at school that if we have two months of vacation as the summer vacation                     
language is forgotten because there are no people whom you can talk to.. Many say why a neighbor does not greet or                      
says hey, I say wait two more years or tell him hey every day and then he speaks.. it's a little joke.. On the other hand, it                           
is true that the Finns are slow to get to know.. Of course, this language is a problem, but in the case of doctor or                         
Migration Office appointments. there is always an interpreter.. It is, of course, important.. it makes easier for you to take                    
care of own matter, but it slows down your learning with your language skills (Teacher 1 2019) . 20

 
HA:b) What are the main difficulties that face you when you teach Syrian refugees? 

Excerpt 72: T2: Well .. I felt myself as a teacher that there is a lot of different authorities and different service                      
networks.. there are lots of reserved times.. At mid of the school day, student has to be at some meeting or to deliver                       
papers.. sometimes I feel like I want to say that now, you should study and focus on learning. nothing else.. you don't                      
have to keep your family matters or have to go to a meeting, but now you can study just a month in peace without                        
having to take care of things. I think that authorities and official institutions can help.. their cooperation could be                   
smoother and in such a way that be more suitable.. The meetings of (Out-of-school) matters would be, for example after                    
two o'clock, not ten, because it takes all school day.. I think these are hard matters to deal with and suit, because I don't                        
always for example know who the employee is.. who is doing it and so on. Sometimes it is also a bit like this.. I do not                          
know whether this is due to culture.. how should you deal with this if, for example, you could have this kind of old                       
woman that didn't want male student to sit next to her. he always moves away.. he doesn't want to sit next to a man.. In                         
such situations, it seems a bit difficult how I force now.. yes I can choose where I sit, but on the other hand, in Finland,                         
you should be able to work with people of all sexes.. there should be no reason why I am not even sitting with someone                        
(Teacher 2 2019) . 21

 

7.2.4   The Finnish culture, values and the social relationships with Finns 

Themes of the fourth group of questions addressed many issues. In the forefront came the               

impression of refugees on the new society surrounding its values, people and culture. On the other                

hand, we have tried to delve deeper into the most important values that refugees found in Finnish                 

society and to see the extent of their understanding of the life of this new society with its occasions,                   

customs and political life in it as well. We tried to monitor the relationship with the new society in                   

which they live, and the extent to which this society accepted them during its dealings with them.                 

Moreover, we highlighted the extent to which refugees have obtained their basic rights, especially              

cultural and religious freedom. More importantly, we concentrated on the role of some Finnish              

institutions to maintain peaceful coexistence between refugees and Finns. 

 

7.2.4.1   Syrian refugees 

HA: a) How do you feel about Finnish food, culture and people? 

Excerpt 74: R2: I started tasting some Finnish food only two months ago.. I liked it very much, because                   
Finnish food is very healthy. Its taste is delicious. But I do not eat meat like pork, but eat vegetables. Finnish food is                       
healthy food.. you can see in the meal vegetables and proteins.. The Finnish meal is varied and complementary.. It                   
makes you feel full even if you eat a small dish…ًWhat I liked most was the way they prepared salmon fish.. As for the                         
Finnish culture, the most characteristic of their culture are equality and non-discrimination, especially between men and                
women.. Finns are very good people, very peaceful but very shy.. they do not trust easily but they take a while..they first                      
take a preliminary look about you.. Finnish person trusts easily after he sees that you do wonderful actions and feel that                     
you are cute with him (Refugee 2 2019, man). 

Excerpt 75: R17: I liked the fish dishes and rice pie only.. The Finnish culture is great and they have been                     
exposed to wars, the country has no climate suitable for agriculture and there is no oil... However, it is a developed and                      

20 For further answers of Finnish teachers about difficulties that hinder the refugees integration, see (Appendix 16). 
21 For further viewpoints on the  main difficulties facing Finnish teachers with refugees, see (Appendix 17). 
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civilized country. Its people have been able to build a modern state with simple resources.. The education system is                   
developed, people are well-educated and they have achieved great success. The educational curricula are meaningful               
and do not contain useless stuffing. education is practical and linked to practical life and not theoretical in their culture..                    
Finns respect the working person regardless of the type of work (Refugee 17 2019, woman) . 22

  
HA: b) What are some of the important days on the Finnish calendar? 

Excerpt 78: R5: Independence Day is the most important.. Christmas... Alexis Kivi Day or what is known as                  
Finnish literature day.….. Minna Canth Day is also very important to Finnish women, because she defended women's                 
rights and freedoms. I noticed also that they had a special day for names.. it is called Name Day.. There is a set of                        
names have special day for celebrating with their children. I remember the New Year's Day (Refugee 5 2019, man) . 23

 
HA: c) What are the most important Finnish political parties? Which party do you support or oppose? 

Excerpt 80: R13:The Finnish political parties operating in the political arena are the old major parties such as                  
the Social Democratic Party and the National Coalition Party or the so-called business party .. The Centre party is                   
famous and was leading the government that resigned... There is an important and strange party is the Green Party,                   
which cares about the environment and stands against the urban tide to the forests.... In addition, there is the Left                    
Party...Furthermore, there is the racist party which is the True Finns, which was divided into two parts ( The Blue Party                     
and the True Finns).. there are small parties like the Christian Democrat. For me, my ideological orientation with the                   
SDP... I will vote for it in this election, in the fourth month, because I got citizenship from a very simple period.. The                       
reason for my vote is that this party wants to preserve the civilized and well-being Finnish society and its acceptance                    
the other.. I do not support the Centre Party and the National Coalition Party, because they support the business class                    
and their interests at the expense of the other Finnish people classes.. It is known that Finland is based on a social                      
security system which ensure equality to everyone 70 or 80 years ago and supports the poor too.. I oppose True Finns                     
Party, because it does not have a good political and economic vision.. they get more value than they got before 2015,                     
because of their bet on immigration and intimidation of the society from immigrants.. also they gained more value                  
because of the effectiveness of their newspapers in exploiting and catching the mistakes of some migrants such as the                   
exploitation of rape events.. But, the majority of the Finnish people are aware of iits bad orientation and know that the                     
crime only represents itself.. .the person who killed and raped in Finland, personally as an immigrant, I should be also                    
protected from him/her… I am a lawyer and the first definition of crime is that it is personal act not related to his/her                       
religion, culture, customs, or any of its family. Guilty man is personally responsible for the crime he committed.. It is                    
possible that a migrant is a criminal, but not all migrants are criminals (Refugee 13 2019, man) . 24

 
HA: d) Do you want to apply for citizenship? why? 

Excerpt 83: R4: Certainly, because I want to stay in this country forever.. I want to return part of the wonderful                     
thing Finland has given me as a refugee child.. Finland helped us a lot. I want to be a good image of the refugees. I hope                          
to be a doctor who serves the Finns in the future (Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 84: R20: Yes, sure... In Finland, there is no big difference between a Finnish person or an immigrant...                   
But if you travel abroad, nationality protects you and guarantees your rights outside (Refugee 20 2019, man) . 25

 
HA: e) During your residence in Finland, what are the most important values existed in Finnish society? 

Excerpt 87: R5: The social justice and specifically respect for people with special needs and patients and taking                  
care of them.. Finland is the most country in which these things exist.. In addition,trust and honesty and respect for time.                     
The Finnish society is very highly interested in children (Refugee 5 2019, man). 

Excerpt 88: R7: One of the most important pillars of the Finnish society is honesty. honesty is what brought the                    
Finnish state to this success.. Respect for the law is a fundamental thing in society. I mean the law is above everyone..                      
You can see a drunken, unconscious person. if you ask him about his name, he may not remember him, but if he wants                       
to smoke a cigarette.. he goes to smoke out. he knows that smoking is not allowed inside the house. law always exists in                       
his mind. There is great respect for the law (Refugee 7 2019, man) . 26

 
HA: f) Do you have Finnish friends? How often do you meet to interact? 

Excerpt 93: R3: Yes, I have only one friend who helped me a lot.. We invited her to our home more than 200                       
times, but she invited us to her house only once.. She comes 2-3 times monthly. I can call her also. I got this friend                        

22 For further viewpoints of Syrian refugees about Finnish food, culture and people, see (Appendix 18). 
23 For further answers of  refugees about the important days on the Finnish calendar, see (Appendix 19). 
24 For further attitudes of Syrian refugees about the Finnish political parties, see (Appendix 20). 
25 For further viewpoints of  refugees for their applying Finnish citizenship, see(Appendix 21). 
26 For further refugees' opinions on the most important values existed in Finnish society, see (Appendix 22). 
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through the Social Office after making an application in which I mentioned my need for Finnish friends.. She works in                    
the Red Cross.. Our family friend is a volunteer to help us.. We got her friendship after signing a contract with her in the                        
Social Office.. I ought to sign a contract to guarantee her rights and my rights.. Frankly, it was very hard to get a Finnish                        
friend without the social office help.. it was explained to her that we are a Muslim family and do not drink alcohol.. It                       
was very important to us to find the suitable friend who respect our way of life.. It was better for me, because I want a                         
reliable Finnish friend (Refugee 3 2019, woman).  

Excerpt 94: 7: I do not have friends in the sense of true friendship.. I have only colleagues and very superficial                     
relationships.. there is no kind of deep friendship.. this is almost impossible in Finland .. there is no such friendships that                     
were in Syria.. Your friend can always reach him and whenever you need him, but here no.. this is something I do not                       
only complain about, but most of the immigrants, too. Finns are shy, isolated and they recognize this thing truly..                   
despite my attempts to get a Finnish friend through the social activities happened among immigrants and Finns in                  
cultural centers like the Compass center.. For example, you may speak and have fun with a Finnish person long time in                     
the cultural meeting. but after leaving it, if you see the same person at street, you find him as if he does not know you at                          
all (Refugee 7 2019, man) .  27

 
HA: g) Have you been able to practice your religious beliefs freely in Finland? 

Excerpt 98: R8: Yes, of course… social office staff help me access to the Orthodox Church to register                  
myself… It was far away from us.. But I went many times to the Lutheran Church (Refugee 8 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 99: R10: Yes, to a certain extent.. they have a system you must abide by.. I mean during the school                     
time and work time.. Sometimes, they prevented us from going to the mosque on Friday (Refugee 10 2019, man).  

Excerpt 100: R19: I am an atheist.. I was able to be without religion freely (Refugee 19 2019, man) .  28

 
HA: h) Have you or a member of your family been physically or verbally abused/assaulted, racially discriminated? 

Excerpt 103: R12: Yes, my husband and children were exposed to racism in the city we lived before..two                  
Finnish persons assaulted and tried to kill them in ( name of the city).. my husband and my three children were beside                      
the lake when I was visiting my friend.. they were in the car and wanted to get off to walk by the lake to spend time..                          
two Finns men came and told them to go away for no reason.. my husband said to them why we should go.they were                       
drunk. One of them turned quickly to the other side of the car where my son was siting.. He pulled his knife on my                        
child.. when my husband saw this shocking situation.. He closed the car window quickly and turned on the car to                    
escape.. my husband crashed him simply, went out to the road and called the police.. the police came.. the attacker                    
resisted the police and eventually the police hit him with electricity to control .. then they arrested him.. the event was                     
painful. my son was in a very difficult situation. he did not go to school and became very afraid of everything. The                      
authorities were very cooperative.. The law give us our right.. they also put two persons to protect my son.. they were                     
taking him to school, staying with and returned him to the house.. my child began to get better..Then we decided to                     
move to another city.. we moved.. Now everything is OK (Refugee 12 2019, woman) . 29

 
7.2.4.2   Social office employees 
HA: a) What role is the social workers playing in bringing peaceful co-existence between Syrian refugees and the                  

Finnish people? 

Excerpt 106: SO1: We have such different projects going on with the organizations.. we have, for example, a                  
Finnish City Project where we try to arrange not only for Syrians but also for other clients who want a Finnish friend                      
and Finnish volunteers who usually start supporting these people.. Sometimes our staff do such a neighborhood                
mediation style or look for a neighborhood mediator if for example even if the family has moved into an apartment                    
building and there then comes problems with the neighbors (Social Official 1 2019).  

Excerpt 106: HA: Does the Social Office organize cultural seminars for refugees about Finnish society? 
Excerpt 106: SO1: aa.. yeah of course.. we have those we call info session. they start with customers needs..                   

for example, we tell about health services.. what they can deal with and about (Kela) services.. maybe talking about                   
different institutions of society or those are related to bureaucracy. but now for the sake of coexistence, should there be                    
some more specific training with respect to some right practices and laws. but they weren't started yet, but maybe at                    
some point we'll start.. but instead, there are organizations in Helsinki that always made it so everywhere we go to take                     
the opportunity to talk about integration and matters like that.. there is some cooperation with the civil organizations                  
(Social Official 1 2019). 

 

27  For further answers of refugees about their social relations and interaction with Finnish friends, see (Appendix 23). 
28  For further answers of refugees ability to practice religious beliefs in Finland, see (Appendix 24). 
29 For further experiences of the refugees with discrimination and abuse situations in Finland, see (Appendix 25). 
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7.2.4.3   Finnish teachers 
HA: a) What are the most important Finnish values you teach to Syrian refugees?  

Excerpt 107: T1:Honesty is what I want to raise up in principle.. Knowing Finnish practices and laws.. we have                   
today that the child should not be beaten.. Equality is that men and women are the same and children have rights too…                      
Practical values like you should be on time.. the main reason is that you have to be precise in working life if you want to                         
be a good worker.. Independency is important too, that is I have to take care of my own matters by myself (Teacher 1                       
2019) . 30

 

7.2.5   The education, Finnish language courses and work training 

Education is one of the key pillars of the integration process. It has a fundamental role in                 

achieving the goals of integration into a new society. It includes many important issues, including               

learning Finnish language and the role of work in promoting integration. Topics of the fifth group of                 

questions touched the best means that refugees used to learn Finnish language on the one hand, the                 

impact of the level and educational disparity of refugees on their integration into the Finnish               

society, and the role of Finnish institutions towards this disparity and overcome its obstacles. On the                

other hand, it also addressed the contents of the language courses and their actual ability to achieve                 

the desired results. Moreover, it highlighted the role of the work training in promoting learning of                

Finnish language.The primary goal of questions was to obtain deep, detailed and integrated data. 

7.2.5.1   Syrian refugees 
HA: a) What is the best way you followed to learn Finnish language faster? 

Excerpt 109: R10: Usually, I and my friends meet in group sessions and try to get benefit from our friend who                     
has more experience and more diligence than us.. he helps us a lot (Refugee 10 2019, man). 

Excerpt 110: R16: Work trainings during the language courses and vocational study are the best way.. By                 
talking to the customer and getting to know his/her wishes.. I take the initiative constantly to talk to them, because I                     
want to learn (Refugee 16 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 111: R19: Speaking with my elderly neighbors.. In every area I lived in, I used to get to know old                     
people.. They are getting bored, because they have much empty time and always like talking to others.. In addition,                   
Finnish language courses at school (Refugee 19 2019, man) . 31

 
HA: b) Were Finnish language courses sufficient to be able to manage your daily life in Finland? 

Excerpt 115: Refugee 11: No, no.. Courses were not enough..they should be given attention and follow-up by                 
the student. there are people with four or five years in language courses, but they do not know only hello and thanks.. If                       
you do not study at home, do assignments and ongoing review, you can not get a great benefit.. In short, personal effort                      
plays a basic role .. Perhaps the courses give you 40 percent and the rest is a personal effort through communication,                     
use of language and doing the homeworks (Refugee 11 2019, man). 

Excerpt 116: R14: No... they need expert teachers.. Immigrant teaching process requires skilled and              
professional people with the ability to deal with the immigrant.. The immigrant came to a country whose language is                   
considered one of the most difficult languages of the world.. teacher should have sufficient experience to give the                  
information in a simple and correct way.. the teacher who taught me did not have enough experience.. For the first four                     
months, we were taught by a university student who studied Finnish literature and was not a graduate. she was 25 years                     
old. her personality was weak and she was unable to control the class. she used English to explain the ideas a lot.. then                       
came a teacher with experience for two days and we got more information than the young teacher tried to give to us for                       
two months.. all the student understood very well (Refugee 14 2019, man) . 32

 

30  For further answers about Finnish values that Finnish teachers teach Syrian refugees, see(Appendix 26). 
31  For further experiences of refugees about the best way to learn Finnish language, see(Appendix 27). 
32  For further refugees' opinions on language courses effectiveness and efficiency, see (Appendix 28). 
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HA: c) Did work training you get improve your Finnish language skills? how? 

Excerpt 118: R7: Work training is a very positive point in the integration plan. it is something successful and                   
valuable.. doing part of the language courses at school and the other in workplace is a positive thing, because it                    
contributed greatly to improve my language level.. For Example, when you go to school, you learn the written                  
language.. Then you go out to the street.. you hear spoken language which is completely different.. if Finnish language                   
courses were without work training, they would be worthless.. my interaction with Finns in the workplace greatly                 
contributed to improve my language skills, because when you see the reaction of the Finnish person.. I mean, he                   
understood you.. your spirits rise and you feel happy.. you take the theoretical part at school and the practical one in                     
workplace.. The most important point in this topic is to choose the right place. the person must be careful of his                     
selection.. many of my colleagues had a poor assessment or an inappropriate choice of the work training.. they went to                    
the supermarkets.. they spent most of the day carrying the goods and placing them on the shelves. there was no contact                     
with the Finns and therefore their language level was declining, because the Finns by nature do not talk during the work                     
time.. For my personal experience.. I used to choose places where talking is so much so that you have the opportunity to                      
talk and communicate.. I chose the elderly care houses.. there were a lot of elderlies and nurses.. you know that seniors                     
have a lot of free time and they like to speak and talk a lot.. Another reason for my choice of elderly care houses was                         
my ability to access their medical and health profiles.. I read them at the food break and learn medical terminology like                     
diabetes, zehromo, heart stroke, etc.. I used to write new words on paper and keep them... Elderly care houses were the                     
best choice for me, because I could not get a work train in a clinic or hospital.. it is prohibited to be present except for                         
the competent medical staff, which has a certificate.. All of my work trainings were in elderly care houses during                   
courses and also in the summer vacation (Refugee 7 2019, man) . 33

 
7.2.5.2   TE- Office experts 
HA: a) Are personal and educational differences taken into account when dealing with Syrian refugees? 

Excerpt 120: E2: Yes.. The customer process always starts from the customer's own situation.. we map by                 
interviewing the customer. what he has done before. then we have a language proficiency test for all new customers.. in                    
that test, we see if there are illiterate persons.. this kind can be revealed.. After that, these customers are guided to the                      
training based on what the background is.. TE- Office organized the training.. In Turku, for example, we have a slow                    
group, a basic one and a fast group.. the duration of the training varies based on that. and then the person who is slow ..                         
he requires longer education.. and then, of course, if there is an literate person who didn't read and write, then TE-                     
Office does not organize this kind of training, but the person gets basic adult education to which we guide those                    
applicants. we have a cooperation with the teachers and we can direct them directly .. Also, there are some people who                     
can read and write. but if someone has not been studied at all in his home country, he/she may need, especially if he/she                       
is very young, not only reading and writing skills, but also other subjects such as mathematics and all the basic subjects                     
.. then, on the other hand. when there are very highly educated people have come from Syria, of course, we take into                      
account that they get a similar education of their backgrounds. and then, if there is very specific knowledge, we try to                     
utilize.. if he/she has good IT skills, we straighten out the potential to employ if the job does not need good finnish                      
language. such jobs are rare if Finnish language is not needed at all... On the other hand, the integration plan is                     
discretionary.. the normal duration is 3 years .. but it is discretionary, if the applicant knows Finnish and does not need                     
integration services and it can be shorter also.. for special reasons, three years can be extended.. special reasons are                   
illiterate persons or if there are illnesses and if he/she has been on sick leave during his/her integration or if she has been                       
on maternity leave.. the extension by law is up to five years in maximum (TE -Office Expert 2 2019). 

 
7.2.5.3   Finnish teachers 
HA: a) What is your opinion on how education helps Syrian refugees? 

Excerpt 121: T1: Language must be learned.. it is important.. In Finland, education is important.. Education                
helps because if he/she only learns by going to work.. so, he/she only has the skill and understanding of speech.. But a                      
lot of written language and also a degrees are needed in Finland.. Even though, hand professions in Finland are studied                    
by reading and writing a lot.. you have to know the theoretical information of your own field.. For example, if you are                      
studying to be a clean worker, you need to know the chemical information about detergents and know how to read and                     
know about safety.. My work helps them to be able to study and then studying helps them get to work(Teacher 1 2019)                     34

. 
HA: b) Is there a disparity in the ability of Syrian refugees to learn Finnish? Do personal differences affect?  

33 For further viewpoints of refugees about work training importance, see(Appendix 29). 
34 For further teachers' opinions on how education helps Syrian refugees, see (Appendix 30). 
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Excerpt 124: T3: Well .. I can't say anything else that others learn fast and others learn slowly.. This is existed 
in every nation group.. If there is a lot of education. then usually he/she learns faster, because I feel that there has been 
an education system in Syria.  Finnish language learning outcomes were not weak (Teacher 3 2019) . 35

 
HA: c) What are the main aspects included in the educational courses? 

Excerpt 128: T2: Well.. of course, all the courses are based on the fact that we live in Finland.. we are studying                      
Finnish language and at the same time I teach Finnish culture, ie if we are studying at the beginner level, we learn the                       
vocabularies. For example, let us think about food, ie what kind of food they are available, what are used and what                     
foods are usually made in Finland.. At the same time, we study the society, for example, studying what is democracy                    
and political life in Finland, that is, we have a president, government, ministers and parliament.. we are studying how                   
Finnish school is.. In Finland everyone has to study at least primary school and then also secondary education, so we                    
expect everyone to study some profession or go to high school.. Often only elementary school in Finland is not enough..                    
We are telling the entire Finnish system at the same time/while learning new words used to explain these things                   
(Teacher 2 2019). 

Excerpt 128: HA: What about the Finnish law, rights and duties?  
Excerpt 128: T2: Of course.. we tell them what is allowed to do and what can't do.. what is legal and illegal, for                       

example, privacy protection.. When I discuss with my students his personal things, his study plan, I have the authority at                    
the time, but I can not talk about these things with my family like on the coffee table.. this is a privacy issue,                       
confidential and this thing is respected in Finland.. Moreover, I cannot record or take a photo for anybody's without                   
permission, or in Finland, I must not touch anyone without permission and consent (Teacher 2 2019) . 36

 
HA: d) Was language an obstacle to refugees? Has it influenced their vocational and educational choices for future? 

Excerpt 130: T3: Unfortunately, yes yes it is certainly.. probably, it may be that he/she can't get to the kind of                     
education he would like to have.. Let's say for example, nursing education required pretty high language proficiency..                 
vocational high school and university access are too.. Therefore, he/she chooses another option which is not the first                  
(Teacher 3 2019) . 37

 
 

7.2.6   Access to work, assessing the integration outcomes and results 

One of the most important goals of the integration process is for the refugee to obtain                

employment in the host country, so that he/she can ultimately be completely self-reliant and              

contribute to building the new society. Themes of the sixth group of questions focused on the most                 

important ways that contribute and help Syrian refugee to obtain a work, and the extent of their                 

obtaining job opportunities in Finland after the end of the integration plans. On the other hand, some                 

questions attempted to obtain evaluation data for the success of Syrian refugees in integrating into               

Finnish society based on their personal experience during the integration process. Some of them              

dealt with the criteria adopted to measure and evaluate the integration of Syrian refugees into               

Finnish society. 

7.2.6.1   Syrian refugees 
HA: a) What are the most important ways to get a job in Finland ? 

Excerpt 131: Refugee 5: You have a certificate and a specialization in your field.. Also a good level in Finnish                    
language .. it is better to have a postgraduate certificate because many Finns have high qualifications and are potential                   
competitors (Refugee 5 2019, man). 

Excerpt 132: R13: Language, then language, then language ... Certificate ... Finally social relations, we thought                
that this thing is not effective, but this is not true (Refugee 13 2019, man). 

35 For further teachers' opinions on how refugees' personal differences affect learning Finnish, see (Appendix 31). 
36 For further teachers' answers about Finnish courses content, see (Appendix 32). 
37 For further teachers' opinions on how language difficulty affect refugees' educational orientations, see (Appendix 33). 
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Excerpt 133: R14: Excellence is the main factor… to prove your presence in your work, your commitment to                  
your appointments and your degree of proficiency so that you do not stay only behind the wall. companies are always                    
looking for a innovative person and stay in touch with the vocational schools to take the excellent persons.. Personally I                    
was asked to work during my study of the profession of four Finnish companies and currently I am working (Refugee                    
14 2019, man).  

Excerpt 134: R18: In my experience, work training is the best way... when you are doing work training, you                   
should do your best to show your skills and your desire for work. When the Finn sees you as hard-working in your                      
work, he appreciates that.. Then, he may give you chance to get a job (Refugee 18 2019, woman) . 38

 
HA: b) Did you succeed in integrating into Finnish society and how to prove it? 

Excerpt 137: R4: You can say that I am very well integrated, because I have Finnish friends and they tell me                     
that I am a funny person... I speak Finnish language fluently both spoken and written ones.. I got an excellent rate at                      
school.. I was able to obtain the Finns love and change their prejudgment of immigrants and Muslims, because many of                    
them have a misunderstanding  about us.. they are good and we are too (Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 138: R12: Partly yes, because I am capable of managing my own affairs...It is very difficult for me to                    
integrate into Finnish society perfectly...but my children integration is much faster and they can fully integrate, because                 
we came to Finland older than them and we still miss our country a lot (Refugee 12 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 139: R13: My integration rate is 50-60%.. I will consider myself integrated when I get a permanent                  
work contract.. if you make interview with me again.. I will tell you that I succeeded (Refugee 13 2019, man). 

Excerpt 140: R14: I consider myself integrated completely in very short time and quickly.. Because I have                 
entered the Finnish labor market and the Finnish companies. Finnish companies are difficult to employ a non-Finnish                 
person unless he has a strong language and experience ... Currently I work and my boss is depending on me completely                     
(Refugee 14 2019, man). 

Excerpt 141: R19: Difficult question. partly yes, but no day will come to be fully integrated my accepting some                   
Finnish customs and being an atheist also does not mean that I am not oriental man. I am a man who grew up in a                         
country and it is very difficult to be changed completely… To accept the idea of partnership between men and women                    
and the idea of atheism came with me before I came to Finland.. I am partly integrated with a personal effort only.. In                       
my view, Finnish state sends you to school and its goal is not to achieve real integration. but its goal is to get a job after                          
that… If they had the goal of integration, they would have made a lot of efforts.. It must find professional people who                      
put programs in the media and schools.. they need to convince the Finn that the foreigner is a human being like him.. As                       
a refugee, I would like to be integrated truely and I take the first step towards the Finnish people and the Finnish state,                       
but they should help us and also take the initiative to meet us too (Refugee 19 2019, man) . 39

 
7.2.6.2   Social office employees 
HA: a) What are the criteria for measuring the refugee's success in integrating into Finnish society? 

Excerpt 27: SO1: The integration plan keeps track of the progress of studies.. as they are agreed upon in the                    
plan, that is, they should always proceed to the next section and, ultimately, to the world of work .. three years is usually                       
the time of integration, but before the third year if for example he/she has learned/studied well and be able get into                     
work.. then he is shoved away from our customer service to a pretty ordinary service. when we think he can do it                      
himself and doesn't need anything.. that is, if he takes the language and it seems he is either doing well or getting into                       
work and then being able to handle things independently. then that means that the person is pretty well integrated                   
(Social Official 1 2019). 

 
7.2.6.2   TE- Office experts 
HA: a) Did Syrian refugees get job after integration plan ending ? 

Excerpt 21: E1: Not immediately after the end of the integration plan .. I would say that when they acquire                    
Finnish education .. usually they get work trial places, because it is easy to find .. but like permanent work and full time                       
jobs they will not immediately.. they get some kind of vocational training .. a work trial can make it easier in the sense                       
that if he/she is willing to go into a sector like this one that has a lot of work, such as the cleaning one.. then based on a                            
work experiment, the employer sees that this is a active and hardworking type and does not necessarily need education ..                    
then he/she can get employed on the basis of work experiment (TE -Office Expert 1 2019). 

Excerpt 21: HA: Some refugees tell me that you direct them more to the cleaning or service sectors..Why? 

38  For further experiences of refugees about the most important ways to get a job in Finland, see (Appendix 34). 
39  For further Syrian refugees' assessments of the success rate of their integration into Finland, see (Appendix 35). 
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Excerpt 21: E1: The job vacancies at the TE- Office are really big like cleaning and service sectors that do not                     
necessarily need perfect Finnish language or often some jobs do not require any education in the field . so it is easy for                       
anyone without vocational education to get workplaces in such these sectors (TE -Office Expert 1 2019). 

 
 

7.2.7   Personal attitudes according to work experience with Syrian refugees 

Hosting more refugees in any country is a process that always depends on the success of                

their integration into the new society and the effectiveness of the integration services provided by               

the host country and their ability to achieve these goals. The focus of the seventh set of questions                  

was to obtain data and individual opinions of some officials in some Finnish institutions regarding               

their desire to host more Syrian refugees in the future. These opinions were based on their personal                 

experience during their work with Syrian refugees. 

7.2.7.1   Social office employees 
HA: a) Do you encourage hosting more Syrian refugees in Finland and why? 

Excerpt 29: SO3: Yes. yes.. I think from all countries in which currently a refugee crisis, war situation or other                    
conflict .. we should get more quota refugees.. Finland should take more quota refugees (Social Official 3 2019). 

Excerpt 29: HA: You mean just quota refugees? 
Excerpt 29: SO3: No no . in my mind, the people who come in independently. often trips have so much                    

criminality ,that is, refugees are obligated to pay a lot of money to smugglers .. a lot of them die on the way .. the trip is                           
dangerous.. of course I don't encourage it.. the people themselves have told, ie who have come here in the smuggler's                    
trips that they has been traumatized on the way.. they see nightmares because of these trips. we can't encourage them...                    
In my opinion, Finland, other EU countries and Western countries should take more quota refugees .. Finland now takes                   
750 refugees per year . but it is still quite too little at the moment (Social Official 3 2019). 
 

7.2.7.2   TE- Office experts 
HA: a)  Do you encourage hosting more Syrian refugees in Finland and why? 

Excerpt 21: E1: In my opinion, Syrians refugees have learned Finnish quickly. they want to work in Finland..                  
so why not and anyway I have a feeling that the municipalities specifically want more Syrian refugees than they are                    
available .. surely it is the general opinion that Syrians are welcome in the Finnish cities (TE -Office Expert 1 2019). 

Excerpt 23: E2: I can't express an opinion on this.. this matter is not part of my job, but it belongs to politicians                       
..I don't want to raise my personal opinion now..I don't want to comment on this question (TE -Office Expert 2 2019).  
 
7.2.7.3   Finnish teachers 
HA: a)  Do you encourage hosting more Syrian refugees in Finland and why? 

Excerpt 24: T2: My personal opinion is that quota refugee should raise in Finland and we should take                  
responsibility and support people who are in need .. I think it is a way to partially influence the situation in the world ..                        
if the people who come to Finland also Syrians get an education. they will then have the opportunity to re-influence the                     
building in Syria, so that the country could will stand on its feet again (Teacher 2 2019). 
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8   RESEARCH DATA ANALYSIS  
The eighth chapter is concerned mainly with research data analysis process. On one hand,              

our analysis will be dependent on the interviewees data, the refugees' data in the first place and the                  

officials from some Finnish official institutions in the second place, whether if they are social               

officials, TE- Office experts or Finnish teachers. On the other hand, analysis will be based on the                 

theoretical perspectives addressed in the previous chapters. The content analysis method, as it was              

mentioned before is the main analysis method. The integration approaches and social integration             

theory are the basic theoretical perspectives in analysis process. During the discussion and analysis,              

we will try to create categories, themes, main ideas and shed light on concepts as well . The main                   

objective is to explore get to know the process, stages and challenges of integrating Syrian refugees                

into Finland closely. 

 

8.1   Initial  integration experiences 

8.1.1   Refugees initial experiences of living in Finland 

We see that experiences of participant Syrian refugees fall under two main impressions. The              

first impression reflects largely a good treatment and a much formal and informal cooperative              

environment and surrounding. For example, refugee 2 statement is a evident example by mentioning              

that he "never saw such treatment in the past. It was surprising, because I felt that my voice and my                    

opinion heard"(Refugee 2 2019, man). This is undoubtedly linked to nature of the democratic              

system in Finland, which enhances the value of individual and importance of his voice in the society                 

where he lives, regardless of whether he is a refugee or a native citizen. First impression also is                  

accompanied by a big enthusiasm and activity. Refugee 13 mentions that " I had a good impression,                 

activity and enthusiasm for the new experience and new life in Finland"(Refugee 13 2019, man).               

The second impression of the experiences of Syrian refugees shows fear of the new strange               

experience and its difficulty. This fear is highly linked to the extent to which the new society, new                  

culture and environment accept them. It is related also to refugees ability to integrate into them.                

This feeling was evident in Syrian refugees data. For refugee 13 this fear is summed up by his                  

expression" It was a strange experience mixed with feelings of joy and happiness.. At the same time                 

mixed with fear of the unknown.. the new society and new culture.. you do not know what is                  

waiting for you and the extent of acceptance of this new society"(ibid.). Some refugees also point to                 

the importance and role of the services provided in facilitating the difficulties they initially              

encountered in the early stage of their stay in Finland. 
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8.1.2   Initial experiences of Finnish official staff 

In this section of analysis, we shed the light on the experiences of some Finnish official staff                 

whether social office employees, experts of TE- Office and Finnish teachers. We mainly aim to see                

their initial experiences during their work with Syrian refugees in an attempt to monitor the initial                

general impression of these experiences. At the beginning, the vast majority of these experiences              

were positive, because four official staff mentioned frankly that experiences were (positive), two             

(very positive) and two reported mostly positive and slightly negative. Through words of one of               

them, we find that her experience with Syrian refugees is also positive. Social Official 1 links this                 

positive experience with two main things: First, the social nature of Syrian refugees. She mentioned               

according to her experience that she "felt that they were so positive.. easy to approach/come near as                 

a customer group (Social Official 1 2019) . Second their commitment to the tasks and matters               

entrusted to them. She adds also that"sometimes, I give them sometimes tasks, they usually do. just                

like that as always, they are committed to getting help if they need it" (ibid., 1 2019). Moreover,                  

TE- Office expert 1 mentions "that teachers have told me that Syrians learn faster than many other                 

refugee groups"(TE -Office Expert 1 2019). The teachers' reports they submit to the TE- Office               

reflect a positive impression. It is true that there is no specialized study comparing Syrian refugees                

with others, but this evidence shows that there is a positive view of this expert, so that, she links it                    

to an important result, which is learning Finnish language quickly. There is no doubt that this is one                  

of the essential steps for integration into society. 

 

On the other hand, teacher 2 for example mentions that "there is no difference in the way                 

students are from Syria or Iraq or Iran in the classroom" (Teacher 2 2019). But, the most important                  

thing that teacher 3 assures is "Syrian students have been motivated and active and willing to the                 

language learning" (Teacher 3 2019). In fact, we find the rationale for the high motivation of Syrian                 

refugees to learn the language, for example, in the content of the data of the teacher 1. She sees the                    

real reason behind is that " I think that most of them have come as quota refugees. and they have                    

previous idea that they will stay in Finland .. Therefore, that will have an impact on motivation and                  

how they look at learning" (Teacher 1 2019). Some staff see that Syrians refugees are very different                 

from each other. For example, Social Official 1 claim is based on several factors, among them                

"from where he/she has came from Syria and what is maybe his/her ethnic background .. whether                

he/she is a Syrian Kurdish or what city he/she has come from or what kind of education he/she has                   

got .. his/her identity and history" (Social Official 1 2019). We find that the influence of these                 
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factors is supported by the fact that Syria is a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic and multi-religious              

country. 

8.2   The integration concept understanding by Syrian refugees  
The first category or theme focuses on Syrian refugees understanding of the integration             

concept. In other words, how they see and define the integration term. Content of data related to                 

Syrian refugees' understanding of integration concept into a new society was diverse. I clarify this               

understanding in (Figure 1) below.  

 

Figure 1: The integration concept understanding by Syrian Refugees. 

Syrian refugees' understanding of the concept of integration can be seen in several main              

ideas. The first idea, refugee 9 mentions that integration is "Refugee tries to contributes with a job                 

and do something useful to the new society to return part of wonderful things it granted "(Refugee 9                  

2019, man). This conception reflects, in its nature, a profound understanding that corresponds to the               

modern integration theory, which shows integration as a two-way process based on two basic              

parties, the refugee on the one hand and the Finnish society on the other hand. This thing has                  

emerged in an implicit admission from the quotations that Syrian refugee should return a portion of                

the beautiful things that Finland and Finnish society provided during the integration phase. The              

essence of this relationship first is based on responsibility of refugee. This responsibility requires              
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proving his presence in the new society by a job contributes in building the host society.Second, it is                  

built on the Finnish society through the services provided to facilitate this integration.  

 

The second idea, refugee 18 emphasizes that "integration is to take the positive things              

existed in the Finnish society, stick and keep the positive sides of your own culture (Refugee 18                 

2019, woman). One the other hand, refugee 1 goes further in his conception of the integration. He                 

criticises those who see the integration as refugee's full transition. He reported that "many people               

understand integration in the wrong way, that is to become a Finnish in terms of culture and                 

tradition"(Refugee 1 2019, man).Therefore, he realizes this matter when he asserts also that"             

integration of the person does not mean abandon his faith and culture (ibid.)". Most importantly, he                

links between his integration into Finnish society and the need to preserve his values, beliefs and                

culture. Thus, integration should not be conflict with his values and culture, So, he stated that "I will                  

be integrated in a limited way, to the extent that preserves my culture as well"(ibid.).The qualitative                

data we mentioned above, in turn, show the extent to which (refugees, whether men, women,               

Christians, Muslims, adults) focus on the importance of their original culture in their lives in               

Finland. Integration does not mean in any way assimilation, melting in the host Finnish society or                

the gradual disappearance of the original cultural and behavioral pattern in favor of the new Finnish                

type. Understanding concept of integration by Syrian refugees reflects the rejection and direct             

criticism of the traditional integration theory, which is the theory of the assimilation.  

 

The third idea, that Syrian refugees see integration more than just a term, but it is a practical                  

process that requires activity, actual openness to the host society, learning its language and building               

social relations, getting to know it and its laws and customs, respect its culture and not attack it as                   

well. So, refugee 5 mentions that integration is " to be social with the new people and speak their                   

language. If you do not like the new culture and certainly can not change, it is necessary not to                   

attack" ( Refugee 5 2019, man ). He adds also that "the integration is to respect the culture of                   

others", "mutual respect is necessary"(ibid.). These phrases focus on mutual respect between            

cultures within Finnish society. This bears implicit recognition of multiculturalism within Finnish            

society by their understanding. If one of them previously indicated that integration is an intellectual               

and social consensus with the new society and the new culture. But this consensus does not have to                  

be total. We discern this understanding by highlighting a great deal of peaceful coexistence between               

the two cultures, the culture of origin and the culture of the Finnish society. Therefore, integration                
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according to one refugee woman is also "to bring two cultures together and coexist              

peacefully"(refugee 18, 2019, woman). 

 

8.3   Syrian refugees integration process into Finland 
We indicated at the beginning of this research, in its introduction, that the main goal of this                 

thesis is to examine Syrian refugees integration process into Finland. We proceed in achieving this               

goal to answer the key research question (What kind of integration process does Syrian refugees               

have into Finland). During the analysis process, we rely on our attempt to answer the main question                 

of this thesis in the transition from public to private. In other words from whole to part. This will be                    

accomplished by carrying out major themes and categories that look at the process of integrating               

Syrian refugees into Finland in general, and we get acquainted with the outlines of this process first.                 

After that, we enter in a special way and indicate each point separately in a kind of fruitful detail, in                    

order to achieve the aim of this research. My desire to do that is an attempt to create a gradual                    

understanding of this process, step-by-step to make it clear as fully and sufficiently as possible. 

 

8.3.1   Main stages of Syrian refugees integration 

Initial data of Syrian refugees indicates that stages of integration process into Finnish society              

go through main successive stages. In fact, we can in our analysis divide these stages according to                 

the primary data into three basic ones. Analysis shows that first stage begins with obtaining               

integration services from the official institutions responsible for the issue of integration. Refugee 14              

mentions for example that he"met TE- Office worker". The main purpose of interview was to see                

the previous personal experiences and educational background, and to put integration plan"(Refugee            

14 2019, man). Thus, this stage includes major interview with the expert of TE- Office, often                

organized by a municipal social employee. The main objective of interview is making personal              

integration plan. The second stage essence is to gain Finnish language courses. Not only that, but                

also enhancing this learning through work training. Refugees confirm that they get many courses to               

learn Finnish language as a basic step in the integration process. For example, refugee 3 mentions                

that she "received Finnish language courses. courses were continuous for one year and a              

half."(Refugee 3 2019,woman). Furthermore, she reports that "during the courses, I got several             

work trainings. Some of them were in summer vacation so as not to forget the language"(ibid.).                

Third stage includes two main steps. The first step aims to direct the refugee toward an education or                  

a profession that suit both the refugee and the requirements of the Finnish society. So, refugee 14                 

states that he "was accepted to study in the building sector"(Refugee 14 2019, man). In addition, he                 
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"got the basic certificate of the profession (perustutkinto) within seven months although it was for               

two years. But, I remained in the vocational school to obtain a stronger and better certificate which                 

is professional one (ammattitutkinto)"(ibid.). The second step aims to participate refugees to labour             

market and get a job eventually. It seems that the job refugee 14 got, not assisting him for living                   

only, but also for "collecting points required to obtain the vocational certificate"(ibid.). In our              

theme, we will turn to see these stages sequentially.  

 

8.3.1.1   Providing the integration services to Syrian refugees 

The official institutions in any country aim to secure individuals' access to social services in               

order to enhance the level of social welfare. Some institutions play an essential role in promoting                

and facilitating integration of newcomers in the host society, in order to promote their welfare too.                

They are cornerstone of the integration process for refugees in the host country. Therefore, we focus                

in this category on identifying of services that Syrian refugees receive from some of the most                

important Finnish institutions involved in the integration process. Employees of social offices, TE-             

Offices, and official Finnish teachers work together to achieve integration goals. Their role is no               

less important than the refugee in accelerating the integration process. Hence, we are trying here to                

get to know the main practical roles of the social office staff and TE- Office experts during the                  

integration process too. Later, in another section, we will address the Finnish teacher role. 

 

First we deal with the services that Syrian refugees got from the employees of the municipal                

social offices. The services provided to Syrian refugees vary according to its object and purpose.               

Comparing refugee data to the social offices staff on the other hand, we can distinguish between six                 

types of basic services that we illustrate in (Table 1) below. Some of these services are provided to                  

all Syrian refugees, and some include special cases only, often commensurate with refugees             

personal and health status. 
Table 1: Types and objectives of services provided to Syrian refugees by the municipal social offices staff. 

Service Type Service objective 

Housing Providing apartments in advance for the Quota refugees        
and prior to their arrival to the host municipalities. The          
employee supplies the apartments with some necessary       
things. But, refugee with a residence permit after        
processing the asylum application, searches for suitable       
housing himself 

Public health services Organizing initial checks at health centers. Children's       
and pregnant women access to maternity clinic in order         
to organize periodic appointments 
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Childhood and family care 

Children's access to schools and daycares. The       
development of children's hobbies to promote their       
welfare. 

Information and official services Cultural sessions and seminars to introduce Finnish       
society, people, culture, laws and life in Finland to make          
the refugees understand the host society better. Filling        
official applications such as living support request, travel        
document, bank account and teaching refugees how to        
fill them out. 

Orientation and guidance services Contributing in directing the refugee to the concerned        
institution to deal with an issue. Directing them to cheap          
markets, used clothes and Islamic markets too. 
 

Translation and interpretation services Allocating specific hours for translation in the social        
offices to facilitate understanding of official refugee       
papers and decisions. Providing translators during      
refugees health and official appointments. 

Special services for specific persons and cases Usually targeted specific people such as people with        
special needs, for example providing an electric chair, as         
well as emergency situations that require emergency       
medical supplies like the patient with kidney dialysis. 

 

As a starting point for integration services, a supervised social employee is assigned to every               

single Syrian refugee or family in the municipality where he or she resides. The social officials' data                 

shows the roles they play in their municipalities. These roles are very similar to the type of services                  

that Syrian refugees receive from municipal social offices. Therefore, their role seeks to facilitate              

the integration of refugees into Finnish society through the services they provide to Syrian refugees               

in the practical matters. Social Official 3 for example states that "our job is to make sure that                  

everyone can find a place to get into society.. I feel that we have a big role to play in the early stages                       

of integration" (Social Official 3 2019). This reflects a constructive desire to avoid isolating Syrian               

refugees from the new host community. She adds also that "it is important in the early stages of                  

integration that he has access to the services of integration and education" (ibid., 3 2019). We note                 

here, that the emphasis of the social workers on their role in the early stages of integration intersects                  

with the refugees assertion to create a common goal. The common goal is to increase the refugee's                 

self-reliance gradually . On the other hand, Social Official 2 indicates a primary role related to child                 

protection issues. She mentions that" if we receive a child protection notification, then I will be their                 

responsible employee" (Social Official 2 2019). 

 

With regard to services of TE- Office experts and their roles in the integration process.               

Experts are the second cornerstone for facilitating integration of Syrian refugees into Finnish             
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society. TE- Offices in Finland offer many different services. Experts' data enables us to divide               

these services into two types. The first type is general and includes not only refugees, but also Finns                  

and all foreigners. TE -Office Expert 1 mentions that" in principle, all TE- Office services are                

available to Syrian refugees including career guidance, salaried work, customer’s health status            

clarifications, educational training, job training, different job search groups, career training, or then             

workforce education"(TE -Office Expert 1 2019).The second type of services are integration            

training services, which are intended for Syrian refugees. The most important services provided by              

the experts of the labor offices to Syrian refugees are to guide them to integration training, job                 

experiment, vocational training or to preparatory vocational education. A personal integration plan            

is set for every Syrian refugee at the working age, ie 17-64 years old. TE -Office Expert 1 confirms                   

that "We guide the customer to integration training or reading and writing skills training.. after that,                

often it will be a job experiment if he/she wants to become familiar with a profession he/she does                  

not already know, that is how it works in Finland.. but then quite many customers move directly                 

from integration training to vocational training or to preparatory vocational education" (ibid.). 

 

8.3.1.1.1   Refugee personal integration plan 

Our analysis of this theme tries to clarify Syrian refugee integration plan in detail. The main                

goal is to understand it in all its aspects. Understanding first, what it is, what it includes and what its                    

goals are. Second, its duration, the factors that influence it and its ability to achieve its desired                 

goals. Third, to know the responsibilities of Syrian refugees during the integration plan, the extent               

of their commitment to them and the contributions of the social municipal offices in the integration                

plans.Forth, evaluating the effectiveness of integration plans. 

 

As a starting point, the data analysis shows the integration plan is considered as a basic right                  

for every Syrian refugee at the working age. It is mainly set by the TE- Office expert who is the                    

main supervisor of this plan too. It includes various services, measures, work-related and             

education-related targets of what would promote the refugee language learning on the first place and               

provide him with the knowledge and skills needed in society and working life on the other hand. For                  

example, in the plan-making process primarily, the plan proceeds from refugee situation. So,             

knowledge of the refugee's scientific background and qualifications is important for the experts.             

Then, TE- Office organizes a language proficiency test for refugees to sort them to levels according                

to the results. In some cases, TE -Office Expert 2 reports that "if there is very specific knowledge,                  

we try to utilize.. if refugee has good IT skills, we straighten out the potential to employ if the job                    
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does not need good finnish language"(TE -Office Expert 2 2019). Moreover, the integration plan              

has three significant objectives which are learning Finnish language through series of courses,             

getting education (vocational or university) or at least a degree equivalent in Finland and eventually               

accessing to employment and better integration into society. 

 

Second, refugees' access to a variety of services is linked to the structural dimension of the                

theory of social integration. This relates, for example, to the refugee's right to obtain an integration                

plan that helps him move forward to achieve more effective and efficient integration. We can say                

that the main characteristic of the integration plan is discretionary, because its period is often               

affected by a number of factors, including the refugee's competence and level of education ie,               

whether he/she knows Latin letters or no. It is agreed that the normal integration plan is about 3                  

years. However, it may exceed this period for special cases/reasons to a maximum of five years. TE                 

-Office Expert 2 gives examples "Special reasons are illiterate persons or if there are illnesses.. if                

he/she has been on sick leave during his/her integration plan or if she has been on maternity                 

leave"(ibid., 2 2019). Third, integration plan as a right entails many obligations that a Syrian               

refugee must do to ensure its continuity. The most important obligations are to become a job seeker                 

at TE-Office and be ready to accept a job, take part in the education agreed upon or be ready to take                     

if it is offered. Socially, there are responsibilities to take care of your own money, for example to                  

pay rent and bills on time and to make sure that the children go to the maternity clinic and school.                    

In,addition, Expert 3 mentions that" TE- Office also monitors the progress of studies, that is you                

must be present at school and make progress in your studies"(TE -Office Expert 3 2019).               

Furthermore, TE- Office data indicate a significant commitment by Syrian refugees to duties and              

responsibilities, but sometimes healthy challenges, for example, affect their attendance in Finnish            

language courses. Moreover, there is a significant contribution to municipal social offices regarding             

Syrian refugees who are outside scope of the TE- offices. This category mainly includes the               

elderlies and women who are caring for their children during the maternity period. These offices are                

responsible for arranging integration plans that suit their situation. The main goal is to include all                

categories of Syrian refugees in the integration process. 

 

Forth, in evaluating the effectiveness of integration plans, we begin with the possibility of              

achieving their objectives. These plans are effective in this context, because they are done in               

partnership with Syrian refugees themselves directly, so that their possibilities to be realized in              

reality are very high. This claim is supported by the positive experiences of refugees during their                
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integration plans. In addition, we see that the plans are flexible, they can be re-updated, upgraded,                

revised, and even changed. On the other hand, this flexibility provides a form of discretion to the                 

experts and  leaves direct impact on this period duration as well.  

 

8.3.1.1.2   Equality in the provided services 

In terms of obtaining equal services compared to the Finns, experiences of Syrian refugees              

in general reflect a large satisfaction with the services provided to them initially. Nine refugees               

answered (yes) that they receive equal services. Eight mentioned (better) that they get better              

services and treatment than the Finns, but two answered (do not know) that they do not know                 

everything the Finns get. Only one person replied that he did not receive equal services. Data of                 

Syrian refugees in this regard show that there are differences of views according to their               

experiences. Refugee 12 compares between what was told to her in one cultural seminar and her                

experience during her living in Finland. So, she shares by saying that "they told us in a cultural                  

seminar that we and the Finnish people are equal in terms of services and basic rights.. Indeed, we                  

are equal in matters of treatment and other social services"(Refugee 12 2019, woman). She              

mentions that she "got the maternity clinic appointments equally with the other Finnish women, as               

well as the trolley and bed for my child" (ibid.). Besides, refugee 4 confirms that he "did not feel a                    

difference between a refugee and a Finn" and also "did not feel that they are showing me as a                   

refugee or a needy person"(Refugee 4 2019, minor boy).  

 

Equality between refugees and Finns is very important, because it leaves big impact on the               

integration objectives. Aspects of equality enhance the integration process that the social integration             

theory aims to. This clarifies importance of the social positioning dimension of refugees, which              

confirms that the more social rights and services are equal between a refugee and a citizen, the                 

integration will be strengthened and enhanced. On the other hand,, refugee 10 confirms that he did                

not definitely receive services equally for his Finnish peers. He claims, for example, that "I feel a                 

great injustice" and " the Finnish person has a very well equipped house, comfortable and               

wide"(Refugee 10 2019, man). On the contrary, refugee 14 has another opinion. He states that he                

got sometimes a better treatment than the Finnish person, especially in the first three years of his                 

residence in Finland. For example, he mentions during his studying at the high vocational school               

that "Finnish student was getting 250 euros as a support per month" while he was getting                

unemployed support "(Refugee 19 2019, man) which is better.  
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Another important point about equality revolves around equality in services between           

municipalities hosting Syrian refugees. On this topic, the data we obtained from the study sample               

are inconsistent. Some Social officials confirm that services in small cities are better. Social Official               

3 for example expects that "social workers have more time to meet the customers very often, or very                  

closely"(Social Official 3 2019). While some refugees who have had moving experiences between             

the municipalities confirm that the services they got in the big cities are much better. Refugee 15                 

compares between two cities Joensuu and Tampere. He mentions for example that " The translator                

was not constantly available. In Tampere, the translation service is available daily for two hours in                

the Social Office from 10-12" (Refugee 15 2019, man). In addition, there is absence of the un                 

official civil associations in Joensuu, Unlike in Tampere. He reports that" there is Mainio              

association which helps the refugees a lot (ibid., 2019, man)". No doubt that the main reason for                 

their move to the main cities was the lack of services provided in 'some' small cities in which they                   

lived. Thus, strengthening services in small cities is an essential solution to eradicate this              

phenomenon. Furthermore, we did assessment of participant Syrian refugees for social workers &             

TE- Office staff in some Finnish cities depending on the interaction and guidance quality. We build                

the analysis here on the refugees evaluations of their host cities. The evaluation was from 1-10                

points. Then, we calculated the arithmetic average of the refugee ratings for each city. The main                

goal is to identify the quality of interaction and guidance in some of the hosting cities. The results                  

show that guidance and interaction with the social office staff in Lappeenranta city is the best. Then,                 

sequentially come Espoo and Turku, Tampere, Joensuu, Kuopio and last the capital Helsinki. On the               

other hand, the results show that guidance and interaction with TE-Office staff in Turku city is the                 

best. Then, sequentially come Helsinki, Kuopio, Tampere, Espoo and last Joensuu city . 40

 

8.3.1.1.3   Financial aids provided to Syrian refugees  

We find that the major financial aids were provided from the Social Insurance Institution              

(Kela). In other cases, the social offices of the municipalities provide financial support in special               

cases sometimes. There is a difference in the type of financial aid that depends on the person's                 

condition and situation. One of the most important financial aids that Syrian refugees receive from               

Kela is the minimum of income support. This support is obtained after the process of balancing the                 

inputs and outputs of an individual or a family. Housing and unemployment support represent the               

second and third most important of this financial aids. The reason that Syrian refugees receive this                

40 For further assessment of some Syrian refugees for social workers & TE- Office staff in some Finnish cities, See 
(Appendix 36). 
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financial aids is due to their preoccupation with the integration plan, mainly learning Finnish. We               

find that this aids play a major role in providing refugee stability in order to learn the Finnish. As an                    

encouragement to education, Kela gives 9 euros per day as study support while learning Finnish. It                

is often used by refugees to charge a bus card to attend school and buy lunch meal during the school                    

day. In addition, this institution also compensates the refugee for his private bills, which he pays for                 

electricity, water and medical treatment, especially during the integration plan. Families with            

children also get the benefit of the child. In the fifth month of her pregnancy, the pregnant mother                  

receives a baby's package. Moreover, when she gives birth, she gets maternity support and childcare               

support too. Likewise, both parents get parenthood support from the same institution. Between             

refugees, refugee 10 states that "There was no difference between a healthy person and a disabled                

person in support" (Refugee 10 2019, man). 

 

On the other hand, the municipal social offices provide some types of financial aids in               

multiple cases. Some social offices provide financial assistance for the purchase of some furniture              

for the families in which they live, despite the preparation of the refugees houses by some basic                 

matters. Refugee experiences show that this type of financial support does not extend to all host                

municipalities. Refugee 1, who has the experience of moving from one city to another, mentions               

that "There are differences in terms of financial support. For example, in Kemi, we did not get                 

money to buy furniture. Conversely, all Syrian refugees received this kind of support in Tampere"               

(Refugee 1 2019, man). Adult refugees receive an annual subsidy of 100 euros to charge the bus                 

card and financial aid for welfare family trip in Tampere only. Social offices also try to enhance the                  

welfare of families by providing financial support in special cases and for a special category. Big                

families get financial help to buy a washing machine. In addition, children under 18 get in some                 

municipalities financial support to buy a bicycle or ski equipments. As well as the contribution of                

social offices in financial support for the development of children's hobby. But, in some cases,               

refugee 10, for example, tells that the social office of Tampere city"supported 250 euros per year for                 

each child to develop his own hobby, but the mount of money was not enough, because I pay for                   

one of my children per year about 2500 euros for a football hobby"(Refugee 10 2019, man). Not                 

only that, but also adds that "The living aid was not enough, but we adapted to by cooking at home                    

constantly, following the offers to buy clothes and sometimes buy from used clothing stores"(ibid.). 

 

Through our analysis of the financial aids theme, we find that the basic financial support               

provided to Syrian refugees by Kela is equal. Financial support is given to Syrian refugees,               
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regardless of their presence and residence in different municipalities. This disparity is justified.             

Kela is an institution that operates at the level of Finnish state. This means that they operate on a                   

wider and higher scale. On the other hand, we note that there is a disparity in the assistance                  

provided by the social offices of the Finnish municipalities. The disparity is due to the large degree                 

of independence in which the Finnish municipalities and their social offices enjoy. Each             

municipality has a budget of its own, which greatly affects this financial aid in terms of quality and                  

quantity. 

 

8.3.1.2   Finnish language learning 

Learning and acquiring Finnish language is an embodiment and a picture of the dimension              

of acculturation, which is considered one of the most significant dimensions of social integration              

theory. Learning Finnish language is considered one of the most important ingredients and             

foundations for success in integrating into Finnish society. Language is like hands and feet that               

assist any refugee to establish and prove himself in the new society. It is an important factor for                  

finding a job, succeeding at work, and promoting a better social position in society. Thus, those who                 

do not learn Finnish language inevitably will have difficulty of integrating into Finnish society.              

Finnish teachers are one of the most important elements of the integration process, because of               

importance of their role in teaching refugees Finnish language. Teachers usually guide and give              

advices to Syrian refugees in learning more broadly and effectively. The teachers have many tasks,               

including designing the study path, guiding Syrian students towards work trainings, helping them to              

find suitable places that often suit their desires, as well as communicating with the TE- Offices                

experts through a cooperation mechanism aimed at achieving and creating more effective            

integration during the courses. There is an official contact system between them. Through this              

system, they update and discuss the refugee plan and guide him/her to the next stages and levels on                  

the one hand and provide the Labor Office with reports on refugees and the extent of their                 

commitment to the tasks assigned to them. Generally, our analysis mainly focuses on content of               

integration training  courses in depth and the importance of work trainings.  

 

First of all, the integration training courses starts with four modules. The educational courses              

contains Finnish language lessons that include some grammar, reading, writing and speaking skills             

and vocabularies that the student need most in their daily life. At the same time, the language is                  

gradually deepened in content by teaching important matters related to Finnish history, Finnish             

society, Finnish values, Finnish culture, Finnish work life culture, basic rights and duties in Finnish               
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law, the nature of the political system and political life in Finland and the education system in                 

Finland. Teacher 2 mentions that "we tell them what is allowed to do and what can't do.. what is                   

legal and illegal, for example, when I discuss with my students his personal things, his study plan, I                  

have the authority at the time, but I can not talk about these things with my family like on the coffee                     

table.. This is a privacy issue, confidential and this thing is respected in Finland"(Teacher 2 2019).                

Finnish teachers focus during the integration training courses on the values of Finnish society,              

including honesty, gender equality and independency in the first place, as well as practical values in                

the behavior of Finns, including time commitment and the importance of children's rights.             

Furthermore, these courses have two main objectives. The first main objective of courses is to create                

an integrated knowledge and awareness of Syrian refugee about life in Finland in all its aspects                

socially, economically and politically. The second goal is to connect the student with the              

surrounding environment and help to be in the real life by simulating practical issues or educational                

visits during the courses to some institutions and centers.  

 

Second, the integration training courses contain usually a lot of work trainings. Some of              

them takes two weeks and others last for one month and a half or two months. Furthermore, Some                  

refugees find that work trainings are more effective and better than courses themselves, especially              

those who take more time up to 6 months. Most of Syrian refugees students emphasize their                

importance, because they affect greatly in improving their language skills. Refugee 7 mention that"              

If Finnish language courses were without work training, they would be worthless" because "You              

take the theoretical part at school and the practical one in workplace"(Refugee 7 2019, man). This                

importance reaches sometimes its role in providing some Syrian refugees with job opportunities too.              

But in addition, some of Syrians have some difficulties to get work training. Others complain about                

the lack of interaction with Finns workers during the work training. We find that the lack of                 

interaction has a negative impact on the fact that the refugee student does not in some cases actually                  

benefit from these practical exercises. Thus, during the work training, the supervisor of the              

workplace should realize the importance of interacting with students to promote learning Finnish.             

The important point in this regard is the stress of some refugees on the link between success in                  

enhancing language skills and the appropriate and right choice of the work training. For Refugee 7,                

choosing a work training in elderly care houses ,where talking so much, is better than Supermarkets,                

where is lack of interaction, but a heavy work. He reached this conclusion after comparing his                

experience with other Syrian refugees experiences.  
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We notice that all Finnish language courses during the integration training are mainly among              

Syrian refugees and other immigrants themselves. Therefore, it would be better if some courses are               

organized with the Finnish students, in order to create and promote the interaction between refugees               

students and Finns too. There is no doubt that doing this thing could be impossible and difficult in                  

the early stages of integration training courses, but it is possible to do in the advanced stages,                 

especially in common topics related to, for example, working life, laws and Finnish society as well.                

Thus, that will have a major impact on the acceleration of the integration process. On the other                 

hand, most Syrian refugees confirm that the offered courses contribute significantly to learning             

Finnish language and have a significant positive impact, but alone are not enough. They give the                

priority and focus more on Syrian refugees themselves during the educational courses. Refugee             

responsibility and diligence are two very important factors because they are complementary to the              

teacher's efforts too. Refugee 11 for example confirms that "In short, personal effort plays a basic                

role.. Perhaps the courses give you 40 percent and the rest is a personal effort through                

communication, use of language and doing the homeworks"(Refugee 11 2019, man). This diligence             

is closely related to many fruitful ways to promote learning and mastering Finnish language faster.               

Syrian refugees data reflect the importance of taking the initiative constantly to talk with Finns even                

if wrongly ,especially speaking with the elderlies who are both not shy and have more time. Not                 

only that, but also they recommend listening to Finnish TV, especially to news in simple Finnish                 

language on the Yle Finnish channel. They recommend the new refugees to get benefit from the                

previous ones, especially those who have more experience. 

 

8.3.1.3   Syrian refugees opportunity of education and work 

Opportunity of education and work stage comes directly after acquiring the required Finnish             

language level. During the integration process,I put both opportunity of education and work in one               

stage, because there is a close link between them, especially in Finland. Most of the time, learning                 

Finnish is not enough to get a job in Finland. The educational qualification in Finland is very                 

important. Our analysis theme at this stage concentrates firstly on the opportunity of education for               

Syrian refugees in the host society. That depends on the fact it is very difficult to integrate                 

effectively without having scientific qualifications, especially in well-educated society such the           

Finnish one. After that, we focus on the next step which is Syrian refugees opportunity of work. In                  

the policy of TE- Office, we find that one of its main plans to enhance the integration is to enable                    

Syrian refugees to obtain the opportunity of vocational or elese education. We see that teachers               

focus on the importance of education and obtaining an educational certificate, including teacher 1              
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who clarifies that "In Finland, education is important and also a degrees are needed in               

Finland"(Teacher 1 2019). He adds also that " you have to know the theoretical information of your                 

own field.. For example, if you are studying to be a clean worker, you need to know the chemical                   

information about detergents and know how to read them and know about safety"(ibid., 1 2019). In                

Fact, what justifies and supports this thing also is the importance of paper handling and written                

language in Finland. Therefore, we find for example that the Post institution is one of the important                 

and effective institutions in Finland. 

 

On the other hand, opportunity of work is the second step of this stage. It represents the                 

essence of the integration process sought by the host Finnish officials. The refugee obtaining an               

employment and job opportunity is not only the goal of the experts of the TE- Offices, but rather a                   

common goal Syrian refugee seeks. Some refugees emphasized multiple criteria for successful            

integration into Finnish society, for example understanding Finnish society and knowing rights and             

duties, learning Finnish language. But the main focus was on getting job opportunity as the most                

important criterion. Refugee 13, for example, confirms that success is not related to getting of any                

ordinary job opportunity, but rather a permanent job contract opportunity, in order to make him               

totally dependent on himself in the first place on the one hand and a contributor to building the                  

Finnish host community as well. Furthermore, Syrian refugees believe that the best ways to get a                

job in Finland is having a Finnish certificate and to be specialized in your field, high level of                  

Finnish language, social relations with Finns sometimes, clean record free from criminal records             

and most importantly previous work training experiences. In addition, excellence and innovation            

are two main factors too. Moreover, reports of the TE- Offices experts clarify that Syrian refugees                

do not get jobs immediately after the end of the integration plan. But, they get either work trail or                   

vocational training. They confirm that Syrian refugees get after acquiring Finnish education            

certificates and ,especially in services sectors that do not need perfect Finnish language skills . 

 

8.4   Syrian refugees and Finnish society 

The theme of our analysis at this category focuses on identifying the nature of the               

relationship of Syrian refugees with Finnish society. Primarily, we are interested in seeing Syrian              

refugees' perceptions of the culture, people and Finnish society values in which they live and               

interact on the one hand, and the extent to which the host community respects their cultural and                 

religious particularities on the other hand. In addition, we turn to shed the light on the social and                  

political integration of Syrian refugees. First, Syrian refugees data emphasize actually on the             
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importance of equality, especially between men and women, freedom, honesty values in the first              

place. Moreover, the qualitative data also reflect their great admiration of value of peace and social                

justice, respect for the law and human dignity in Finnish society and culture. One Syrian refugee                

woman mentions that the Finnish culture is great, because Finnish people have been able to build a                 

modern state with simple resources after series of wars. She adds also that this culture has achieved                 

great success especially in the education system which is designed to meet practical life. in Finnish                

culture as positive ones. Furthermore, We also note their positive impressions of Finnish culture's              

great interest in children as well as pets.  

 

From another viewpoint, some Syrian refugees like refugee 7 complain of some unhelpful             

matters in the Finnish culture. The main focus is on culture of isolation in Finnish society and its                  

negative effects on refugees. Culture includes food on the other hand, Syrian refugees' experiences              

of Finnish food show the healthy and integrated nature of Finnish food. Moreover, Muslim              

refugees, for example, do not eat pork due to their religious privacy, which prohibits it. Syrian                

refugees, Christians and atheist, have no problem eating it. Refugees' experiences largely reflect             

their desire to eat salmon prepared in the Finnish way, especially salmon soup. In addition, children                

of Syrian refugees are more likely to eat Finnish food than adults. Most importantly, large part of                 

refugees stress their respect for the Finnish food culture despite the difference in taste. In addition,                

Syrian refugees data show that the majority of Finns are very good, honest, kind, peaceful keep                

secret and respect time. But, they do not trust easily and it is difficult to get contact with, because                   

they are very shy. Syrian refugees see that Finns also respect their work and the working person                 

regardless of the type of work, therefore, they are modest. Their experiences approve that the old are                 

more social than the young, but part of them are racist more than youth.Finns also like sport and                  

care about their health a lot. Syrian refugees believe that Finns are most socially concerned with                

Independence Day and Christmas, but Minna Canth Day is also very important to Finnish women.               

Syrian refugees see that they do not know Father Day before. 

 

Second, On the social level, the municipal social officials are playing great role in bringing                

peaceful co-existence between Syrian refugees and Finns. Sometimes they do such a neighborhood             

mediation style or look for a neighborhood mediator especially for example when problems comes              

between refugees and Finns. Furthermore, Syrian refugees are able to establish friendly relations             

with the host society, including the Finnish people. Twelve of the refugees have Finnish friends.               

Some assess the relationship as somewhat superficial and some describe it as good. Eight of them                
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could not make friendships with the Finns, because of the difficulty of language and the lack of                 

openness of the Finn to the other. We see that it is important to the refugee to feel that he/she is                     

welcome in the new society in order to promote psychological integration, which is an important               

component of true social integration. Most importantly, Syrian refugee data whether Muslims,            

christians or atheist reflect the great respect of their cultural and religious particularities from the               

host Finnish society in which they live. Nineteen of Syrian refugees answer (yes) that they are able                 

to practice their religious beliefs freely. Only one ( answer yes to extent), because he is not allowed                  

to go to mosque during the school day on Friday. On the other hand, Eleven of Syrian refugees                  

confirm that they are not subjected to any physical or verbal abuse and racial discrimination during                

their living in finland. But, eight of them are verbally assaulted and one is subjected to kill attempt.                  

I think that the increasing these incidences against Syrian refugees is linked to the growth of                

right-wing parties, which often carry anti-immigrant ideas in general and refugees in particular. 

 

On the political level, thirteen of the refugees mention that they are not interested in politics.                

Some of them justify that they do not have the Finnish citizenship that make them eligible for                 

voting in elections. The seven refugees interested in politics standed against the True Finnish Party.               

Those who have Finnish citizenship and those who participated in the last municipal elections              

expressed their support mostly for the left parties, such as the Social Democratic Party and the                

Green, and the left alliance, because they welcome of immigrants and struggle for environment. On               

the other hand, they are standing against the right parties, especially the real Finns. Their attitudes                

rise on the first place from refusing its political extremism and policies against refugees. Moreover,               

four refugees received Finnish citizenship. All refugees expressed their desire to acquire Finnish             

citizenship for many reasons. First: Finnish passport helps to ensure freedom of travel and mobility               

and seeing relatives. The acquisition of Finnish citizenship creates a climate of legal stability in               

Finland for the refugees and their families as a result of the constant change of Finnish laws.There is                  

no need for residence renewment. Third: some refugees mentions that it gives them a sense of real                 

citizenship and makes them able to exercise the political rights.  

 

8.5   Difficulties facing Syrian refugees during the integration process 

One important objective of our Master thesis is to identify the most important problems and               

difficulties facing the main parties in the integration process. Our goal is to identify the problems                

and difficulties facing Syrian refugees during the integration process. We are trying also to find               

some suitable solutions for them . In terms of the type of problem and difficulty, we can divide the                   
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problems and difficulties facing Syrian refugees into 11 types. (Table 2) below shows the most               

prominent ones and some suitable solutions for them. The primary goal is to promote integration of                

Syrian refugees more effectively and successfully. 
Table 2:The most prominent problems and difficulties facing Syrian refugees during the integration process and 

suggested solutions for them. 

Type of 
problem and 

difficulty 

Problems and difficulties facing Syrian 
refugees 

Suggested solutions 

Treatment and 
health 

problems 

● Slow pace of treatment for urgent 
situations.  

● Accelerating treatment, especially those    
who were affected as a result of the war. 

 

Academic and 
educational 
problems 

● Recognition of previous   
educational qualifications and the    
difficulty of the conditions required     
to complete education in Finland. 

● Absence of an entity specialized in      
guiding refugees in the academic     
field. 

● Benefiting from the German experience in      
facilitating recognition of previous    
educational qualifications and being    
satisfied with achieving a certain level of       
language to complete studies or allocating      
a number of seats for immigrants because       
equality between Finnish and foreigner     
does not achieve the principles of fairness. 

● Establishing an entity specialized in the      
academic direction of refugees.  

Finnish 
language 

learning and 
courses 

● Delay in obtaining Finnish    
language courses on one hand, as      
well as the long waiting period      
between these courses. 

● Courses are compulsory, no    
communication and coordination   
between the refugee and the     
responsible TE- office expert.  

● Presence of non-graduate teachers    
sometimes and lack of required     
skills. 

● Presence of students with different      
levels and qualifications at the same      
Finnish language course, because it     
leads to frustration. 

● Language courses only between    
immigrant and refugees themselves. 

● Language courses should be provided     
quickly, because refugee learning    
motivations are stronger at beginning.     
Language as the continuum, the frequent      
interruption is reflected negatively and     
leads to the lack of progression of skills. 

● Periodic monitoring of the refugee's benefit      
from the given course and increasing the       
number of employees at the labor office to        
achieve this goal. 

● Teachers should have sufficient skills and      
experiences required to deal with refugees 

● The standard of knowing the Latin letters is        
not sufficient to sort and direct refugees to        
the appropriate courses. Sorting and     
directing can be done based on having high        
school for those who know Latin letters. 

● In the advanced stages, it is important to        
bring together refugees and Finns in the       
courses of culture, society and work life. 

 

Work training ● The lack and weak interaction     
between refugees and Finns at work      
training places. 

● The supervisor worker at workplace should      
realize the importance of interacting with      
refugees to promote learning the language. 

Nature of the 
Finnish 

people and 
society 

● Closure and isolation of Finnish     
society and Finns from refugees. 

● Getting contact with Finnish.    
Getting a family friend by the      
Social Office requires signing a     
contract. 

● Bureaucracy in Finnish society. 

● Integration does not require the initiative of       
refugee only, but it requires the response of        
Finns people toward them. It is important       
for the Finnish state to bear greater       
responsibility for promoting acceptance    
policies and openness to refugees in      
important Finnish institutions such as the      
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official media and schools. 

Racism 
growth 

● Media feeds hate speech against     
refugees and immigrants . It also      
focuses on the refugees mistakes     
only but no focus of good      
examples. 

● Populist media, especially the media of the       
far-right parties, must be controlled,     
because it threatens peaceful and social      
coexistence. The need to make the Finnish       
state aware of the importance of      
immigrants and refugees and their positive      
role in building the Finnish state. 

Special 
cultural rights 

● Lack of competency component for     
mother tongue teachers for    
refugees children. 

● Lack of sufficient hours for     
teaching children Arabic, culture    
and religion. 

● Special cultural rights are basic rights that       
should be guaranteed.  

● The necessity of benefiting from the Syrian       
teachers present in Finland in the field of        
teaching Arabic. 

● More hours for Arabic and religion. 

Criteria of 
Finnish 

citizenship 

● The absence of fair standards in the       
conditions for obtaining Finnish    
citizenship. The person who has     
only a primary school must meet      
the same requirements as the     
university student.  

● Retired person for sick reasons is      
required to fulfill same conditions. 

● Success in the requirement of the basic       
level as a solution for those with primary        
education, but the intermideatelevel for     
those with a higher qualification. 

● Exempt them from the language     
requirement or the requirement to succeed      
in the basic level for those retired for sick         
reasons. 

Lack and 
weak services 
and support in 

some small 
host 

municipalities 

● Refugees in a number of small      
municipalities suffer from a lack of      
adequate support and guidance    
services, which drives them to     
move to larger cities where better      
services and support are available. 

● Importance of finding additional financial     
support for small municipalities to improve      
the integration of refugees in them and       
improve conditions for support, guidance     
and services as well, especially cultural      
courses on Finnish society. 

Communicate 
with TE- 

office 
appropriately  

 

● Difficulty in obtaining   
appointments with with TE- office     
experts in the appropriate time for      
the problems facing refugees. 

● Allocate an emergency department in the      
TE- office to deal with urgent cases. 

Work life ● Difficulty in obtaining a suitable     
job opportunity because of    
competition, racism and poor    
scientific competence. 

● Going towards professions and    
specializations that meet the labour market      
needs. Development of expertise and skills,      
especially the technological ones. 

 

In addition, refugees are coping with some of these difficulties they face in order to               

overcome them and reduce their negative effects. Some refugees realize the importance of education              

and pursuing vocational specializations that provide employment opportunities and meet the needs            

of Finnish society. Moreover, they stress the need to learn Finnish language, develop their skills,               

and enhance them with work trainings. Furthermore, analysis the qualitative data also reflects the              

refugees ’awareness of the importance of teaching their children their own culture and mother              

tongue in an attempt to make up for the shortfall. Some refugees consider challenging these               

obstacles the best solution to achieving their desired goal, as in the case of refugee 7. On the other                   
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hand, shedding light on refugee problems alone is not enough, because the integration process is an                

integrated process in which other parties contribute. Thus, problems and difficulties are not limited              

to refugees, but there are many difficulties facing employees of some important institutions that              

contribute largely in the integration process. (Table 3) below highlights the most prominent             

problems and difficulties. Our division in the table is based on three main categories : the municipal                 

social workers, the staff of TE-office, as well as Finnish teachers. Our objective is identify them                

and find some possible solutions. 
Table 3: Difficulties facing employees of some Finnish institution participating in integration process and 

possible solutions for them. 
Category Difficulties or problems Possible solutions 

Municipal social 
official staff 

● Cultural difference like increasing the     
influence of the family on the choices       
of its members, especially in the      
educational orientation. 

● Increasing influence of the man     
authority, especially in financial    
matters related to the family. 

● There is no doubt that the family is        
important, but the responsibility of     
the individual for himself should be      
strengthened, and the family must     
leave the individual enough space     
for choice related to the individual's      
desire and interests. 

TE- Office 
experts 

● Lack of staff responsible for providing      
integration services.That matter causes    
poor communication between the    
experts and refugees. A single     
employee oversees a large number of      
refugees. 

● TE- Office issues are not easy to       
understand. This differs according to     
refugees reception abilities. 

● Some refugees have health reasons that      
affect their commitment to integration     
plan steps specifically, learning    
Finnish. 

● Increasing number of the integration     
experts 

● Need to organize informative    
seminars for refugees in this regard      
or contribution of language schools     
to facilitate the refugees'    
understanding of the TE- office     
work mechanisms and services. 

Finnish Teachers ● The official networking/communicating 
and appointments are made during the 
school day. 

● Poor and weak educational background. 

● ِOfficial appointments should be 
given out of school day. 

 

8.6   Impact of original refugee culture on integration 

Impact of the original culture of Syrian refugees on their integration into Finnish society can               

be seen in two main patterns. The first pattern shows the negative effects, so that, original culture is                  

considered unhelpful factor during the integration process. The second pattern deals with the             

positive effects, so that, culture is seen as helpful factor. We can see the negative effects through                 

many matters. Language is an important cultural factor. Syrians speak Arabic language which is far               

from Finnish language that has different writing way, structure, letters and grammar. Unlike the              

Syrian person, Hungarian or Estonian person has better chance to learn Finnish language easily and               
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fastly. Furthermore, the nature of Syrian society and culture is different greatly from Finnish society               

and culture. Syrian society is largely governed by customs and traditions, while Finnish society is               

largely and effectively governed by law. Furthermore, Syrians care more about religion unlike             

Finns who do not care about it alot. Some of these matters affect the way of life in Finland and are                     

considered challenge to the integration. Given that the Syrian culture is different from the Finnish               

culture, this difference does not mean that the two cultures are negative, but the difference leaves                

room for the way of life, so what is appropriate in Syria is not necessarily appropriate in Finland. 

Thus, sometimes some concessions should be made importantly to be able to engage in the new                 

society and live comfortably.  

 

On the other hand, the second pattern is proud of his original Syrian culture and consider it                 

as a quit positive factor in its integration into Finnish society. This positive impact can be seen in                  

several matters. The Syrian work culture, which is based on the values of honesty , mastery of work                  

and professionalism, is considered assistant factor in integration, because it attracts the Finnish             

employer and represents a great impact in obtaining some refugees job opportunities faster.             

Moreover, there is also a focus on refugee's own culture and his own cultural identity. The nature of                  

the Kurdish social culture is pushing some refugees to break the imposed isolation belt as a result of                  

the Finns' isolation. Christians also believe that they are the most appropriate to integrate into               

Finnish society. Their main justification is their participation in the religious values of the Finns.               

For example, they have no problem marrying Finns or eating pork. But, there is difference in the                 

partnership relation which is not acceptable for the Syrian christians. The Arabic and Islamic              

identity of some refugees are demonstrated by their rejection of sexual relations outside marriage,              

which are considered one of the main determinants of then.In addition, the culture of nudity in                

Finnish society is disproportionate and unacceptable to many refugees, especially Muslims, who            

assert that it is impossible to sacrifice their religious values. Rather, they insist on teaching their                

children the principles of their culture. These aspects demonstrate the importance of original culture              

and identity in the lives of Syrian refugees. 

 

8.7   Syrian refugees integration assessment 

Initially, the municipal social officials consider that the degree of refugee integration into             

Finnish society is determined by several basic criteria. Initially, municipal social workers consider             

that the degree of refugee integration into Finnish society is determined by several basic criteria.               

Among them is the commitment to the integration plan and the continuous progress in achieving its                
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main objectives, namely learning Finnish language. The second criterion is the ability of Syrian              

refugee to manage his personal and official affairs independently in Finland. The third and most               

important criterion is the entry of Syrian refugees Finnish labor market in order to be an effective                 

member in the host Finnish society. But, how Syrian refugees see their integration into the Finnish                

society. In fact, four Syrian refugees, two men and two women, consider themselves fully integrated               

as a result of entering the Finnish labor market quickly. It seems that integration is language                

learning, but mainly to be active and get work in Finland. Moreover, a minor refugee sees his                 

distinction as evidence of his integration. A refugee woman also believes that full integration is very                

difficult for her, but it can be achieved entirely for children. Five refugees believe that their partial                 

integration is primarily related to language learning, with knowledge of rights, duties, laws and the               

nature of life in Finland. But it is worth mentioning that they are required for their integration                 

success to provide several important things, including either obtaining a permanent work contract,             

obtaining Finnish friends, achieving a desired goal such as reaching the university or finding a               

suitable job opportunity at the end. Syrian refugees visions reflect the strong desire of to complete                

the path of integration into the host society. But, this matter requires doing more efforts from the                 

Finnish state to encourage the openness of Finns toward Syrian refugees. Furthermore, it requires              

doing more effort from the refugees themselves to be more active in the new society.  

 

8.8   Participant Official staff: more Syrian refugees or not 

All the nine employees participating in the research, whether social officials, TE- Office             

experts or Finnish teachers welcome and stress the necessity to receive more Syrian refugees, with               

the exception of one who refused to comment, because she is not in the position of decision-making                 

in this regard. Some take into account the international humanitarian responsibility of Finland.             

Some of them go further by criticizing Finland and EU countries in this regard. The majority                

associate their supportive stance with the amount of motivation Syrian refugee have, success in              

integrating into Finnish society, their learning of Finnish language, and their desire to work in               

Finland. Others believe in the importance of the role of Syrians in the future of Syria and its                  

rebuilding through transferring the positive experiences that may learn in Finland. 
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9   CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
We tried to devote the first chapter of the Master's thesis to the introduction. We focused on                 

presenting the research problem and the main research question, its importance, motives for             

selecting the research problem. We also briefly referred to the basic research methods and              

theoretical framework and primary data sources. We confirmed that the interviews' data are the              

cornerstone on which this Master thesis is based. In addition, it was necessary to introduce the basic                 

concepts in the research. During the second chapter, we were interested in offering some of the                

previous literatures that have been done on the integration topic. We tried to highlight three recent                

and fresh researches. We dedicated the third chapter of the thesis to Syria and Syrian conflict. Our                 

aim at the beginning was to provide the reader with adequate information about Syria. Then, we                

tried to focus on the background of the Syrian conflict. It was important to highlight the parties                 

involved in the conflict and the motives for their involvement. In addition, we presented the               

endeavors of peace process and obstacles to bring it to Syria. Furthermore, we focused on               

explaining reasons that pushed Syrian refugees to flow to Europe and Finland. Chapter four was               

devoted to Finland and Finnish society. We reviewed three points related to our research. It was                

important to draw attention to Finland's international responsibility towards refugees and its role in              

receiving some Syrian refugees. On the other hand, we focused on Finnish integration policies. The               

last point in the chapter was about the values existed in Finnish society and Finnish people enjoy. 

 

We discussed in the Fifth chapter both the methodological considerations and ethical            

aspects. We started by distinguishing between two main types of methods. We chose qualitative              

interviewing method for data collection process. Then, we described shortly process of data             

transcription. We outlined some ethical considerations associated with the quantitative data           

collection stage. After that, we moved smoothly to the second method. We found that content               

analysis method is effective method, because it helps us in process of primary data analysis. During                

chapter six, we tried to focus on the theoretical framework of research. It was mainly attempted to                 

explore the theoretical approaches associated with integration theory in a critical manner.            

Furthermore, we also focused on the social integration theory, which considers integration a social              

issue and we discussed its main dimensions in detail. It was used as a theoretical guideline when                 

looking at the integration of Syrian refugees into the host society. Due to the large data we obtained                  

from the interviewees. We devoted the entire Chapter seven to describe and present the the primary                

data of our interviews. We focused on providing useful, comprehensive and meaningful data as              

well. We initially described this data generally by dividing it into seven main themes. We tried to                 
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bring several topics together, because of their closeness and common goal. The main objective is to                

achieve a mechanism of interconnected and sequential understanding for the reader. Then we             

proceeded to an accurate representation of its contents through a direct and sequential way. The               

eighth chapter was the most important chapter in this Master thesis. It was allocated for analysing                

obtained data, which we presented it in the previous chapter. After the analysing process, we               

reaches a lot of conclusions and recommendations. We start by mentioning the main conclusions.              

Then, we move to the recommendations. Finally, we mention shortly limitations of our research and               

give recommendations for further research.  

 

The most important results of our research : 

1. Syrian refugees understanding of integration is consistent with the modern vision of            

integration and refuses assimilationist approach. For them, integration is a shared           

responsibility and not abandoning your original culture. 

2. Syrian refugees demonstrate a high willingness to participate in the host society actively. 

3. Integration of Syrian refugees into Finland goes through a series of successive and             

interconnected stages.  

4. The first stage began with obtaining integration services from the official institutions            

responsible for the issue of integration. First, municipal social offices provide necessary and             

essential services for example, housing, public health and childhood and family care. Then,             

provided services continues by arrangement a meeting with TE- Office integration expert.            

The main purpose of meeting is setting personal integration plan suitable for Syrian refugee. 

5. The second stage targets providing the refugee with Finnish language courses. Not only              

that, but also enhancing this learning through several work trainings. 

6. Third stage includes two main objectives. The first aim is directing the refugee toward an               

education or a profession. The second one  is to facilitate refugee access to labour market.  

7. Integration plan is basic right for every refugee. It is flexible and discretionary, because it is                

affected by a number of factors among them level of education.  

8. The municipal social office prepares integration plans for those who are outside scope of the               

TE- office. This category includes elderlies and women during maternity period. 

9. In terms of refugee obtaining equal social services compared to the Finn, the overwhelming              

majority of refugees confirm that they have equal and sometimes better services than Finns. 

10. In terms of equality in services between municipalities hosting refugees. Refugees who had             

moving experiences confirm that the services they got in big cities were much better.  
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11. The results show that interaction and guidance from the social office staff in Lappeenranta              

city is the best. Then, sequentially come Espoo and Turku, Tampere, Joensuu, Kuopio and              

last the capital Helsinki. On the other hand, interaction and guidance from TE-Office experts              

in Turku is the best. Then, come Helsinki, Kuopio, Tampere, Espoo and last Joensuu city. 

12. The most important financial aids that Syrian refugees receive from Kela is the minimum of               

income support, housing and unemployment support. That backs due to their preoccupation            

with the integration plans, mainly learning Finnish and education.  

13. The basic financial support provided to refugees by Kela is equal in all municipalities. But,               

there is a disparity in assistance provided by the social offices of Finnish municipalities. 

14. Results approve that work trainings included in the language courses and those provided by              

TE- Office have very positive impact on learning Finnish language. this positive effect is              

related to choosing the right place. Refugees report that elderly homes give better outcomes. 

15. Syrian refugees emphasize the actual importance of equality in, especially between men             

and women, freedom, honesty values in the first place.  

16. The isolation culture present in Finnish society affects the integration of Syrian refugees             

greatly . They do not complain greatly about formal interaction, but rather focus on informal               

interaction and weak relations with the surrounding environment, particularly Finns.  

17. The major parties supported by refugees interested in politics are the Social Democratic             

Party, the Left Alliance, and the Green Party. On the other hand, they stand against the                

policies of the right parties, especially True Finns party. 

18. Syrian refugee whether Muslims, christians or atheist confirm that there is great respect of              

their cultural and religious particularities from the host Finnish society. 

19. There are several difficulties and challenges facing Syrian refugees during integration           

process. Recognition of previous educational qualifications, and Finnish language. Then,          

lack of interaction with TE- Office experts, access to employment. Furthermore, lack of             

sufficient Arabic language lessons for their children etc... 

20. There are some difficulties facing some employees of Finnish institutions working with            

Syrian refugees. The difficulties are increase the influence of the family on the choices of its                

members, authority of the father, health status of some refugees that affects the commitment              

to the integration plan  refugees poor educational backgrounds. 

21. There is impact of the original culture of refugees on their integration. That backs to the                

religious nature of Syrian society.  
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22. Despite the difficulties facing Syrian refugees during their integration process into Finnish            

society. However, some managed to integrate and prove their presence in the Finnish             

society. Some managed to enter the labor market and become productive. Others are still              

completing their integration plan, specifically completing the educational process to obtain a            

certificate commensurate with the requirements of Finnish labor market.  

23. The majority of employees working on integration of Syrian refugees support receiving            

more Syrian refugees, because of their positive personal experiences. 

 

 

On the other hand, there are a lot of main recommendations. For the end to achieve better                 

and more effective and efficient integration, we recommend the following: 

1. Establishing an entity specialized for the academic direction of refugees. 

2. Facilitating recognition of previous educational qualifications and being satisfied with          

achieving a certain level of language. Because this will enable refugees to enter the labor               

market faster.  

3. The application of the principle of equality between Finns and foreigners while applying to              

study at the university is inconsistent with the principles of justice and fairness.             

Consequently, a number of seats should be allocated in which competition is restricted to              

immigrants themselves. 

4. The long wait between language courses reflects negatively on achieving effective           

integration. The waiting period should be short. 

5. Standard of knowing the Latin letters is not sufficient to sort and direct refugees to the                

appropriate courses. The classification should be done on a higher standard. 

6. Language courses in advanced stages should be with Finns students. The professional            

preparation stage represents an opportunity to find common courses. 

7. The Finnish state should take strong measures to confront the extremist media that is              

spreading and fueling hate speech because racism is undermining the refugee's efforts and             

his pursuit of integration.  

8. Promoting policy of openness to refugees starting by the educational institutions and media.  

9. Some refugees ask for  more Arabic language hours for their children at schools. 

10. Providing additional support to small municipalities to enhance refugee integration will           

reduce refugees movement to  the major cities. 

11. Allocating an emergency department in the TE- office to deal with urgent cases. In addition,               
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there is need to increase number of staff. 

12. Appointment should be out of school day. 
 

Finally, limitations of this study should be addressed also. First of all, I faced difficulties               

during translating the data from language into another one. It could be weaknesses in the translation                

form. There is no doubt that the translation is complex and difficult process requires certain skills                

that should be available in the translator. This difficulty was accompanied by a modest language               

level. On the other hand, The results of this study cannot be generalized to all Syrian refugees in                  

Finland. This study was conducted on a limited number of refugees, but it provided a somewhat                

integrated view of their integration into Finnish society. Now, we can now mention some              

suggestions and recommendations for further research. My study of the integration of some Syrian              

refugees has focused only on the formal framework. We did not address the role of civil society                 

organizations, multicultural centers, and other institutions that play a role in promoting the             

integration of Syrian refugees. This opens door for exploring the role of these institutions,              

especially since the official Finnish institutions have started to involve the private sector in the               

process of promoting the integration of refugees.  
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Appendices  
Appendix 1:Classification of participant Syrian refugees according to the required criteria. 

Syrian 
refugees 

Age Gender Martial 
& health 

status 

Educational 
background 

religion & 
ethnicity 

Syrian 
city 

Residence 
city in 

Finland 

Residence 
period in 
Finland 

Refugee 1 20 
years 

Man single High school 
student 

Muslim 
 arab 

Hims Kemi - 
Tampere 

4 years 

Refugee 2 27 
years 

Man Single Computer 
programming 
undergraduate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Hamah Kuopio 1 year & 8 
months 

Refugee 3 35 
years 

Woman married Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Daraa Turku 5 years  

Refugee 4 16 
years 

Minor boy Single Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Idlib Kuopio 3 years & 6 
months 

Refugee 5 19 
years 

Man single Preparatory 
school student 

Muslim 
 arab 

Idlib Kuopio 2 years  

Refugee 6 16 
years  

Minor boy Single 
disabled 

Preparatory 
school student 

Muslim 
 arab 

Aleppo Joensuu - 
Tampere 

3 years 

Refugee 7 28 
years 

Man single Medicine student 
undergraduate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Rif 
Dimashq 

Kuopio 3 years & 3 
months 

Refugee 8 61 
years 

Elderly 
man 

Single Public relations 
degree 

Christian 
syriac 

Al- 
Hasakah 

Lappeenranta 4 years & 5 
months 

Refugee 9 63 
years 

Elderly 
man 

Married Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Damascus Helsinki 4 years & 6 
months 

Refugee 10 43 
years 

Man Married 
disabled 

Computer 
programming 

Muslim 
 arab 

Daraa Tampere 4 years & 8 
months 

Refugee 11 33 
years 

Man Married Graduate of hotel 
institute 

Muslim 
 arab 

Damascus Tampere 5 years 

Refugee 12 34 
years 

Woman Married Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Latakia Kuopio 4 years & 6 
months 

Refugee 13 33 
years 

Man Married Law graduate 
lawyer 

Muslim 
 arab 

Quneitra  Espoo 4 years & 6 
months 

Refugee 14 42 
years 

Man Married Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Rif 
Dimashq 

Helsinki 4 years 

Refugee 15 19 
years 

Man Single Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Aleppo Joensuu - 
Tampere 

2 years & 6 
months 

Refugee 16 28 
years 

Woman Married Preparatory 
school certificate 

Muslim 
 kurdish 

Al- 
Hasakah 

Kuopio 3 years & 3 
months 

Refugee 17 35 
years 

Woman Married Nursing and 
midwife 

Muslim 
 arab 

Idlib Tampere 1 year & 8 
months 

Refugee 18 22 
years 

Woman Single Pharmacy student 
undergraduate 

Christian 
roman 

Hims Tampere 3 years & 5 
months 

Refugee 19 37 
years 

Man Single Economic 
science graduate 

Atheist 
kurdish 

 Aleppo Kuopio - Turku 4 years & 11 
months 

Refugee 20 45 
years 

Man Divorced Elementary 
certificate 

Muslim 
 arab 

Ar 
Raqqah 

Turku 3 years & 6 
months 
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Appendix 2:  Letter of consent. 

 
 

Letter of consent 
 
Dear participant, 
 

I am very pleased, grateful and thankful that you agreed to take part in my research. I am a                    
Master's Degree student in International Politics at the University of Tampere, Finland. I am              
currently working on a project that investigates the integration of Syrian refugees into Finland. I am                
interested in listening to your experiences as a refugee or official in Finnish institution related to the                 
integration work. Your contribution in this study involves taking part in a individual personal              
interview. The interview will be conducted by me personally face-to- face or by skype. Interviews               
will be audio taped and thereafter transcribed. You are entailed to ask for a copy of the written                  
transcript of your interview. Your name will be kept confidential and secret. Your participation is               
voluntary, you are entailed to withdraw at any point, and ask your data to be taken out after the                   
interview has been conducted as well. The interview will be used only in ways you agreed to. The                  
results of the research might be published.  
 
Respectfully Yours 
Husam  Khalil Al Tawalbeh 
 
I agree to take part in this study by being interviewed and audio-taped.  
 
Yes ___ No___ 
 
The interview can be attached to or quoted in the written research project. 
 
Yes ___ No___ 
 
 
Place/Date: __________________________________ 
 
 Name of the participant: __________________________________  
 
Signature: __________________________________ 
 
Signature of minors' guardians:  __________________________________ 
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Appendix 3:Interviews main themes and related questions. 

 
7.2.1 The early days in Finland, integration experiences, integration process and its            

stages. 

7.2.1.1   Syrian Refugees. 

a) How you describe your personal experience of living in Finland during the first 

months/year of stay? 

b) From your point of view, what the concept of integration into a new society means ? 

c) What are the stages of integration process in which you pass after obtaining Finnish 

residence? 

7.2.1.2   Social office employees. 

a) How would you describe your own personal experience with Syrian refugees?  

7.2.1.3   TE- Office experts. 

a) How would you describe your own personal experience with Syrian refugees? 

7.2.1.4   Finnish teachers. 

a) What kind of experiences do you have teaching Syrian refugees students, how does it feel 

to deal/ teach them? 

7.2.2 Integration services, financial benefits and the role of staff working in the             

official Finnish institutions. 

7.2.2.1   Syrian refugees. 

a) What kind of services and assistance do you get from the social office staff and TE- 

Office experts? 

b) In terms of access to services, have you received social services such as that obtained by 

the Finnish citizen in an equal manner? 

c) Did you get proper guidance and interaction with the social office staff and TE- Office 

experts? From scale 1-10 points, how much do you give them ? 

d) What are the financial aids do you get during your integration process? 

e) Is there a difference in support for Syrian refugees from one city to another? what is                

the difference? 

7.2.2.2   Social office employees. 

a) What are the services  you provide to Syrian Refugee? 

b) How you share in facilitating the integration of Syrian refugee into Finnish society? 
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c) Is there a difference in support for Syrian refugees from one city to another ? what the 

difference could be?  

d) What is the integration plan ? and what aspects does it contain? what its goal? 

e) What kind of responsibilities does Syrian refugee have during the integration plan? 

7.2.2.3   Te- Office experts. 

a) What services do TE- Office staff  provide to Syrian refugees during the integration plan? 

b) How you share in facilitating the integration of Syrian refugee into Finnish society? 

c) What is the integration plan? and what aspects does it contain? what are its goals? 

d) Are personal and educational differences taken into account when dealing with Syrian 

refugees? Is the duration of the integration plan the same for all refugees? 

e)  What kind of responsibilities does Syrian refugee have during the integration plan? 

f) Were integration plans capable of achieving their goals? Was there flexibility to change 

and develop? 

g) Were the  Syrian refugees committed to fulfilling the duties/responsibilities required by 

TE- Office during the integration process? 

7.2.2.4   Finnish teachers. 

a) What is your role in integration of Syrian refugees students? how do you contribute? 

b) Is there a mechanism for cooperation between the teachers and the TE- Office to achieve 

the goals of integration? How is this done? 

7.2.3 The difficulties encountered during the integration process and the refugees           

cultural effects. 

7.2.3.1   Syrian refugees. 

a) What are the difficulties, obstacles and challenges facing you and affect your integration 

into the Finnish society? 

b) How Syrian refugee adapts to the difficulties, challenges and obstacles he faces during the 

integration process in order to achieve a more effective and efficient integration? 

c) Has your original cultural background influenced your integration into Finnish society? 

How? 

7.2.3.2   Social office employees. 

a) Do Syrian refugees talk about what are difficult for them in Finland ? What the most 

prominent difficulties from your point of view? 

b) Do Syrian refugee’s cultural backgrounds influence their integration into the Finnish 

society? How? 
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7.2.3.3   Te- Office experts. 

a) Do Syrian refugees talk about what is difficult for them? What are the most              

prominent difficulties ? 

b) What are the main difficulties that face you when you deal with Syrian refugees? 

7.2.3.4   Finnish teachers. 

a) What are the difficulties that Syrian refugees face and hinder their integration into Finnish 

society from your point of view? 

b) What are the main difficulties that face you when you teach Syrian refugees? 

7.2.4   The Finnish culture, values and the social networking /relationships. 

7.2.4.1   Syrian refugees. 

a) How do you feel about Finnish food, culture and people? 

b) What are some of the important days on the Finnish calendar? 

c) What are the most important Finnish political parties? Which party do you support or 

oppose? 

d) Do you want to apply for citizenship? why? 

e) During your residence in Finland, what are the most important values existed in Finnish 

society? 

f) Do you have Finnish friends? How often do you meet to interact? 

g) Have you been able to practice your religious beliefs freely in Finland? 

h) Have you or a member of your family been physically or verbally abused/assaulted, 

racially discriminated? 

7.2.4.2   Social office employees. 

a) What role is the social workers playing in bringing peaceful co-existence between Syrian 

refugees and the Finnish people? 

7.2.4.3   Finnish teachers. 

a) What are the most important Finnish values you teach Syrian refugees? 

7.2.5   The education, Finnish language courses and work training/integration training. 

7.2.5.1 Syrian refugees. 

a) What is the best way you followed to learn Finnish language faster? 

b) Were Finnish language courses sufficient to be able to manage your daily life in Finland? 

c) Did work training/integration training you get improve your Finnish language skills? 

how? 

7.2.5.2   TE- Office experts. 
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a) Are personal and educational differences taken into account when dealing with Syrian 

refugees? 

7.2.5.3   Finnish teachers. 

a) What is your opinion on how education helps Syrian refugees? 

b) Is there a disparity in the ability of Syrian refugees to learn Finnish? Do personal 

differences affect? 

c) What are the main aspects included in the educational courses? 

d) Was language an obstacle to refugees? Has it influenced their vocational and educational 

choices for future? 

7.2.6   Access to work, assessing the integration outcomes and results. 

7.2.6.1   Syrian refugees. 

a) What are the most important ways to get a job in Finland ? 

b) Did you succeed in integrating into Finnish society and how to prove it? 

7.2.6.2   Social office employees. 

a) What are the criteria for measuring the refugee's success in integrating into Finnish 

society? 

7.2.6.2   TE- Office experts. 

a) Did Syrian refugees get job after integration plan ending ? 

7.2.7   Personal attitudes according to work experience with Syrian refugees.  

7.2.7.1   Social office employees. 

a) Do you encourage hosting more Syrian refugees in Finland and why? 

7.2.7.2   TE- Office experts. 

a) Do you encourage hosting more Syrian refugees in Finland and why? 

7.2.7.3   Finnish teachers. 

a) Do you encourage hosting more Syrian refugees in Finland and why? 

 
 
Appendix 4:Refugees' opinions on the concept of integration into a new society. 

Excerpt 5: R5: The integration is to respect the culture of others .. to be social with the new people and speak                      
their language.. mutual respect is necessary.. If you do not like the new culture and certainly can not change, it is                     
necessary not to attack and offend the new culture.. you have your freedom and they have their freedom. They should                    
respect my own culture (Refugee 5 2019, man). 
 Excerpt 6: R9: Integration is to learn their language and customs and respect them ... It is to respect the laws of                      
the country .. Refugee tries to contributes with a job and do something useful to the new society to return part of                      
wonderful things it granted and provided during the integration process (Refugee 9 2019, man). 
 Excerpt 7: R12: Integration is the formation of social relations and friendships so as not to be isolated from the                    
society .. I built friendly relations with the Finns and benefited me in learning Finnish language .. Integration is the                    
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knowledge of the Finnish culture and the laws, to know your rights and duties and therefore to be able to live in the                       
new society without mistakes and problems (Refugee 12 2019, woman). 
 
Appendix 5:Answers of refugees about the stages of integration process. 

Excerpt 10: R4: I came as an asylum seeker with my family to Finland. I went to the Finnish school                    
immediately before I got my residence. but I joined a preparatory class for immigrants of different nationalities. The                  
school had a role in giving us an idea about Finland, the Finnish people and the Finnish customs... I stayed with the                      
immigrant pupils for a year.. I did not have the courage to talk to the Finns. Then I moved to another Finnish school                       
next to my house to study with the Finnish pupils... Before moving out of the class of immigrants, they put me for a                       
short period with the Finnish pupils to adapt and get used to the new class.. when I moved , I was in seventh grade and                         
now I am in the ninth grade. At the beginning of my moving, I felt that some of the subjects were difficult. There were a                         
lot of new words that I do not know. I started gradually improving my level and language skills.. At the first semester of                       
the ninth grade, I got the average 8.7 of the total ten (Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

 
Appendix 6:Viewpoints of  teachers on their experiences with Syrian refugees. 

Excerpt 15: T1: I have often had a few Syrians in one group each year .. maybe one or three Syrian refugees.. I                       
can't distinguish them and they do not appear in my eyes as a special group I could say that this is a different group than                         
the other.. Maybe they belong to the Arabic language group or immigrants.. I have had integration training with the                   
immigrant and here in the elementary school.. there have been a few Syrians in each group, but there have always been..                     
maybe.. Right now, I have only two in this group and there were probably two in the previous group too.. I do not notice                        
that they are so one group otherwise they speak about Syria a lot.. As students, I have had many students who have not                       
been able to go to school in their own country.. I have students who can't write and read Arabic. and then they may have                        
been on one course before my course.. they learned the letters and then a little to read and write and now I am here                        
currently a reading skills teacher.. The Syrians, my students have been such that they have a low educational level…                   
Two of the last group that I have taught are illiterate.. Every group takes 10 months.. they know very little about reading                      
and writing skills.. The second thing that comes to mind is that they study eagerly and want to learn Finnish                    
language...Motivation is good. yes they are also trying hard to do.. Sometimes there are difficulties, but motivation                 
seems to be good.. I think that most of them have come as quota refugees. and they have previous idea that they will                       
stay in Finland.. Therefore, that will have an impact on motivation and how they look at learning.. I also have asylum                     
seekers and it has a great impact on their studying and whether the future is known or not (Teacher 1 2019). 

 
Appendix 7:Answers on the services and assistance refugees get from some official institutions. 

Excerpt 18: R10: At the beginning, the municipal social workers helped us effectively. they helped me enroll                 
my children in schools and they guided me to enroll them in hobbies. After about a year, their help began to gradually                      
decrease.. we became more self-reliant in managing our affairs. As a person with special needs, I got a electrical                   
wheelchair from the disabled department of the municipality. But although I have many rights under Finnish law, I was                   
surprised by the lack of social service staff... For example, I have the right to obtain a comfortable home equipped with                     
special services like a private bathroom and wide house.. Although my family are 8 people, but my house is small and                     
uncomfortable because while moving inside also, I can not move comfortably.. that matter caused damages to the edges                  
of the walls because the corridors were narrow. In addition, I can not get into the bathroom in my chair and I have to use                         
other methods.. I made a request for moving into better house, but so far I have waited for 4 years.. I also get 18 free                         
taxi rides monthly. I used to bring my needs. During the courses I got a free taxi ride for picking me up to the school                         
from the disabled office… I forgot to mention that the social office helped us to fill in official applications.. In addition,                     
to book appointments with the doctors to make medical tests… The social office provided us with translation services.                  
It organized cultural seminars about Finland, Finnish society, Finnish laws and how to live in Finland. I got courses                   
from the Labour office, but now I am out of the Labour office, because I am retired now (Refugee 10 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 8:Viewpoints of Syrian refugees about access to services. 

Excerpt 21: R4: Yes, I did not feel that they treated the Finnish child better than me.. ًWith regard to the                     
development of the own hobby, the social office paid me the costs after I chose the suitable hobby. my Finnish friend's                     
parents pay the whole cost, because they have work.. I asked also for a dentist appointment to check my teeth . they                      
accepted him and I waited for my turn like any Finnish child..I did not feel a difference between a refugee and a Finn. In                        
fact, I did not feel that they are showing me as a refugee or a needy person.. but I felt the existence of social justice                         
(Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 22: R12: When we came to Finland .. they told us in a cultural seminar that we and the Finnish people                      
are equal in terms of services and basic rights.. Moreover, there is no distinction between us.. Indeed, we are equal in                     
matters of treatment and other social services .. I remember once we needed some money. Because the money of living                    
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was not enough for that month .. they gave me a small amount to meet my family needs after I went to the social office                         
.. Some Finns got such type of help. On the other hand, as a mother, I got the maternity clinic appointments equally                      
with the other Finnish women, as well as the trolley and bed for my child (Refugee 12 2019, woman). 
 
Appendix 9:Answers of refugees access to guidance and interaction from some official institutions. 

Excerpt 25: R5: I got the right guidance, interaction and service.. in any problem I was facing,they were                  
contributing to solve, answering my questions and directing me to the right place related to the problem. With regard to                    
the TE-Office, I think it guided me in the right way. I started the language courses from a simple evaluational course to                      
a continuous and incremental series of courses module 1,2 and 3.. After I finished course 3, I moved to the vocational                     
preparation.. I am very satisfied with the guidance provided, because I reached a good level in Finnish language. After                   
that, I will choose to go to the profession or university if possible .. I give 9 points as assessment to both the staff of the                          
Social office and the Labor Office (Refugee 5 2019, man). 

Excerpt 26: R13: I give to the staff of the social office 8 points and office work only five… Access to social                      
office staff was very easy.. there is a social office for immigrants and refugees during the integration plan. there was a                     
telephone number and an email to communicate in case of need.. There was an interpreter of the Arabic language                   
available during the working hours.. The nature of the work of the staff of the TE- Office is governed by a kind of                       
routine, bureaucracy, formal work and inflexibility compared to the staff of the social office in making decisions and                  
providing support, assistance and advice.. when dealing with employees of TE- Office.. you feel like you deal with                  
robots (Refugee 13 2019, man) 
 
Appendix 10:Answers of refugees about the financial aids they get. 

Excerpt 29: R10: For the first three years, I was getting the minimum of income. there was no difference                   
between a healthy person and a disabled person. I got 9 euros during the courses as well. As a family we got the child                        
benefit for the children.. I got a sum of 2200 euros from the social office staff.. after we arrived in Finland in order to                        
buy furnitures for the house for eight people.. we bought furnitures from the used furniture stores. As time went on, we                     
saved up some of the money for living and gradually bought some new furniture.. The social office of the Tampere                    
municipality gave us 85 euros for purchasing bikes for childrens and 300 euros for a washing machine too.. In addition,                    
it supported 250 euros per year for each child to develop his own hobby, but the mount of money was not enough,                      
because I pay for one of my children per year about 2500 euros for a football hobby. I also got a one-week well-being                       
family trip and a hundred euros for every unemployed adult to charge the bus card for two months. Both of last two                      
financial support are not available in other cities. The social office provided a sum of 85 euros for ski equipment buying                     
for every child only once.. I also got housing support.. about 1100 euros for eight people.. The living aid was not                     
enough, but we adapted to by cooking at home constantly, following the offers to buy clothes and sometimes buy from                    
used clothing stores. After three years I got a total retirement of about 700 euros.. but after the income balancing, I get                      
the minimum of living 422 euros (Refugee 10 2019, man). 
 
Appendix 11:Differences of support for Syrian refugees from Finnish city to another. 

Excerpt 31: R1: Of course yes.. I have experience of moving from Kemi city in Lapland to the city of                    
Tampere.. there are differences in terms of financial support..for example, there is special support for bicycles for                 
children in Tampere.. my brothers got some money for buying bikes. In Kemi, this thing was never existed..On the                   
other hand, in Kemi, we did not get money to buy furniture. b ut, we were given some bad furniture..Frankly, we were                      
shocked.. Conversely, all Syrian refugees received this kind of support in Tampere.. we did not get this support in                   
Tampere, because we did not come to the city directly when we came to Finland, but we moved to it.. In addition,                      
through my contact with my friends from Tornio.. it is a neighbouring city to Kimi..Syrian refugees received 2000-2500                  
euros to buy furniture for their houses even though they arrived at pre-furnished houses (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 12:Difficulties and obstacles facing the refugees and affect their integration. 

Excerpt 51: R4: Finnish language is difficult.. Second, the different culture.. Their way of living is different                 
from us..I had trouble finding the right friends.. a lot of children smoke and drink.. Moreover, some Finnish children                   
also do not like talking to us, because maybe we are foreigners and different in skin and hair. I feel that they are afraid                        
of us... I feel also that they have prior judgment/prejudice on us ... it is possible because their families do not know our                       
true culture or because the media plays a big role in this matter.. media tries to distort the image of Arabs and Muslims                       
and to show them as terrorists, especially when the bombings are presented. but if there is bad person do these bad                     
things, it should not be generalized, especially it is known that the media lies a lot. Children believe everything they                    
watch and do not understand everything in its proper form (Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 52: R12: The most prominent difficulty is the existence of racism . I moved from another city because                   
of racism. The second difficulty is the cold weather. The third difficulty is raising children because the person here is                    
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single/alone and there are no relatives like mother, brother, uncle or sister. because the person in Finland must bear the                    
full responsibilities and duties without help of anyone other than the husband.. the difficulty of raising children as a                   
result of the existence of a different society from our society.. we should always advise our son on matters unacceptable                    
to our religion and protect them from changing their religion and protect them from being dragged behind the forbidden                   
things like alcohol and drugs in Finland (Refugee 12 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 53: R17: The first one is lack of competency component for mother tongue teachers who teach our                  
children. the teachers do not have good experience. In addition, lack of sufficient hours for teaching arabic language,                  
culture and religion to our children, because this is considered as a basic right for them. Furthermore, it is difficult to                     
find the suitable clothes for us. I can add Finnish language difficulty, especially its grammar, length of words and                   
similarity of vowels.. It is difficult to distinguish between them when they are pronounced (Refugee 17 2019, woman). 

 
Appendix 13:Answers of  Syrian refugees' adaptation to the difficulties and obstacles.  

Excerpt 56: R4: As for the difficulty of the language, I was looking at YouTube and looking through Google                   
for the correct information, especially about the Finnish grammar.. because I like to speak correctly with others                 
(Refugee 4 2019, minor boy).  

Excerpt 57: R7: The study of medicine is the only option for me.. but I have modified my plan, especially I am                       
29 years now.. Let me assume that I will get a seat in medicine this year. I will finish my medical studies with                       
specialization at the age of 41.. At that time, I will not have the energy of the young man like now.. for example, he                        
stays standing in the surgical room for 10 hours.. the amendment that I made to my plan is my intention to study a                       
Bachelor of Medicine for six years.. At the same time, I will be studying a Bachelor of Business Administration..                   
Business Administration does not require much time at the university.. It will be possible to finish Bachelor of Business                   
Administration in a longer time so that I will graduate from the Bachelor of Medicine and Bachelor of Business                   
Administration together.. Therefore, at the age of 36 I will graduate as a doctor and I also have a master in health                      
management specialization.. At that time, I will be a doctor at the age of 36 and get a salary better than the case that I                         
am only a general doctor because of the absence of specialization (Refugee 7 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 14:Refugees' opinions on original cultural background influence. 

Excerpt 61: R4: As a Muslim child, I do not like some of the actions of the Finns children, because you find a                       
14 year old boy who has a girl and maybe make sexual relations without marriage.. I do not like such this thing, because                       
they do things that are considered unacceptable to us as Muslims and Arabs. At the age of 15 or 16 years.. They drink                       
alcohol and smoke too .. The majority of Muslims and Arabs in my age do not do these things.. but I saw some Arabs                        
doing these things, because they were deprived of doing them in the Arab countries.. I tried to get away from this type                      
of Finns and Arabs too, because I know that these things are wrong in my religion. we say in our Syrian society that                       
your friend is dragger fo you .. This means that the bad friend can attract you and make you behave like him.. Some of                        
my friends asked me to drink alcohol, but I refused. I was trying to show them through my actions that I do not like                        
such these things. For me my culture has positively influenced in this matter (Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 62: R12: We teach our culture and civilization to our children and we preserve them. because we came                   
to Finland as guests, we teach them also respecting the Finnish culture even though we disagree them in many                   
behaviours.. our culture and values are important to us.. So, they are present in our life in Finland.. Even if we become                      
Finns and have Finnish citizenship, we do not change our culture, because I do not understand integration as                  
assimilation into the new society and imitation of others.. For example, I am as a Muslim woman, my culture and                    
religion do not allow me to go to the Finnish sauna with the Finns, because the culture of striptease is common in                      
Finnish society, but in our culture this is not permissible. I find my religion influential positively in this matter. For my                     
family, we prefer to have a role in the sauna. With our children and we do not let them go with the Finns because they                         
are stripped in the sauna (Refugee 12 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 63: R16: Kurdish people are tolerant and social .. maybe because they do not have state and rights and                    
therefore we are always used to integrate into other societies.. as a Kurdish social woman, this helped me to be an                     
initiative to get to know the Finns despite their isolation.. Now, I have Finnish friends, because I am able to deal with all                       
people.. In addition, I am muslim woman, our religion prohibit eating pork, blood and gelatin made of pig skin.. So I                     
instruct my children not to eat these things when they go to their Finns friends houses or when they go to buy candy                       
from the supermarket (Refugee 16 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 64: R19: In my opinion, it is difficult for a religious person to integrate into new societies, whether                   
Muslim or Christian. For me, as an atheist Kurd who is different from my original culture, I divorced religions 20 years                     
ago and I was suffering from the surrounding society… My personal culture as an individual influenced positively my                  
integration into Finland, because atheism made me see many things from a different perspective. For example, I see                  
women and the concept of freedom differently ... Being an atheist made me accept everything in Finnish society and                   
consider it as normal thing, especially the sexual freedom .. I think that the unmarried girl has the right to have sex                      
freely, but completely reject the married woman of having sex with other men (Refugee 19 2019, man). 
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Appendix 15:Answers of TE- office experts about the most prominent difficulties facing refugees. 
Excerpt 69: E3: Well .. the first thing that comes to mind is that when a customer is invited to the TE- Office..                       

that's really the biggest challenge when I think about how much I can tell and provide information to the customer at                     
that first meeting.. so this is probably due to the fact that the structure of society in Syria is different than in Finland..                       
then these TE- Office issues are not so easy to understand even for native Finns .. the problems arise from these things                      
that we deal with here, for example, Unemployment security is a matter . it needs explaining. what these things mean..                    
and then on the other hand, when I think in my work. how much to say about something that it could be understood.. the                        
reception ability of people is different (TE -Office Expert 3 2019). 
 
Appendix 16:Answers of Finnish teachers about difficulties that hinder the refugees integration. 

Excerpt 71: T2: Well.. The first thing is language and education.. many Syrian refugees have a rather weak                  
educational background.. there are read-and-write illiterate.. student are pretty many.. that is, they have done efforts yes,                 
but have not studied at school.. Learning school skills, ie how to study not only language learning, but also how to study                      
at school and how things are going on in school and such things.. they are often challenges.. During the first courses so                      
much not only to learn a language, but also through its content, we learn about the Finnish culture and how much                     
punctuality, schedules, contracts and silence are appreciated.. I have found especially if I think the Syrians have a lot of                    
major health problems... Mental health sides are so heavy.. life is heavy,there have been difficult experiences.. It also                  
affects their integration.. Integration slows down, because the mind does not calm down, perhaps they are physically                 
safe, but the mind is not yet calm.. it is hard to sleep and calm down.. there are a lot of these things, because there are                          
constant sorrows, worries and unfortunate things.. what's going on, where are the loved/relatives and how they can and                  
so on.. this is key matter affects on learning.. can't learn if the mind is all the time elsewhere.. On the other hand, the                        
student is also a father or a mother is more than a student.. The family situation also has a great deal if the family is not                          
in Finland or there is no information where the family is, it negatively affects their integration (Teacher 2 2019). 

 
Appendix 17:Viewpoints on the  main difficulties facing Finnish teachers with refugees. 

Excerpt 73: T1: Well .. of course, the language problem or how does learning the language go out/start if there                    
is no school background.. it is again associated with my group, ie read and write illiterate… sometimes there are                   
tensions between people from different countries in the class, namely Syrians and someone else (Teacher 1 2019). 

Excerpt 73: HA: Why? 
Excerpt 73: T1: I do not understand Arabic .. I find it difficult sometimes when I ask and try to clarify the                      

situation .. then it is related to one that you are poor and I'm from a good family or it is related to the citizenship. you are                           
from Syria and then it is related to that you are from a poor and deprived area and I am from a much better family.. It is                           
so difficult for me to understand, because there is not much meaning/importance in our society that kind of family or                    
background you come from when we are studying (Teacher 1 2019). 
 
Appendix 18:Viewpoints of Syrian refugees about Finnish food, culture and people. 

Excerpt 76: R5: Finnish food is very healthy.. its taste is delicious.. but I do not eat meat like pork. but I eat                       
vegetables..The most type I liked is the fish soup (lohikalakeitto).. Freedom something so important in Finnish culture..                 
It is possible, for example, to embrace religion or not freely.. Children also have great freedom to choose at an early                     
age.. Finnish Culture is open, but I consider part of openness is positive and another is negative part.. For example, the                     
negative is the sextual relations between young people and girls in early age.. In addition, they go naked into the sauna..                     
majority of Finns are nice and kind.. elderies are more social than young, but part of them are racist and do not like                       
immigrants.. Finns like sport and care about their health a lot.. They like alcohol and drink a lot.. I noticed that part of                       
the youth and children do not respect the elderlies and the teachers as it is in Syria.. In addition, Part of the youth do not                         
like his country as a result of the strict system which prevents them from drinking alcohol and smoking.. Finn generally                    
are honest and keep the secret (Refugee 5 2019, man). 

Excerpt 77: R7: I have tried Finnish food more than once.. I did not like much.. my taste is somewhat                    
different.. however, I respect their food culture. In the Finnish culture, I respect very much honesty and respect for the                    
law.. But there are some negative points that I do not like such as the isolation and lack of openness to the other.. The                        
culture of isolation and lack social cohesion in Finnish culture are annoying to the foreigner.. Finn's isolation from the                   
immigrant makes the immigrant feel that the Finnish person dislikes him.. Especially, when you see your neighbor at                  
street and he does not say hello to you.. Finns say that they like to leave the person at his comfort.. maybe this right, but                         
I do not exist in Finnish person mind to know whether he like me or not.. But isolation generates a negative feeling that                       
this person does not like my existence in Finland, although the opposite is true sometimes.. That is big problem !!                    
(Refugee 7 2019, man). 
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Some of refugees described the Finns as policemen, because of their interest in preserving the gains of their                   
state. Some said that Finns like to help others, respect others opinions, respect their work and law, but most are isolated.                     
Some said that Finnish male shyness exists more than Finnish females. One of the married women said that the Syrian                    
wife care about her husband more the the Finnish one. One man mentioned that Finnish woman status is stronger than                    
man. 

 
Appendix 19:Answers of  refugees about the important days on the Finnish calendar. 
Excerpt 79: 17: I noticed that there is a Father's Day in Finland. In Syria there is no such thing. there is only a Mother's                         
Day. we participated in Father's Day and we went to school with my husband and children. The boys made cards to                     
congratulate their father… Christmas is important for Finns (Refugee 17 2019, woman). 
 

Most of refugees put Independence Day first for the Finns, then Christmas. After that Medsummer Day, First                 
of May and Easter. Some said that the Finnish year is full of important days and holidays such as winter and fall. Some                       
of them participated in celebrating with Finns, especially Independence Day. Some of them invited Finns to their homes                  
and then Finns do also. 

 
Appendix 20:Attitudes of Syrian refugees about the Finnish political parties. 

Excerpt 81: R1: There is the True Finns Party.. I oppose this party, because its main ideas are based on                    
anti-immigrants, separation from the European Union and the closure of the border in front of the refugees.. they do not                    
like diversity... they also do not like other non-white people... I think that this party was not very successful, because the                     
Finns know how to think and many of them are against his ideas. but its has increased after the recent events in Oulu                       
related with rape situations.. Finnish media only focuses on the mistakes of immigrants and exaggerates for political                 
purposes.. For me, rape is rejected… why media does not talk about the rape of Finnish children by the Finnish                    
themselves.. The media also does not show the successes of immigrants and their role in building the Finnish society...                   
The guilty person should be held accountable only and not generalized to all immigrants… there is also the Green                   
Party.. The majority of its members are from the youth group. there is also the Centre Party, the Social Democratic                    
Party and the Left Alliance… Personally, I tend to the parties that welcome immigrants like the Centre and Left                   
Alliance (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

Excerpt 82: R19: I'm not much interested in politics.. But, I do not like the True Finnish Party, because it is an                      
extremist right party .. Extremism is a negative thing in everything, even in politics .. I am with the Finnish party in                      
terms of their love for their country and their defense, but their method is wrong .. Because we are now in different era                       
in which states declare themselves multicultural societies.. They still hold the traditional thinking which supports               
discrimination. This is extremism. No one prevents them from loving their country, but not in this wrong way (Refugee                   
19 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 21:Viewpoints of  refugees for their applying Finnish citizenship. 

Excerpt 85: R3: I obtained the citizenship... I liked to get it for travel, because it is unfortunately difficult to                    
visit the Arab countries with the Syrian passport. Secondly, in order to grant it to my children and guarantee their rights,                     
because I know that there is a country that protects me outside Finland. Third, there is war in my country and I do not                        
know when it will stop... Nationality gives me the right to remain in Finland in safe permanently (Refugee 3 2019,                    
woman). 

Excerpt 86: R9: Yes, but we have difficulty.. I am retired because of my illness. I am 62 years old. I have five                       
medical reports proving that I have not been able to study and learn Finnish. I am currently outside of the TE- Office...                      
when I tried to apply for citizenship, they told me that I need to be retired as a result of age not of sickness.. I hope that                           
the retirement for reasons of illness eligible for Finnish citizenship too (Refugee 9 2019, man). 
 

Some refugees stated that there were difficulties in obtaining citizenship, primarily Finnish. One of them said                
that there is no fairness in the criteria required to obtain Finnish nationality. The reason is that all refugees are required                     
to obtain B level in Finnish language test without considering age differences and educational qualifications between                
the persons. One of them said that it makes no sense to be treated in equal way between a young person educated at a                        
young age and a man in old age can not read and write well. 

 
Appendix 22:Refugees' opinions on the most important values existed in Finnish society. 

Excerpt 89: R2: The most important values are respect for human dignity and human regardless of color, race                  
and religion .. Even among the Finns themselves .. I did not see that they treated student better than student ..                     
Discrimination does not exist (Refugee 2 2019, man). 
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Excerpt 90: R9: First of all, respect for human beings.. treating all people equally, whether you are a Finnish                   
person, refugee or immigrant. The Finnish people are good and peaceful (Refugee 9 2019, man). 

Excerpt 91: R13: There is a lot of interesting values. value of honesty in Finnish society is a natural state and                     
lying is an odd .. another value is respect for the date and time is very wonderful .. Respect for the privacy of others and                         
not disturb them very well existed in this civilized society.. value of patriotism and belonging to homeland is real and                    
existed.. Finnish people do not care much about politics, and in our country we speak and care about politics a lot, but at                       
the same time, our belonging to the country was weak and not strong.. For example, my Finnish neighbor in my old                     
house, every week cleaned up the surroundings of our building from the cigarette butts on the floor. I remember also                    
that I committed a spontaneous mistake that I did not know it is.. A Finnish person came to me and told me that I was                         
not right and I should do it in that way .. I was sad and I said to myself that this is not his task .. You are not a policeman                               
.. But when we studied and learned, I understood that this is part of their culture.. I mean that when someone sees you                       
making a mistake, the person has the right to alert you and tell you that you are wrong (Refugee 13 2019, man). 

Excerpt 92: R20: The most important thing is honesty.. majority of Finns are honest.. value of freedom is                  
significant also, because you can criticize and express your opinion freely and without fear.. Finnish society also                 
respects the person who has a work and pays taxes to the state from the principle that you contribute in building of the                       
state .. Many of my Finnish friends respect and encourage me a lot, because I have a short time in Finland and I have                        
work (Refugee 20 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 23:Answers of refugees about their social relations and interaction with Finnish friends. 

Excerpt 95: R1: I do not have Finnish friends.. I did not feel that there were shared interests between us or a                      
convergence of thought.. At school, all the students from the immigrant backgrounds meet or find them together                 
smoothly.. It was very easy to get to know each other and become friends.. For the Finns, especially the young.. it was                      
very difficult to have friends.. The language of young student was difficult to understand.. there is a difference of                   
culture and thinking.. they were always talking about sex and sexual relations.. I heard them a lot ..they made fun of                     
those who did not have sexual relations.. therefore, I avoided them.. As a result, I may not have common points and                     
interests with people from my culture as well as my religion too (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

Excerpt 96: R6: No. because of the weakness of the language and my injuries too(Refugee 6 2019, minor boy). 
Excerpt 97: R19: I have Finnish friends.. I have been moved from another city recently.. So, I have just one                    

friend now.. I see him almost every day, visit each other constantly and drink tea together.. In Kuopio.. I had about 40..                      
I used to go with some of them for playing tennis.. Currently I communicate with them through the internet.. My                    
Finnish girlfriend had a role in expanding my friendships with the Finns, because her friends become your friends                  
automatically .. When you meet Finnish people and you have a Finnish girlfriend.. They accept you more than if you are                     
single (Refugee 19 2019, man). 
 
Appendix 24:Answers of refugees ability to practice religious beliefs in Finland. 

Excerpt 101: R2: Yes, I do freely.. I am muslim and there is a mosque in the city where I live..One of the                       
things that surprised me in Finland since my arrival is that the freedom to practice religions is 100% applied and existed                     
(Refugee 2 2019, man). 

Excerpt 102: R20: Yes I was .. In addition, they allocated us a small place next to the church to pray in it .. And                         
there is an intention to sort a piece of land to bury the dead Muslims near the church (Refugee 20 2019, man). 
 
Appendix 25:Experiences of refugees with discrimination and abuse situations in Finland. 

Excerpt 104: R4: Yes, verbal abuse. I remember once that I was on the bus stop, going to football practice..                    
Two Finnish children, 13 years old, were near me and said bad words to me. they also said to me, 'Go to your country'                        
The second case occurred with my sister.. She passed by an old Finnish person who had a dog.. He made the dog                      
attacks to scare my sister.. she told us that he began screaming and talking incomprehensible phrases.. She thought that                   
he was a racist (Refugee 4 2019, minor boy). 

Excerpt 105: R11: Only one case in 2015.. with the influx of Iraqi refugees into Finland.. My wife wears the                    
hijab.. We were on the bus.. racist came to my wife and said to her 'Why do you come to Finland'? and continued "Get                        
out of here". our reaction was normal.. I think this depends on the Finnish news and media. Finn depends primarily on                     
his country news and he behaves in the evening on what he was watching in the morning (Refugee 11 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 26:Answers about Finnish values that Finnish teachers teach to Syrian refugees. 

Excerpt 108: T2: I think that equality is really important, ie it doesn't depend on gender or age or sexual                    
orientation in the profession you want to be or what job you want to do or what you want to study.. it is the freedom of                          
the individual, that is, everyone has the right to dream and to seek a dream, regardless of what kind of background is or                       
what kind of person is.. Also, freedom of speech if I experienced something wrong, I have the right to tell what I think                       
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but at the same time freedom of speech means that I respect different opinions .. maybe these two are the first ones that                       
I often want to bring up.. It is precisely from this point of view that if there is an immigrant and Finn in Finland ..They                         
are an equal, they have equal rights and duties (Teacher 2 2019). 

 
Appendix 27:Experiences of refugees about the best way to learn Finnish language. 

Excerpt 112: R1: The best way is to speak even if you speak wrongly.. I was standing in front of the mirror                      
talking to myself and sometimes I was sitting alone talking to myself, because I do not have Finnish friends.. Second, I                     
was listening to the news in simple Finnish language on the Yle Finnish channel almost every day.. I did not understand                     
in the first period, but after a while I understood the general idea and then gradually deeper.. I put speaking and listening                      
in the first place and then writing (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

Excerpt 113: R8: I did not get long courses, because of my health situation. Communicating with Finnish                 
friends intensely is a very good way.. They helped us to speak in the right way through mistakes correcting.. In addition,                     
the personal diligence at home.. I used to translate official papers, listen to Finnish TV and search on Youtube for                    
Finnish language lessons too (Refugee 8 2019, woman). 

Excerpt 114: R15: By doing assignments online.. As well as reading books, because the books contain a large                  
number of words.. Good listening to the teacher in the courses (Refugee 15 2019, man). 
 
Appendix 28:Refugees' opinions on language courses effectiveness and efficiency. 

Excerpt 117: R2: Practically not. I felt that teachers were slow in the process of teaching the language.. I like                    
intensive education which is rich of vocabulary and new information, because it helps to learn the language faster. for                   
example, during the course there was a book for the course.. the teacher was not able to finish the book to the end.. The                        
main problem back to the presence of students with different levels and abilities.. this reason makes the teacher repeat                   
again and again.. Teacher found himself obligated to slow down for students with weaker levels. This thing was                  
personally harmful to me, because I can understand the idea directly compared to other students who need more                  
support.. Really, I felt as being imprisoned in a cage (Refugee 2 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 29:Viewpoints of refugees about work training importance. 

Excerpt 119: R20: I got 6 work trainings.. The first was in agriculture.. The second was in a restaurant because                    
I did not find a workplace in the building sector and in order to learn the language.. The rest were in the building sector..                        
I found work training is the best way to learn language, because my boss corrected me the mistakes directly during my                     
talk..When I made a mistake, he did not make feel or get embarrassed or laugh at me. He corrected me in a gentle, polite                        
and understanding way. I always asked the Finns to talk to me constantly and to tell me about the work tools and terms..                       
At the end of the working day.. my boss was doing a review to all the words that I learned.. I also was writing the new                          
ad hard words to see them again at home (Refugee 20 2019, man). 

 
Appendix 30:Teachers' opinions on how education helps Syrian refugees. 

Excerpt 122: T2: Well .. I think that the fastest possible access to education helps..that is, he/she doesn't have                   
to wait for a long time to get to language courses and to and become a part of a Finnish education system.. so it must be                          
a done in very short time.. Students have a strong motivation to get involved in Finnish and Finnish society.. So yes, I                      
see that learning the language and getting to know culture and society are the most important things (Teacher 2 2019). 

Excerpt 123: T3: Surely, all education helps in the integration.. others are more.. others are less.. through                 
education, many get to the integration path, that is, then they may find a profession what to study or then do some kind                       
of training that can make them work/manage themselves in the Finnish society (Teacher 3 2019). 

 
Appendix 31:Teachers' opinions on how refugees' personal differences affect learning Finnish. 

Excerpt 125: T1: The personal differences and then the educational background.. motivation is a big factor in                 
the fact that how to learn languages.. In read-and-write illiterate group, motivation is usually high, because they are at                   
the first courses.. now I am a learner.. I am a learner.. there are a lot of good experiences in this stage, because there are                         
new and new matters.. Then, when they are many years at school, it means that after many courses and when it comes                      
to be more difficult, you learn slower..Therefore, motivation may decrease (Teacher 1 2019). 

Excerpt 126: T2: Every student is an individual .. he has his own experiences and own goals.. I can't really say                     
what was different.. I can't put them in one group just the Syrians (Teacher 2 2019). 

 
Appendix 32:Teachers' answers about Finnish courses content. 
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Excerpt 129: T1: In this course of reading and writing skills, reading and writing skills mechanism so that,                  
he/she can be able to hear, write up and to read the texts mechanically. but then when speech skills for students already                      
are.. By talking, we talk and the goals is to make them able to understand Finnish life and learn certain things, that is                       
getting to know basic things in this stage.. Then, when he/she goes to the elementary school, it becomes quite accurate..                    
There are societal learning, culture and history.. Where I taught..in the integration training, there were a few topics of                   
the same kind as we do too.. We are teaching health vocabularies, health care things, clothing and finnish history                   
(Teacher 1 2019). 

 
Appendix 33:Teachers' opinions on how language difficulty affect refugees' educational          

orientations. 
The rest of teachers reported that the previous background and the educational level, whether student know                

other languages, had a strong impact on Finnish language learning. for example, people who did not study at schools in                    
Syria had difficulty in learning the language and choosing the right profession, they were more slower than the others                   
especially the women who were housewives and were not able to study in Syria. In short there was a convergence of                     
views among teachers at this point. 

 
Appendix 34:Experiences of refugees about the most important ways to get a job in Finland. 

Excerpt 135: R1: You need a clean record free from criminal records.. you need a CV includes your certificates                   
and qualifications.. Finnish certificate in Finland is basic thing and is the most important thing you should have to get a                     
job.. Some friends said to me that their name deprived them from getting a job (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

Excerpt 136: R15: You should have a career and previous work trainings... You should get excellent feedbacks                 
and evaluations from people you have worked with in the Finnish institutions during previous work trainings (Refugee                 
15 2019, man). 

 
The majority of other refugees focused on the importance of Finnish language and obtaining a vocational or                 

academic degree. Moreover, they stressed on the importance of work training and getting familiar of the requirements                 
of Finnish society. One said that experience is important, but it does not help you to get job if there is insufficient                      
language level. 

 
Appendix 35:Syrian refugees' assessments of the success rate of their integration into Finland. 

Excerpt 142: R1: I think that I am Satisfactorily integrated, because I currently know my rights and duties in                   
Finland and very familiar with the Finnish laws. On the other hand, I speak Finnish language, I study at High School                     
with the Finns student, and understand the teacher who explains and speak continuously for 45 minutes...this is itself an                   
integration... But the absence of Finnish friends may affect my integration evaluation a little bit, because all my friends                   
at school are foreigners (Refugee 1 2019, man). 

Excerpt 143: R5: Partly yes... Although I am currently able to manage my life and my life independently, I will                    
not consider myself fully integrated unless I enter the university.. then get a job after graduation and pay taxes and build                     
the Finnish society like Finns (Refugee 5 2019, man). 

Excerpt 144: R7: In short.. If I do not get a study seat at the university in the faculty of medicine, I will not                        
consider myself integrated (Refugee 7 2019, man). 
 

One mentioned that integrated person should have ideas about the hosting society and making friendships with                
Finns. 
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Appendix 36:Assessment of some Syrian refugees for social workers & TE- Office staff in some               

Finnish cities. 

Syrian 
refugees 

 

City Evaluation for 
Social  office 

workers 
 rate 0-10 

Evaluation for 
Labour office 

staff 
rate 0-10 

The arithmetic average of the 
assessment by city 

Refugee 1 Tampere 6 5  

City Social 

workers 

TE- Office 

staff 

Helsinki 6.5 8 

Espoo 9 5 

Tampere 8 6.3 

Turku 9 9 

Kuopio 6.8 6.8 

Lappeenranta 10  

Joensuu 7.75 4 

 

Refugee 2 Kuopio 9 9 

Refugee 3 Turku 8 8 

Refugee 4 Kuopio 5  Refugee is under 18 

Refugee 5 Kuopio 8 8 

Refugee 6 Joensuu 7.5  Under 18 

Refugee 7 Kuopio 2 2 

Refugee 8 Lappeenranta 10 Sick leave 

Refugee 9 Helsinki 3 Refugee is retired 

Refugee 10 Tampere 6 6 

Refugee 11 Tampere 8 8 

Refugee 12 Kuopio 10 10 

Refugee 13 Espoo 9 5 

Refugee 14 Helsinki 10 8 

Refugee 15 Joensuu 8 4 

Refugee 16 Kuopio 5 2 

Refugee 17 Tampere 10 Integration plan does 
not yet started 

Refugee 18 Tampere 10 9 

Refugee 19 Kuopio 10 10 

Refugee 20 Turku 10 10 
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